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ABSTRACT

This study challenges the popular notion of Johnson’s attitude 

toward women by examining what his own works say about them and to them. 

Modern assessments of Johnson’s empirical habits of thought hold true 
for his writings on women’s education, marriage and prostitution, the 

cult of domesticity, and the relationship between beauty, power, and 

virtue. Johnson’s works, especially his moral essays, letters, auto

biographical writings, and prose narratives, show that Johnson thought
)women were people, not metaphysical entities of one sort or another. As 

a moral psychologist, Johnson uses the principle of dynamic growth, not 

adjustment to a prescribed social role, as a norm against which women’s 
experiences may be evaluated. He rejects the middle-class Ideal of 

female isolation and exposes the fallacious equation of women’s virtue 

with their ignorance and confinement.

Because Johnson had no abstract notion of "the female mind," he 

accords women’s learning its own significance. He draws a disturbing 

analogy between wives and prostitutes, and he castigates the cultural 

demand, made by Christians and libertines alike, that women be trained 

to please men. Johnson’s writings on domesticity expose the morally 

reprehensible dimension of female isolation at the same time that they 

take serious and sympathetic interest in "women's work." And his 

writings on beauty explore the destructive effects of covert power— the 

only kind available to women— upon its practitioners, Johnson rejects

■ v
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conventional standards of female delicacy for the "heroick virtues" of 

wisdom, courage, and intelligence acquired by experience in the world. 

But, by insisting upon the tragic contradiction between women’s status 

as moral beings and their vocation as females, Johnson constructs a 

radically ironic analysis of the vanity of human wishes.



CHAPTER 1

THE FEMALE WORLD

This essay on Johnson's attitude toward women as reflected in 

his writings contributes to the work of two academic groups with whom 

I identify, Johnsonians and Women's Studies scholars. To my knowledge 

neither group has explored what both could learn from: the complex and

startling analysis of women's lives contained in Johnson's writings.

The last book-length study of Johnson's attitude toward women, W. H. 

Craig's Dr. Johnson and the Fair Sex, appeared in 1895.1 And, although 

Women's Studies has been academic discipline for some ten years, most 

feminist scholars, when speaking of Johnson at all, speak disparagingly. 

Like many general readers, they seem more familiar with the literary 

character created by James Boswell than with the author of the Rambler, 

Idler, Adventurer, or Rasselas. Boswell's Life of Johnson presents a 

lively portrait of a loveable, kindhearted dogmatist who likens women 

preachers to dancing dogs or wittily exposes a woman's pretentions to 

classless society by Suggesting that she invite her footman to dine with 

the assembled company. But this mixture of condescension and chivalry 

toward women is Boswell's, not Johnson's. After all, it is Johnson who 

wrote of women in Rambler 39 that "the custom Of the world seems to

1W. H. Craig, Dr. Johnson and the Fair Sex (London: Sampson
Low, Marston, 1895).
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have been formed in a kind of conspiracy against them."2 This 

observation, no news to feminists, is a major theme in Johnson's 

writings on women, and should go unnoticed no longer.

In making the distinction between Boswell's Life of Johnson 
and the Johnson canon per se, I align myself with contemporary Johnson 

scholars who recognize the Life as a consummate literary achievement 

in its own right but who study Johnson's works to discover his views 
bn a given subject. Uncritical praise and condemnation of Johnson—  

what Bertrand Bronson calls "the double tradition"3 of Johnson 

criticism— has given way to serious examination of the Johnson canon. 

William K. Wimsatt’s The Prose Style of Samuel Johnson (1941); Walter 

Jackson Bate'S The Achievement of Samuel Johnson (1955); James L. 
Clifford's Young Sam Johnson (1955); Robert Voitle's Samuel Johnson the 

Moralist (1961); Arieh Sach's Passionate Intelligence: Imagination
and Reason in the Works of Samuel Johnson (1967); Paul Alkon's Samuel 

Johnson and Moral Discipline (1967); Paul Fussell's Samuel Johnson and 

the Life of Writing (1971); George Irwin's Samuel Johnson; A 

Personality In Conflict (1971); Carey McIntosh's The Choice of Life: 
Samuel Johnson and the World of Fiction (1973); and Richard B. Schwartz's

2Samuel Johnson, The Rambler, No. 39, The Yale Edition of The 
Works of Samuel Johnson, eds. W. J. Bate and Albrecht B . Strauss, III 
(New Haven and London: Yale Univ. Press, 1969), 211. All subsequent
references to Johnson's writings are from the Yale edition, unless 
otherwise signified, and will be cited parenthetically in the text.

3Bertrand Bronson, "The Double Tradition of Dr. Johnson," ELK,
18 (June 1951), 90-106. Reprinted in Eighteenth-Century English 
Literature: Modern Essays in Criticism, ed. James L. Clifford (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1959), 285-99.'



Samuel Johnson and the Problem of Evil (1975) are only a few studies 

which redefine Johnson for the modern reader. As Clifford and Greene 
observe, "Instead of the proverbial bigoted reactionary, the author

itarian and traditionalist, which the nineteenth century drew out of 

Boswell’s anecdotes, the new critics find him largely a scientific 

empiricist, moving with M s  time in the Lockean tradition toward modem 

skeptical analysis."1*

These critics and others have shown that Johnson’s habitual 

modes of thought were not dogmatic. As a moralist, Johnson grounded his 

observations upon particular experience and its effects upon individuals 

and society. As a psychologist, he explored the debilitating effects of 

custom, habit, and received opinions. As an artist, he employed 

rhetorical strategies and images, epistolary fiction, apologue, and 
retrospective first-person narrative to render a highly complex vision 

of the vanity of human wishes. My essay will show how Johnson’s 

analyses of "the female world" and his portrayals of women’s experiences 

are informed by empirical knowledge of human motives and imaginative 

empathy for human suffering.
Frances Reynolds, Sir Joshua's sister, noted that Johnson "set 

a higher value upon female friendship than, perhaps, most men," and she 

credited this attitude to Johnson's friendship with his Bluestocking

4James L. Clifford and Donald Greene, Samuel Johnson; A Survey 
and Bibliography of Critical Studies (Minneapolis, Minn.: University
of Minnesota, 1970), p. 21.



circle,5 But Johnson’s acquaintance with women was much more catholic: 
he knew lunatics and indigents, actresses and duchesses, maids . and 

poets, wives and prostitutes and widows and Quakers and historians and 

spinsters. Whereas Samuel Richardson boasted of having never been in 

the company of an immoral woman, Johnson told Fanny Burney, "I have 

known all the wits'from Mrs, Montagu down to Bet Flint,'16 Surely 
Johnson's many women friends and acquaintances gave him first-hand 
knowledge of the cultural contexts and social norms which restricted them.

Because his moral philosophy was based upon his psychological 

insight, which in turn was founded upon a keen perception of human 

experience, Johnson concluded that women are people, not metaphysical 

entities of one sort or another. He wrote in Rambler.133 that women, 

like men, are "born to know, to reason, and to act" and that the highest 

human task of. immortal salvation involved acquiring a sense, of self.

For Johnson, moral growth required self-knowledge based upon experience 

in the world. Unlike most people of his day, Johnson recognized the 

debilitating results of women’s confinement to rigid spheres denying 

them access to knowledge, exercise of reason, and opportunity for action. 

By placing women within the cultural contexts and social norms which 

restrict and discourage self-knowledge, Johnson achieves brilliant and 

moving analyses of their experience in a male-dominated society.

^Recollections of Dr. Johnson by. Miss Reynolds, in Johnsonian 
Miscellanies, ed. G. Birkbeck Hill, II (1897; rpt. New York: Barnes and
Noble, 1970), 252.

g Diary and Letters, of Madame d'Arblay (1778-1840), ed.
Charlotte Barrett, with Preface and Notes by Austin Dobson, I (London: 
Macmillan, 1904), 82.



I have the following objectives in this study:

(1) to establish that Johnson's attitudes toward 

women are informed by empirical habits of 

thought and pragmatic methods of observing 

and evaluating human experience ?
(2) to explain how the literary forms and techniques 

of Johnson's writings—  narrative point of view, 

images, choice of genre, tone, rhetorical 

strategies, and ironic modes — - express Johnson's • 
attitude toward women.

My primary object in this study is to show how both form and 

content in Johnson's writings explore causal relationships between the 

moral errors women commit and the psychological damage done them by the 

patriarchy. To do that, we must first understand what "the female world" 

of eighteenth-century England must have been like, so that Johnson's 

writings emerge from their cultural contexts.

Samuel Johnson's lifetime (1709-1784) spans three quarters of a 

cenfury marked by changes in women's legal, economic, and social 

positions. Industrial and agrarian revolutions at home, colonial and 

continental conflicts abroad, and the values associated with early 

capitalism affected Englishwomen of all classes. Since the Restoration, 

increased wealth and new ideas of refinement had diminished privileged 

women's contacts with the outside world. As agriculture became a 

commercialized trade, noble and upper-class women who formerly had 

managed their husbands' estates became decorative emblems of their
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families' leisured status^ With the Enclosure Acts, ..wives. of tenant 
farmers and cottagers lost productive work on common lands and subse

quently grew dependent upon their husbands for subsistence. Work 

traditionally done by women— spinning, weaving, soapmaking, baking, 

brewing, candlemaking™was taken outside the home and performed by 

craft organizations which excluded women. When the hospital movement 

elevated the practice of medicine to a profession, women were denied 

medical training, and their•healing arts became associated with vulgarity 

and superstition. Informal arrangements whereby journeymen's and 

masters' wives had gained training and experience in their husbands' 

trades disappeared when the specialization and division of labor grew 

more complex. As new and heavier machines replaced domestic production 

of textiles, workshops grew larger and separate from the home. Thus, 
Englishwomen from the noble, gentle, bourgeois, artisan, and yeoman 

classes were gradually removed from productive work. By the end of the 

age, the "female world" had become a separate sphere, physically and 

psychologically removed from the larger society.7

7Alice Clark, Working Life of Women in The Seventeenth Century 
(1919; rpt. New York: A. ft. Kelley, 1968); Conceptual Frameworks for
Studying Women's History: Four Papers by Marilyn Arthur, Renata Briden-
thal, Joan Kelly-Godol, and Cerda Lerner (Bronxville, N.Y.: Sarah
Lawrence College, 1976); G. E. and K. R. Fussell, The English Country
woman : A Farmhouse Social History A.D. 1300-1500 (London: Andrew
Melrose, 1967); M. Dorothy George, London Life in the Eighteenth Century 
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1925) Dorothy Marshall, English People in
the Eighteenth Century (London: Longman's, Green, 1956); M. Phillips and
W. S. Tomkinson, English Women in Life and Letters (London: Oxford
University Press, 1927); Ivy Pinchbeck, Women Workers and the Industrial 
Revolution: 1750-1850 (London: Frank Cass, 1969); Sheila Rowbotham,
Hidden from History: 300 Years of Women's Oppression and the Fight Against
It (London: Pluto Press, 1973); Sheila Rowbotham, Women, Resistance, and
Revolution (New York: Vintage, 1974); Roger Thompson, Women in Stuart
England and America: A Comparative Study (London and Boston: Rutledge
and Kegan Paul, 1974).
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Concurrently, an elaborate mythology of women's "natural" fitness 

for motherhood and domesticity excluded what was now called the "fair 

sex" from business, agriculture, trades, and professional training.8 

William Alexander's History of Women (1779) complacently echoed the 

fashionable rationale for keeping women from the world's business:

"Women are considered not so much as the partners of our toil and labor, 
as the sweetness of our pleasures and comforts."9 But while the guise 

of kindly paternalism "protected" privileged women from public life and 

economic independence, poor women held the dirtiest, lowest-paying jobs 

of the age when they could get work, and starved to death or were sold 
by parish overseers when they could not. By the end of the century, 

rich women were relegated to leisure and domestic isolation, poor women 

were driven to new forms of drudgery, and growing numbers of middle- 

class women were educated according to the bourgeois ideal of the 

"reasonably" submissive wife.10 Supposedly "created to refine the joys, 

and to soften the cares of humanity," eighteenth-century women possessed 

minimal legal rights and suffered nearly total economic dependence upon 

men.

8W. Lyon Blease, The Emancipation of English Women (London:
David Nutt, 1913), p. 37.

9William Alexander, The History of Women, from the earliest 
antiquity to the present time, giving some account of almost every 
interesting particular concerning that sex, among all nations, ancient
and modern (London: W. Strahan and T. Cadell, 1779), II, 59.

18Marlene Legates, "The Cult of Womanhood in Eighteenth-Century
Thought," ECS, 10 (Fall 1976), 25-39.
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Lord Chesterfield's sneering remark that "women are only 

children of a larger growth" was not only a private premise for advising 

his son to treat them as such. It was a legal fact in the eighteenth 
century9 since women, particularly wives, were denied adult rights and 

responsibilities under the law. Women’s legal status under English 
Common Law derived in part from the Roman code of patria potestas, 

which made women commodities controlled by the manus (hand) of the 

eldest male in the family. Unlike slaves, women could not be emancipated 

(removed from the hand); they could only pass from the father's hand 'to 

the husband’s. But Roman law as interpreted by the Anglo Saxons had at 

least defined women as legal entities.11 Before the Norman Conquest, 

Englishwomen could own property, make contracts, enter into guilds, sit 

as jurors, vote, and act as burgesses in town legislatures. After the 

Norman Conquest, howeyer, the most stringent aspects of Roman law were 

incorporated into English Canon Law and then into English Common Law. 

Legal concepts of feme covert (married woman) and feme sole (single 

woman) were used to prescribe women's legal status. English Common Law 

still allowed single women to own, manage, and transfer property, to sue 

and be sued, and to manage income from personal property of work.12 And, 

until the seventeenth century, married women separated from their hus

bands could be sued for debt, contract for businesses as "sole traders"

11Jo Freeman, "The Building of the Guilded Cage" (1970)^ rpt.
The Second Wave, 1 (Spring 1971), 7-8.

12Eugene Hecker, A Short History of Women's Rights (New York and 
London: G. P. Putnam, 1910); Philip S. James, Introduction to English
Law (London: Butterworth, 1969).
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in some towns, and serve as executrixes of estates. But as English

Common Law became codified, first by Edward Coke (1552-1634) and then

by William Blackstone (1723-1780), Englishwomen became legal ciphers.13

Coke, who deliberately misstated English Common Law for his own

aggrandizement, used the notion of coverture to strip English wives' of

their legal and political rights.14 According to The Lawes Resolutions
of Women *s Rights: Or, the Lawes Provision for Women (1632), wives

had no identity under the law:
In this consolidation which we call wedlock is a 
locking together. It is true, that man and wife are
one person; but understand in what manner. When a
small brooke or littlerriver incorporateth with 
Rhodanus, Humber,'.:or the .Thames, the poor rivulet 
looseth her name; it is carried and recarried with 
the new associate; it beareth no sway; it possesseth 
nothing .during coverture. A woman as soon as she is 
married, is called covert; in Latin nupta, that is 
"veiled"; as it were, clouded and overshadowed; she 
hath lost her streame. I may more truly, farre away, >
say to a married woman, her new selfe is her superior; 
her companion, her master. . . Eve, because she had 
helped to seduce her husband, had inflicted upon her 
a special bane. See here the reason of that which I 
touched before,— that women have no voice in 
Parliament. They make no laws, they consent to none, 
they abrogate none. All of them are understood either 
married, or to be married, and their desires are to

13 Barbara Kirk Cavanaugh, "A Little Dearer than His Horse:
Legal Stereotypes and the Feminine Personality," Harvard Civil Rights 
and Civil Liberties Law Review, 6 (March 1971), 260-87. According to 
Matilda Fettberg, "Blame Coke and Blackstone," Women Lawyers Journal 
(Spring 1948), "the high water mark in the legal disablement in England 
was the Reform Bill of 1832, which restricted the englarged franchise 
to ’male persons’" (p. 10).

14Fenberg, p. 9.
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their husbands. I know no remedy, that some can shift 
it well enough. The common laws here shaketh hand 
with divinitye.15

Blacks tone, Writing some 137 years later,' echoed Coke * s insistence that
"women are the favorites of the law" while employing another gratuitous

analogy to cloak wives’ essential powerlessness under the law:

By marriage, the husband and wife are one person in 
law; that is, the very being or legal existence of the 
woman is suspended during the marriage, or at,least 
is incorporated and consolidated into that of the 
husband under whose wing, protection, and cover, she 
performs everything; and is therefore called in our 
law-french a feme covert, foemina viro co-operta; is 

' . said to be cdvert-baron; or under the protection and 
influence of her husband, her baron, or lord; and her 
condition during her marriage is called her coverture.16

At the time of marriage, a husband acquired the power of jure 

exorcis, sole possession and control of his wife’s property, earnings, 

and person. Under the law, a husband could chastise his wife, restrain 

her liberty, and transfer the guardianship of her children to a third 

party by deed or will. A widow held no claim to her husband’s personal 

property except through the rules of intestate succession, and, even 

then, the claims of his creditors superseded her own. Furthermore, a 

husband could bequeath his property by will and defeat her claim.17

15Quoted in Julia Cherry Spruill, Women’s Life and Work in the 
Southern Colonies (1938; rpt. New York: Russell and Russell, 1969),
p. 340.

16William Blackstone. Commentaries on the Laws of England 
(London: Clarendon Press, 1765), I, 442-43.

17John D. Johnson, Jr., "Sex and. Property: The Common Law
Tradition, the Law School Curriculum, and Development toward Equality," 
New York University Law Review, 47 (December 1972), 1033-92.
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Based partly upon biblical notions of man and wife united in " 

one flesh, the doctrine of coverture effectively nullified the wife’s 

legal existence, except for what Blackstone called "some instances in 

1 which she is separately considered; as inferior to him, and acting by 
his compulsion."18 Wives were legally required to provide marital 

companionship, sexual consortium, and domestic service in return for 

husbandly provision of food, clothing, and shelter. Because civil, 
common, and ecclesiastical law made a husband king in his own home, 

wives convicted of murdering their spouses were not hanged; they were 

burned at the stake as traitors and heretics.19 Runaway wives faced 

imprisonment for their disobedience, and, not until 1801 did an English

woman sue Parliament for an act of divorce.20

Johnson’s observation that "Nature has given women so much power 

that the law has very, wisely given them little" may suggest his approval 

of women’s legal oppression. But the context of this particular remark, 

as well as Johnson's interest in women's natural rights and his efforts 

to lend women legal aid, proves otherwise. In 1763, Dr. John Taylor, an 

old friend of Dr. Johnson's who had been an attorney before assuming his 

clergyman's post at Ashbourne, wrote Johnson that his wife had left him 

after accusing him of incontinence with a servant. Ensuing letters

^Blackstone, I, 445.

19Phillips and Tomkins on, p. 311.

20Hecker, p. 137. For a sample case of Parliamentary divorce, 
see F. D. Mackinnon, "The Law and Lawyers," Johnson's England: An 
Account of the Life and Manners of His Age, ed. Arthur S. Tuberville 
(Oxford; Clarendon Press, 1938), II, 299-300.
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between Johnson and Taylor show Johnson’s efforts to ensure his friend’s 

psychological well-being by reminding him of his wife's minimal legal 

rights. What better way to encourage Taylor’s recovery from "perturba

tion of mind, or disorder of body arising from it" than to assure a one

time lawyer that his wife had little recourse but to return to him?21 

In an effort to discover the particulars of the case, Johnson offered 

Taylor emotional support and sound advice:

If your condition is known 1 should think it best to 
come from the place, that you may not be a gazing 
stock to idle people who have nobody but you to talk 
of. You may live privately in a thousand places till 
the novelty of the transactions is worn away. I 
shall be glad to contribute to your peace by any
amusements in my power . . . .  (I, 156)

Since Taylor did not write Johnson many details of his situation, he

could only offer general advice: "The happiness of conjugal life cannot

be ascertained or secured either by sense Or virtue, and therefore its

miseries may be numbered among those evils which we cannot prevent and

must only labour to endure with patience, and palliate with judgment"

(I, 156). Johnson knew that, despite the ideal marriages described in

conduct books and guides to conjugal felicity, "To have an unsuitable

or unhappy marriage happens every day to multitudes" (I, 156). He

advised Taylor, "You must endeavour to bear it like your fellow sufferers

by diversion at one time and reflection at another" (I, 156).

21 "To John Taylor," 25 August, 1763, Letter 158, The Letters of 
Samuel Johnson, with Mrs. Thrale's Genuine Letters to Him, ed. R. W. 
Chapman (Oxford: Clarendon Press), I, 158. All subsequent references 
are from this edition and will be cited, by number, parenthetically in 
the text. '
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Under English law, Taylor could have had his wife imprisoned or

advertised her elopement in the papers. But Johnson advised against
such public action; .

You know that I have never advised you to anything 
tyrannical or violent, and in the present case it is 
of great importance to keep yourself in the right, 
and not to injure your own right by any intemperance of 
resentment or eagerness of reprisal. (I, 156)

As Johnson knew, advertisements for runaway wives (which, in the colonies,

were inserted between notices of stray horses and escaped slaves) bespoke

husbandly rage. Historian Julia Cherry Spruill notes, "The ostensible

purpose of the husband was to protect himself from debts with which his

absconding wife might charge him, but actually in many cases his evident

motive was to vent his exasperation, elicit public sympathy, and wreak

vengeance on his offending spouse."22 Johnson advised Taylor, •

For the present I think it prudent to forbear all 
pursuit, and all open inquiry, to wear an appearance 
of complete indifference, and calmly wait the effects 
of time, of necessity, and of shame. I suppose she 
cannot live long without your money, and the confession 
of her want will probably humble her. 'Whether you 
will inform her brother, I must leave to your discretion 
who know his character and the terms on which you. have 
lived. If you write to him, write like a man ill- 
treated but neither dejected nor enraged. (I, 156)

Before suggesting that Taylor consult Mr. Howard, a proctor in the

Ecclesiastical Court at Lichfield, Johnson wrote.

You enquire what the fugitive Lady has in her power.
She has, I think, nothing in her power but to return 
home and mend her behaviour. To obtain a separate 
maintenance she must prove either cruelty to her 
person or infidelity to her bed, and I suppose

22Spruill, p. 179.
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neither charge can be supported. Nature has given " 
women so much power that the law has very wisely 
given them little. (I, 157).

Clearly, Johnson’s view on women’s psychological power over men suggests

his concern for Taylor’s emotional stability rather than his espousal of

some jerry-built doctrine of compensation. Subsequent letters between

Johnson and Taylor show that Taylor apparently rejected Johnson’s advice
to consult Howard and to control his anger, fear, and depression. "What

have you to dread from the law?" he asked Taylor. "The law will give

Mrs. Taylor no more than her due and you do not desire to give her less"

(I, 159). Johnson urged his friend not to rule out the possibility of a

reconciliation, but Taylor decided against it. Johnson answered.

Your determination against cohabitation with the Lady 
I shall therefore pass over, with only this hint, that 
you must keep it to yourself; for as by elopement she 
makes herself liable to the charge of violating the 
marriage contract, it will be prudent to keep her in 
the criminal state, by leaving her in appearance a 
possibility of return, which preserves your superiority 
in the contest, without taking from you the power of 
limiting her future authority, and prescribing your 
own conditions. (I, 161)

When Mrs. Taylor and her family offered terms for a separation, Johnson

drafted Taylor’s reply. Johnson wrote Taylor,

1 no more desire than you to bring the cause before 
the courts, and if they who are on the lady’s side 
can prove nothing, they have in reality no such 
design. It is not likely that even if they had proof 
of incontinency they would desire to produce it, or 
make any other use of it, than to terrify you into 
their own conditions. (I, 161)

Some eight months later, terms of separation favorable to Taylor 

were reached, as Johnson had predicted, outside of the courts. As 

Johnson knew, Mrs. Taylor's power over her husband was purely



psychological; it was virtually impossible for Mrs.. Taylor, or any other 

English wife, to prove a husband's physical cruelty or infidelity in a 
court of law.23

Johnson's knowledge of women's minimal legal rights does not 
demonstrate his approval of their legal status. His letters contain 

many instances of legal aid to women, including Poll Carmichael, who, 

Johnson wrote Sir John Hawkins, had been "very injuriously and oppres

sively excluded from her little patrimony, for which she sues in forma 
pauperis"24 (I, 292.1). And, after Hester Lynch Thrale became a 

widow with a large brewery to run, her income was restricted, perhaps 

deliberately, by two executors of the estate.25 Johnson, a third.execu
tor tried to encourage his friend by reminding her of her new legal status

The season for Agnes is now over. You are in your 
civil character a man. You may sue and be sued.
If you apply to business perhaps half the mind which 
you have exercised upon knowledge and elegance, you 
will need little help, what help however I can give 
you, will I hope, be always on call. (II, 725)

Johnson's interest in women's natural rights and the changing 

character of the law emerges from his correspondence with lawyer James 

Boswell in 1776. Appalled by his father's decision to entail the family 

estate to heirs general rather than to male heirs, Boswell wrote for

23See F. D. Mackinnon, pp. 295-305, and George, p. 315, for 
descriptions of the legal subtleties operating against all but the 
very rich in eighteenth-century law courts.

24See also "To Richard Clark," 31 January, 1774, Letters, I, 394.

25Clifford, Hester Lynch Thrale (Mrs. Piozzi) (Oxford: Clarendon,
1941), p. 204.
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Johnson’s aid in the matter. To bolster a cause with which he presumed
Johnson sympathized, Boswell quoted Blackstone’s preference for male
inheritors. Boswell wrote Johnson of

the opinions of some distinguished naturalists that our 
species is transmitted through males only, the females 
being all along no more than a nidus, or nurse, as Mother 
Earth is to plants of every sort; which notion seems to 
be confirmed by that test of Scriptures, "He was yet in 
the loins of his FATHER when Melchisedech met him"
(Heb. vii 10) . . . ,26

But Johnson took issue with Boswell's self-proclaimed "zealous partiality
for heirs male" (Life, II, 414). He wrote Boswell:

It cannot but occur that ’Women have natural and equitable 
claims as well as men, and these claims are not to be 
capriciously or lightly superseded or infringed’. When 
feifs implied military service, it is easily descerned why
females could not inherit them; but that reason is now at
an end. As manners make laws, manners likewise repeal 
them. (Letters, II, 102)

In his answer to Boswell, Johnson not only ignored the Bible, Blackstone,

and the old arguments about the homunculus. He also insisted that "Laws

are formed by the manners and exigencies of particular times, and it is

but accidently that they last longer than their causes" (Letters,.II, 450).

Like the feminists of his age and those who wrote after him, Johnson
perceived the effects of cultural norms upon women’s legal status.2 7

E. L. McAdam, Jr. finds Johnson's attitudes toward women and the law

"sufficiently surprising in this crusty old Tory . . . .  It is but a step

26Boswell's Life of Johnson, ed. George Birkbeck Hill, rev. L. F . 
Powell (London: Oxford University Press, 1934-50), II, 414. All
subsequent references to the Life are from this edition and will be cited 
parenthetically in the text.

27See, for example, Leo Kanowitz, Sex Roles in Law and Society: 
Cases and Materials (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1973).
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from this [noting the changing character of the law] to suggest that 
they should be abolished when they are obsolete. This Johnson, did not

do, perhaps because he was well aware of the fictions common to eigh-
28teenth-century courts by which' obsolete old laws were by-passed.H

One such "fiction" .was the English Court of Chancery, which 

wealthy families used to protect property transferred to wives and 
daughters. A contract whereby the wife’s property was held in separate 
equitable estate enabled her to act as a feme sole  ̂ free from her 

husband’s financial control. This device, also used to protect children 

and idiots, granted rich women some protection from financial dis

ability. 29 By 1725, testimentary transfer of land to a wife was suffi

cient to create a trust, and a wife could even make a will of her own, 

granted that she gained that right by the terms of her marriage settle

ment .30 Thus, a rich prospective bride with a strong initial bargaining 

position and expert legal advice could contract a marriage settlement 

which partially nullified the husband’s j ure exorcis.31 But marriage 

settlements did not lead to legal reform of England’s marriage laws.

In fact, notes C. Kenny in Effects of Marriage on Property (1879):

"while every marriage settlement was a protest against the law . . . 

every marriage settlement was a guarantee of the continuance of the law

28E. L. McAdam, Jr., Dr. Johnson and the English Law (Syracuse, 
N.Y.: Syracuse University Press, 1951), p. 148.

29Kanowitz, p. 183.
30Johnson, "Sex and Property", p. 1054. 'j

31Johnson, p. 1057.
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• • . . The ̂ harshness iof ;;the law ̂ was'expetienced-only by-those-classes 
who had no power to make or unmake the laws."3 2 And, as Leo Kanowitz 

has observed, the use of marriage settlements and separate equitable 

estates for wives did not reflect any changes in the fundamental 

prejudices against women which kept them from jury service and voting. 
The fiction of coverture remained to serve as a basis for criminal,

' o
tort, evidence, and family law.33

Of course, a wife of bad character could take advantage of the 

legal effects of England1s marriage laws by committing serious crimes 

in her husband * s presence and claiming that she acted under his compul

sion. But, for most English wives, notes historian W. Lyon Blease, 

marriage, in the eighteenth century, "at its worst was. not better than 

slavery. At its best it was subjection tempered by generosity, the most 

degrading and precarious of all social conditions."3 4

Before the Marriage Act of 1753, this "social condition" was 

extremely easy to effect. Marriages performed without banns, licenses, 

and clergymen were legally binding, and a busy matrimonial trade 

flourished around prisons and their precincts as well as in churches 
outside the visitation of the Bishop of London.35 Thomas Pennant, whom

32Quoted in Johnson, p. 1052.

33Kanowitz, p. 185.

3^Blease, p. 26.
3^Thompson, p. 129. Wyatt., a Fleet parson, made L57 12s. 9d. a 

month; William Dare, another parson, performed 150 marriages a month.
. Arthur B. Allen, Eighteenth Century England (London: Barrie and Rock-
liff, 1955), p. 113.
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Johnson admired as "a very intelligent traveller" (Letters, II, 246), 
described his experiences: d.n London before the passage of the Marriage 
Act:

In walking along the street [Fleet] in my youth . . .  I 
have often been tempted by the question, "Sir, will you 
be pleased to walk in and be married?" Along this most 
lawless space was hung up with the frequent sign of a 
male and female hand conjoined wifh "marriages performed 
within" written beneath. A dirty fellow invited you in.
The parson was seen walking before his shop, a squalid 
profligate fellow clad in a tattered plaid nightgown, 
with a fiery face and ready to couple you for a dram 
of gin or a roll of tobacco.3 6

Since entries in the Fleet register could be forged, changed, or expunged,

bigamy was common, and marriage by force or by fraud was a matter of

course. Throughout :the first half of the century, women of means were

taken to Fleet, married, stripped of.their fortunes, and deserted.3 7

Poor women, termed "troublesome females" by parish overseers anxious to

rid their districts of pauper women and their children, were often sold

into compulsory marriages.38 The Post Boy gave the following account of

a Fleet marriage in 1741:
On Saturday last, the churchwardens from a certain 
Parish in the city, in order to remove a load from 
their Shoulders, gave forty shillings and paid the 
expenses of a Fleet marriage to a miserable blind 
youth . . . who plays on the violin at Moorfields, 
in order to make a settlement of [on?] the wife and 
future family in Shoreditch parish . . . Invited and

36Quoted in George, p. 316.

37Men were occasionally victimized also. See George, pp. 319-20.

38Pinchbeck, pp. 79-83.
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uninvited were a number of poor wretches in order 
to spend the bride's future fortune, 3 9

With the passage of the Marriage Act, prison marriages were out-' 

lawed, and the practice of bigamy became more difficult. The anonymous 

author of The Laws Respecting Women (1777) explains how the Marriage Act 
protected women from frauds perpetrated under the old pre-contract 
system:

By compelling the parties to solemnize marriage in the 
face of the church, upon satisfactory proof being 
given to the judge of a pre-contract, a woman had 
indeed a remedy at law against her seducer; but then 
such engagement not being of public notoriety, perhaps 
known to none but the parties themselves, the most 

" fatal imposition might be practiced on another woman,
by marrying her, notwithstanding such an impediment.
It is true, the imposter was liable to a criminal 
action on the statute of James I against bigamy; but 
after the deluded woman had followed her betrayer 
through the process of an indictment, and had brought 
his guilt home to him, thereby doing the utmost violence 
to every delicate sensation, her recompense was, the 
stigma of having cohabited with an adulterer, not with 
a legal husband; and to find her children branded with 
illegitimacy. Such might be the consequences attending 
pre-contracts actually made; but how easy it was to get 
rid of a wife, by colluding with a woman to claim the 
fulfillment of an imaginary pre-contract, numerous 
instances where such tricks have been practiced 
sufficiently show. 4 0

Since the Marriage Act applied to all but the royal family, Jews, 

and Quakers, many English women were affected by its passage. Marriage 

was now a civil contract between individuals, a public ceremony to be 

performed by a minister of the Church of England after reading the bahns

"Quoted in George, p. 316.

4 0 The Laws Respecting Women (1777; rpt. Dobbs Ferry, N.Y.: 
Oceana Publications, 1974), p. 37.
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on three consecutive Sundays in the parish, church. But the Marriage Act 

did nothing to alleviate the harsh effects of the Act of Settlement and 
Removal (1662) on poor women. According to this law, the poor could 

claim relief only in one parish, and, since a wife could claim her 

husband's settlement, most poor people did not marry lest they be 
removed from the parish. A single man injudicious enough to marry in 

the face of low wages and no housing faced the prospect of losing his 

right to parish relief; it was better to disregard marriage altogether. 

The rapid rise in illegitimacy rates in the eighteenth century was thus 

not any sign of the immorality of the poor, but a direct result of 

England's antiquated Poor Laws. 4 1  Parish officers, untrained, unpaid, 

and suspicious of unattached women, apprenticed pauper girls to unsuper

vised masters, "guardians" who kept their charges at their economic and 

sexual mercy. Single women, widows, and women with children were driven 

from parish to parish; according to Dorothy Marshall, eighteenth-century 

"roads were thick with wandering women" seeking food and shelter. 4 2

In 1783, Johnson used his knowledge of the Act of Settlement and 

Removal to enlist aid for an indigent woman seeking admittance to the 
workhouse in St. Martin-of-the-Fields parish. His letter to the clergy

man evidences first-hand knowledge of the woman's precarious situation;

Be pleased to excuse this application from a stranger in 
favour of one who has very little ability to speak for 
herself. The unhappy woman who waits on you with this,

4^Dorothy Marshall, The English Poor in the Eighteenth Century: 
A Study in Social and Administrative History (1926; rpt. London: 
Rutledge and Kegan Paul, 1969), pp. 206-07.

4 2 Marshall, The English Poor in the Eighteenth Century, p. 212.
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has been known to me many years. She is the daughter 
of a. clergyman of Leicestershire, who by an unhappy 
marriage is reduced to solicit a refuge in the work
house of your parish, to which she has a claim by her 
husband’s settlement.

Her case admits of little deliberation; she is 
turned out of her lodging into the street. What my 
condition allows me to do for her I  have already done,
.and having no friend, she can have recourse only to 
the parish. (Letters, III, 29)

Since bastard children received settlements from the parishes in 

which they were born, unwed expectant mothers were bullied and bribed 

from parish to parish until they could go no further. Eighteenth-century 

parish accounts are filled with entries like this one: "To a big bellyd

woman several days & nights at nursing at Robinsons, & conveying her to 

Chigivell after she had gathered strength to prevent her lying in here, 

she fell to pieces in 2 or 3 days there —  17-7. "‘t 3 Sometimes death 

ended this grotesque game of musical chairs; sometimes the mothers 

survived and abandoned their children in alleys and fields. After 1749, 

pregnant women who could produce marriage licenses were admitted to the 
London Lying-In Hospital for Married Mothers, constructed by doctors who 

used pregnant women to improve their obstetrical skills.4h Or, if a new 

mother could battle her way through the hoards outside London’s Foundling 

Hospital, which admitted twenty babies under two months old each year,

. . 43Quoted in Marshall, The English Poor in the Eighteenth Century
p. 2 1 2 .

44Dorothy Marshall, Dr. Johnson’s London (New York and London:
John Wiley and Sons, 1968), p. 269.
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• .

and if her baby were free from infectious diseases, she could leave it

to charity„ 4 5 Sometimes pauper mothers were sold outright by parish 

officials anxious to remove surplus women from the parish dole; economic 

historian Ivy Pinchbeck cites one bill of sale dated as late as June 17, 
1815-1,6

Of course women from privileged homes were not sold outright,
but the practice of bribing prospective husbands prevailed, particularly

/

among aspiring traders seeking land. Anxious to marry daughters into 

distinguished landed families, middle-class investors offered would-be 

husbands money in exchange f or their daughters - 4 7  While penniless boys 

like Thomas Johnson or Bryan Blundell could become self-made merchants 

and capitalist manufacturers, 4 8 girls— whether penniless or not— had 

one commodity to exchange for security: sex. If they were chaste, they ;

could find respectable marriages; if not, they commanded what price they 

could. When Johnson told Boswell that all property depended upon the 

chastity of women (Life, II, .457), he pinpointed the real function of 

women within the patriarchal system of property inheritance: they were

commodities upon whose regulation the English economy depended. Romantic

115In 1756, of the 14,934 babies admitted to the Foundling Hospital 
10,389 died. George Rude, Hanoverian London, 1714-1808 (Berkeley and 
Los Angeles; University of California Press, 1974), p. 232.

. ■Pinchbeck, p. 83. See H. W. V. Temperly, "The Sale of Wives in
England in 1823," History Teachers' Miscellany (May 1925), p. 6 6 .

47Keith Thomas, "Double Standard," Journal of the History of 
Ideas, 20 (April 1959), 210.

48Jay B. Botsford, English Society in the Eighteenth Century as 
Influenced from Overseas (New York; .Macmillan, 1924), p. 124.
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notions to the contrary, economic considerations, not love, usually
determined an eighteenth-century woman's fate. Dr. Johnson wrote Mrs.
Thrale of a happy exception to this rule:

Did I ever tell you that George Strahan was married?
It so fell out that George fell in love with a girl 
whose fortune was so small that he perhaps could not 
mention it to his Father; but it happened likewise 
by the lottery of love, that the Father liked her 
so well, as of himself to recommend her to George.
Such coincidence is rare. (Letters, II, 270)

The appearance in 1732 of a remarkable book written and published

by one E. Nutt, probably Elizabeth Nutt, widow of printer John Nutt,
testifies to women’s growing interest in legal and marriage reform. 4 9

Titled A Treatise of Feme Coverts: Or the Lady's Law, the book

provided practical advice to married women. According to the Preface,

The fair Sex are here inform'd, how to preserve 
their Lands, Goods, and real valuable Effects, 
from the Ineroachments of any one; to defend 
themselves and their Reputations against all unlawful 
Attacks of Mankind, and to maintain Actions, and 
carry on Prosecutions in Cases of their Persons, 
to the Death of a daring Offender. 5 0

Unlike Blackstone's scholarly Commentaries on the Laws of England, The

Lady's Law contains a collection of court cases involving wives'

inheritance and property rights; abduction, rape, and polygamy laws;

laws on the procreation of children; jointure and settlement laws;

**9The Lady's Law is not the first book on this subject. See 
Baron and Feme, A Treatise of the Law Concerning Husbands and Wives 
(London: R. and E , Athyers for J. Walthee, 1700), with subsequent
editions in 1719 and 1738,

50A Treatise of Feme Coverts: Or the Lady's Law (1732; rpt. with
a New Introduction by Lance E. Dickson; South Hackensack, N.J.: Rothman
Reprints, 1974), pp. vi-vii. All quotations are from this edition and 
will be cited parenthetically in the text.



alimony5 separate maintenance9 divorce and elopement laws. A judgement 

made by the Court of Exchequer Exchange on a wifefs rights to charge 

debts to her husband and an assortment of legal forms are included in 

Lady's Law.

Nutt often quotes authorities to provide background for the 

court cases she has assembled9 and her selections are directed at women 

readers. Nutt assures her readers that "some things of Entertainment, 

being writ long ago, are mix'd with the Law; and our old Laws and 

Customs relating to Women, are many of them very merry, though the 

makers of them might possibly be grave men" (p. vii) . Nutt admits 

that "the Will of a Feme Covert is subject to the Will of her Husband, 

and so is not free," and that "a Woman parts with great Power as to the 

Disposition of her Estate, by Marriage. » ." (p. 81). But she 

assembles as many "particular Privileges" belonging to wives as she can. 

The Legal forms she includes*— deeds of separate equitable estates, 
testimentary transfers, an antenuptual contract, a marriage settlement, 
and a wife's will-— are listed as "precedents" for wives to follow.

In some instances, however, Nutt can offer women little hope

for legal protection. For example, her short history of English rape

laws cites the bleakest of prospects for victims of sexual assault:

In former Times, Rape was a Felony, and punished 
with Death; unless the Woman ravished were a Virgin, 
and would accept of the Ravisher in Marriage, in 
which case she might demand him for her Husband, 
and save his Life. 2 Inst. 180. . . . But in our 
Law-Books I find a Case where one Henwich, having 
ravished Matilda, the Daughter of Syward de Wharton, 
he desired to have her to Wife, and the Court 
condescended that he should be affianc'd to her.
Hill. 6 . Ed. I. (pp. 50-51)
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Nutt finds some change in theflaw’s attitude toward women made pregnant

by rape: "In ancient Times9 it was held not to be a Rape to force a

Woman, who conceived at the Time; because if she had not consented she

could not have conceived; but this Opinion hath since been Questioned9

because:the previous Violence is no way extenuated by such a subsequent

consequence, 2. Inst. 190" (p. 48). Nutt’s attitude toward rape victims,
compared to BlackstoneTs 9 is decidedly sympathetic. Blackstone assumes

that rape victims must prove their own innocence before their charges

are credible:
If she [the rape victim] be of evil fame and stand 
unsupported by others9 if she concealed the injury 
for any considerable time after she had the 
opportunity to complain9 if the place where the-r 
act was alleged to he committed was where it was 
possible she-: might be heard and she made no outcry 9 
these rand the like circumstances carry a strong 
but not conclusive presumption that her testimony , 
is false or feigned. 5 1

Nutt9 on the other hand 9 simply warns her female readers that "A woman

ravished may prosecute9 and be a Witness in her own Cause; though a

Woman’s Oath of a Rape9 without concurring circumstances9 is seldom

credited. . ." (p. 48).

An eighteenth^century Englishwoman desiring separate mainte
nance from her husband could leam what treatment to expect from the 

courts by studying "Judge Hide’s very remarkable Argument in the 

Exchequer Chamber" included in The Lady’s Law. Impelled to protect 

patriarchal order against the encroachments of disobedient women9

5 1 Blackstone9 Commentaries9 IV9 213.
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Judge Hide ruled against a tradesman who sued a husband for debts
contracted by his runaway wife:

If a woman be of so haughty a Stomach that she will 
chuse to Starve, rather than Submit and be reconciled 
to her Husband; she may take her own Choice: The
Law is in no Default, which doth not provide for such 
a Wife. And if a married Woman who can have no Goode 
of her own to Live on, will depart from her Husband 
against his Will, and not submit herself unto Him,
Let her live on Charity, or Starve in the Name of 
God; for in such case the Law says, her evil Demeanor 
brought it upon her, and her Death might be imputed 
to her own Wickedness. (p. 186)

Judge Hide used biblical allusions to connect the doctrine of coverture

to patriarchal theories of social order. Paraphrasing the Old Testament

Book of Esther, wherein the seven Princes of Persia denounce Queen

Vasthi for disobeying her husband, Judge Hide emphasized the need for

restraining one disobedient wife lest others be tempted to revolt:
This Deed that this Woman hath done, in departing from 
her Husband against his Will, and taking of Clothes 
upon Trust, contrary to his Prohibition, shall come 
abroad to all Women; and if it shall be reported that 
her Husband (by the?Opinion of the Judges) must pay 
for the Wares which she took up, whilst she lived 
from him, then shall their Husbands be despised in 
their Eyes: But when it shall be known throughout
the Realm that the Law doth not charge the Husband, 
in this Case, all the Wives shall give to their 
Husbands Honour, both great and small. (p. 200)

Because women's subjection was considered divinely ordained, 
politically necessary, and psychologically beneficial to all, English 
law secured the patriarchy against the-encroachments of rebellious 

women. Lamented Judge Hide, "I wish that the Women of this Age would 

learn thus to obey, and thus to command their Husbands; then would 

thay want for nothing that is fittingv (p. 196).
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Of course. Judge Eiders restriction of women's work to'the 
domestic tasks of nurturing children and obeying husbands was nothing 

new. The Book of Genesis, after all, divides human Tabor according 

to sex by assigning men to production and women to reproduction.
Driven from the Garden of Eden, Adam must earn his bread by the sweat 
of his brow while Eve, whose husband’s will has become her law, must 

bring forth children in pain. But, as long as the physical and 

psychological spheres of work and home were identical, gender division 

of labor remained largely theoretical. Medieval and Elizabethan women 

who ran large estates produced, linen, medicine, clothing, drink, and 

food for great households. 5 2  When merchants lived above their shops 

and craftsmen toiled in their homes, women practiced their husbands' 

trades, kept the-books, and acted as their husbands' business partners. 

Before the seventeenth century, Englishwomen worked as goldsmiths, 

furniture makers, stonemasons, engravers, and domestic clothiers. 5 3  

The word "spinster" designated a woman who earned her living by spinning. 

But, as agrarian and industrial changes gradually separated home from 

work— a process which, in England, lasted well into the nineteenth 

century— the division and specialization of labor according to sex 

forced women out of production. And the word "spinster" took on its 

present reference to a woman's marital status.

In 1776, Johnson wrote Boswell of Mrs. Thrale's hope for a son;

"A son is almost necessary to the continuance of Thrale's fortune; for

5 2 Rowbotham, Women, Resistance, and Revolution, pp. 25-27.

5 3 Clark, p. 36.
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what can misses do with a brewhduse? Lands are fitter for daughters 

than tradesV (Letters, II-, 154). And he was right; few eighteenth- 

century women were as lucky as Johnson's old maidservant, Kitty 

Chambers, who inherited the Lichfield family bookstore after the death 

of Johnson's mother. 5 4  As early as the sixteenth century, despite 

women's resistance, men had taken over the candlemaking trade in York.

By the 1630-s, women were excluded from the wool processing and 
carpentry trades. In 1639, Mary Arnold was jailed for practicing 

brewery after women were barred from that trade, and women surgeons 

were almost extinct by the end of the seventeenth century..5 5  Midwifery, 

traditionally a female occupation, was gradually assumed to be a male 

prerogative by all but the poor in the late 1700's. Since, by law, 

no woman could obtain a forceps license, a woman who did practice 

midwifery did so illegally. In London, women had been restricted from 

practicing medicine under Henry VIII's reign. 5 5 In the seventeenth 

century, apothecaries still admitted women by marriage or apprenticeship, 

and English midwives, under the leadership of Mrs. Elizabeth Collier and

5tfJoseph Wood Krutch, Samuel Johnson (New York: Holt, 1944), p. 169.

5 5 Rowbotham, Women, Resistance, and Revolution, p. 27.

5 5According to Statute 3, Henry 8 , "none should exercise the 
Faculty of Physick or Surgery within the'City of London or within 1 mile 
of the Same, unless first he were examined, approved and admitted by the 
Bishop of London, or the Dean of St. Paul's, calling to him or them Four 
Doctors of Physick, and for Surgery other expert Persons in that Faculty, 
upon pain of Forfeiture of L5 for every Month they should occupy Physick 
or Surgery," because "common Artificers, such as Smiths, Weavers, and 
Women, accustomably took upon them Great Cures, and Things of great 
Difficulty, in which they partly used Sorceries and Witchcraft, and 
partly applied such Medicines unto the Diseased, as very noxious, and 
nothing meet therefore." Quoted in Clark, p. 259.
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inspired by the successful example of French midwives, attempted to 

organize themselves into a corporation by Royal Charter. But, by the 

latter half of the seventeenth century, midwifery was under male control.5 7

The notion that it was indecent for women to understand the

structure and function of their own bodies kept women from art schools 
(unless they were used as nude models), anatomy classes (unless they were 

cadavers), and physical examinations (unless they remained fully clothed). 

Dr. Hugh Chamberlain’s Accomplisht Midwife (1672), a translation of a 

French text, omitted anatomical drawings because they were ’’indecent,’’ 

as did Dr. James McMath’s.The Expert Midwife (1694). Explained .

Dr. McMath,
[I have ] of purpose omitted a Description of the parts 
in a woman destined to Generation, not being absolutely 
necessary to the purpose, and lest it seem execrable to 
the most chast and shamefaced through Baudiness and
impurity of words; and [I] have also endeavored to keep
all Modesty, and a due Reverence to Nature: nor am I
of the mind with some, as to think there is no debauchery 
in the thing, except it may be in the abuse. 5 8

As the eighteenth century progressed, common opinion increasingly 

insisted that a man provide sole financial Support for his wife and 

children, and that a woman’s only respectable occupation was marriage and 
motherhood. At the same time, social and economic conditions produced 

growing numbers of deserted wives, unwed mothers, and starving young 

girls. As agrarian and industrial change brought substitution of individ

ual for family wages, men organized themselves to compete in labor 

markets and withdrew from family life. The few occupations open to women—

5 7 Clark, p. 265.

^Quoted in Clark, p. 282.
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day laboring, dressmaking, millinery, spinning, mantua making, small shop

keeping , street hawking, staymaking, laundering, cinder sifting, acting, 

and domestic service ™  were overcrowded, underpaid, and unprotected .5 9
Richard Campbell, who listed occupations for women in The London

Tradesman (1747), admitted women’s wages at only a few shillings per week.

He warned parents against apprenticing their daughters to milliners lest

they be driven to prostitution:

Take a survey of all the Common Women of the Town, 
who take their Walks between Charing Cross and 

- Fleet Ditch, and, I am persuaded, more than Half
of them have been bred Milliners, have been debauched 
from their Houses, and are obliged to throw themselves 
upon the Town for Want of Bread. 6 0

In London, thousands of women domestic workers suffered borderline desti

tution. 6 1  The successes, as well as the occupations, of "Crazy Sally" 

the bonesetter, 6 2  or "Bruising Peg" the female prizefighter, 6 '3 were 

exceptional.
The growing myth of female leisure affected women farm workers 

most adversely. By the beginning of the eighteenth century, women

5 9 PinChbeck, pp. 306-07.

60Quoted in Marshall, The English Poor in the Eighteenth Century,
p. 152.

6 1Rude, pp. 98-99.
62Sir D ’Arcy Power, "Medicine," in Johns on’s England, II, 277; 

Georgianna Hill, Women in English Life, (London: Richard Bentley and
Son, 1896), II, 282.

63In June, 1786, "Bruising Peg," a prize-fighter, fought an 
opponent for a new shift, and, according to an unidentified newspaper, 
"beat her opponent in a terrible manner." Quoted in George, pp. 105—6.
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harvesters earned about half of what their male counterparts earneds 

sometimes less than that. 6 4  But the popular notion that women farm 
workers were lazy and useless prevailed. Even Stephen Duck, the 

"Thresher Poet" who was lionized by English literati, implied as much 

in "The Thresher’s Labour," where he charged women field hands with 

getting "their wages paid for sitting on the ground." Mary Collier, a 

washerwoman living in Petersfield, Hampshire, in the 1730's, fired back 
an attack in a poem titled "The Woman’s Labour; an Epistle to Mr. Stephen 

Duck; in answer to his late poem called the Thresher's Labour." Collier 

described, in great detail, women’s double work burden.. While men rested 

after their day’s labor in the fields, the women began their domestic 

chores:

Our Beds we make, our Swine to feed the while;
Then wait at door to see you coming Home,
And set the Table out against you come.
Early next morning we on you attend;
Our children dress and feed; their Clothes we mend;
And in the Field our daily Task renew.
Soon as the rising Sun has dry'd the Dew.

* * * *

Our tender Babes into the Field we bear.
And wrap them in our Clothes to keep them warm,
While round about we gather up the Corn. 5 5

Contrary to Duck’s implication, poor women were by no means passive.

Indeed, the food riot, a common form of political agitation in the

64See C. S. Orwin, "Agriculture and Rural Life," in Johnson’s 
England, I, 261-99, and Pinchbeck, pp. 7-110, for descriptions of 
agricultural conditions in eighteehth-century England.

65Quoted in Rowbotham, Hidden from History, p. 25.



eighteenth century 9 was often organized by women who demanded the right 

of the poor to a cheap loaf of bread, or to fair prices for agricultural 

products. When the old practice of buying and selling in open markets 
died out as buyers began collecting goods to sell to London wholesalers 

and retailers 9 prices for foodstuffs declined, •-.and women rebelled. The 

Wakefield HousewivesT Riot of 17959 for example9 was organized by women 

who pinned this notice on church and inn doors: "To all Women and

inhabitance of Wakefield they are desired to meet at the New Church on 

Friday next at Nine O'clock . . . to state the price of c o m  . . .  By 

desire of the inhabitants of Halifax Who will meet them there. " 6 6  

Women often marched against military troops escorting agricultural 

products to city markets or naval stations.

While eighteenth-century moralists worried about the inbred law

lessness of the lower orders, the growth of illegitimacy and prostitution, 

the increase of orphans, and the rapid decline of sexual morality, new 
definitions of women's work became increasingly restrictive. Poor women, 

stripped of any real opportunities to contribute to family income, became 

economic liabilities to husbands whose wages could barely support themr- 

selves, let alone a wife and children. But popular support fbr women's 

economic dependence upon men prevailed. Reverend Edward Whitehead's 

pious advice to working men exemplified the myth of female helplessness: 

"If you love yourselves you must love your Wives and Children which are 

part of yourselves, and this suggests to you the demand they have upon

66Quoted by E. P. Thompson, "The Moral Economy of the English 
Crowd in the Eighteenth Century," Past and Present (February 1971) , 4 ). 116.
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your Labour and Industry in order, to make a decent and comfortable 
Provision for them. " 6 7  Daniel Defoe rightly equated the doctrine of 

female uselessness with women’s unemployment and therefore opposed 

bourgeois notions of women’s leisure. 6 8  Industrialists often claimed 

humanitarian concerns for employing women and children in the new 

factories, but, throughout- the age, women’s work became increasingly 

associated with low pay and unsteady employment. The putting-out 

system, whereby women did silkwinding, piecework, quilting, or weaving 

in their homes, barely offered subsistence wages. Women driven out of 

regulated trades found work in the new unprotected textile industries, 

where they toiled long hours for starvation wages. 6 9

With each new industrial refinement, such as Hargreave's 

spinning jenny (1769) or Cartwright's power loom (1785), women lost 

economic security. In the silk trade, skilled work was reserved for 
male workers, and, in 1769, an attempt to exclude women from better- 

paying branches of the silk trade except in wartime succeeded. 7 0

67Quoted in Rowbotham, Women,' Resistance, and Revolution, p. 16.

60Daniel Defoe, A plan of the English commerce being _a compleat 
prospect of the trade of this nation as well the home trade as the 
foreign (1726; rpt. New York: Augustus M. Kelley, 1967), pp. 90-92.

6 9 Dorothy Marshall, English People in the Eighteenth Century, 
(London and New York: Longmans and Green, 1956), pp. 198-230.

7 0 See A List of Prices in those Branches of the Weaving Manu
factory called the Black Branch, and the Fancy Branch, together with the 
Persians, Sarsnets, Drugget Modes, Fringed and Italian Hankerchief,
Cyprus and Draught Gauzes and Plain and Laced Nets (1769), quoted in 
George, London Life in the Eighteenth Century, p. 182.
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Economic historian Ivy Pinchbeck notes the5restrictive effects of new

industrial skills and techniques:

It was inconceivable, for instance, that the women 
who had successfully managed a bleaching business 
in the fields around her home, should adopt the new 
methods and set up a chemical bleaching factory.
She had neither training nor capital for such an 
enterprise, nor were there means of her acquiring 
either. 7 1

Since economic discrimination against married women was a matter 

of law-— wives had no legal rights to their earnings or to their share of 

the:family wage--and since economic discrimination against single women 

was a matter of custom, widows enjoyed the most autonomy in the 

eighteenth century. 7 2  Despite increasing objections of male tradesmen, 
widows carried on-various business activities: printing, cooping,

plumbing, auctioneering, butchering, innkeeping, and tallow-chandling 

were not uncommon occupations for eighteenth—century widows. And, 

judging from the number of premiums awarded to women by agricultural 

societies interested in improved methods of cultivation and stock 

breeding, women farmers were not a rarity of the age. 7 3  But they were 

becoming scarce enough for Mrs. Montagu to describe herself as "a

7 ^Pinchbeck, p. 304.

72plive M. Stone, "The Status of Women in Great Britain,"
American Journal of Comparative Law, 20 (1972), 592-629.

7 Pinchbeck, p. 285.
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country gentlewoman of the last century," and for Arthur Young to lament 
the increasing idleness of the wealthy farmer’s wife. 7 4

While the growing tendency to set women apart from the world’s 

business drove poor women to new forms of ceaseless labor at starvation 

wages, rich women could do no work at all. Rather than manage an estate 

or run a business, a privileged woman was expected to do no more than 

signify her husband’s financial success. Female gentility became 

associated with decorative idleness and moral refinement. Removed from 

the dangers and toils of the world, women were regarded as a higher 

species of mankind whose special profession was upholding ideals of 
propriety in the home. "Women are, on account of their weakness, and . 

the better to preserve the modesty of their sex, excused from serving 

all kinds of public offices," wrote William Alexander. "We neither 

allow women to officiate at our altars, to debate in our councils, nor 

to fight for us in the field. We suffer them not to be members of our 

senate, to practice any of the learned professions, nor to concern 

themselves with our trades and occupations. " 7 5

With women’s domestic isolation came the invention of motherhood 

and homemaking as "occupations," and the relegation of these "occupations" 

to women. Heretofore considered relatively unimportant, motherhood 
became a middle-class mystique, which, in another hundred" years; and with 

the advent of Freudian psychology, would become the pseudo-scientific

74Quoted in Pinchbeck, p. 284.

7 ^Alexander, II, 336.
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basis for human existence. Of course9 the bourgeois notion that children 
and their "natural" caretakers, women, should be isolated from society 
didn’t affect poor women who left their children for that work they 

could find in the new factories. And aristocratic women rarely saw, let 

alone raised, their children. But middle-class women, increasingly

barred from other activities, were compelled to devote themselves to

family life. Even Bluestocking Hannah More, Johnson’s friend who spent 

her own energies writing plays, teaching school, and working for social 

reform, subscribed to women's domesticity. "£he profession of ladies," 

she wrote, "to which the best of their instruction should be turned, is 

that of daughters, wives, mothers, and mistresses of families. " 7 6

Because woman’s influence upon society was to be indirect and

self-effacing, women’s moral power came from her "softness" and her

"good nature." She was to avoid, at all costs, open confrontation with

men. Long before Freud, William Alexander explained, albeit inadvertently,

the male ego’s fear and hatred of female self-sufficiency:

They [women] must ever be such as to throw a
veil over the pride of our supposed superiority,
and make us men believe, that we are exerting 
that sovereign power, which we consider as our. 
right, when in reality we are yielding it up.
The least appearance of the contrary alarms our 
pride; and she who discovers to us her intention 
to govern by her power, or by her ill-temper, 
produces an effect on us the other sex are not 
sufficiently aware of, by raising a disgust.

76Hannah More, Strictures on the Modern System of Female 
Education ‘(London: Cadell and W. Davies, 1799), I, 106.
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whidh all our efforts can never conquer, besides, 
for the most part, failing in her attempt. 7 7

Of course, history and literature have rarely celebrated women 

who openly and publicly act in their own behalf. Women have always 

been expected to user covert appeals and indirect tactics to achieve 

their goals, even while they are punished as sneaky, untrustworthy, and 

deceitful for doing so. But, with the rise of the middle class, ideals 

of feminine delicacy, modesty, and moral refinement became increasingly 

associated with female infirmity. Since wealthier women inherited the 

leisure of the upper classes without their rights and responsibilities, 

and since chastity was elevated to a new doctrine of gentility, main

taining the appearance of female delicacy took on a new importance. 

Wealthy women were prohibited from physical exercise. Privileged women 

appearing in public without escorts were assumed to be morally lax.

Women whose clothing seemed too provocative or whose speech and gestures 

seemed too bold were presumed unchaste. Customarily, women dinner guests 

withdrew themselves after meals, leaving the-men to conversation and 

liquor. 7 8

Even women’s artistic energies.were strictly channeled into 

’'ladylike” spheres. For instance, keyboard instruments became the only 

proper outlets for women’s musical interests. A horn or flute required

7 7 Alexander, II, 334.
78Foreign visitors to England found the custom of ladies' with

drawing when the wine appeared quite strange. "Le Blanc remarked that 
the men showed as much pleasure on their withdrawal as ever schoolboys 
did in the absence of their master." Marshall, English People in the 
Eighteenth Century, p. 345.
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pursed lips and visceral strength; a cello, opened legs. What decent
women would exhibit such immodesty? A woman musician must be careful

not to reveal muscularity, vigorous action, or extreme gestures, lest

she appear ludicrous. Observed the Musikalischer Almanach fur 1784,

It strikes us as ridiculous when we look at a 
female . . . in a hoop skirt at a double base; 
ridiculous when we see her playing the violin 
with great sleeves flying to and fro; ridiculous 
when we observe her in a high fontange Jlofty (
headdress made of knots of ribbons ] blowing a 
horn. 7 9

But, seated primly at a harpsichord, clavichord, or pianoforte, legs • 
demurely together, face arranged >in a polite expression, torso frozen 

into respectable stillness, a woman could decorously exhibit her own 

modesty and her family's leisured status.
Eighteenth-century conduct books, written mostly for middle- 

class families anxious to achieve respectability, offered women ways 

to appear properly helpless and passive. There was even an elegant 

method of fainting:
i - "

The eyes grow dim, and almost closed; the jaw 
fallen; the head hung down; as if too heavy 
to be supported by the neck. A general inertia 
prevails. The voice trembling, the utterance 
through the nose; every sentence accompanied 
with a groan; the hand shaking, and the knees 
tottering under the body. Fainting eventually 
produces a sudden relaxation of all that holds 
the human frame together, every sinew and 
ligament unstrung. The colour flies from the 
Vermillion cheek; the .sparkling eye grows dim.
Down the body drops, as helpless, and as

79Quoted in Arthur Loesser, Men, Women and Pianos: A Social 
History (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1959), pp. 65-66.
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senseless, as a mass of clay, to which, by its 
colour and appearance it seems hastening to 
resolve itself. 8 0

Short of passing out, a woman could use.ra host of other exits 
from untoward events which offended her delicate sensibilities. But 

in no instance was she to assert herself. The genteel woman was, above 
all else, a model of self-restraint. According to Hannah More, the 

ideal woman

had been accustomed to have an early habit of 
restraint exercised over all her appetites and 
temper; she who had been used to pent bounds 
of her desires as a general principle, will have 
learned to withstand a passion for 4 r@ss and 
personal ornaments; and the-'woman who has 
conquered this propensity has surmounted one 
of the most domineering temptations which assail 
the sex. Modesty, simplicity, humility, economy, 
prudence, liberality, charity, are almost 
inseparable, and not very remotely connected 
with an habitual victory over personal vanity. 8 1

Of course, women eventually used men's paradoxical notions of 

female weakness, moral superiority, and delicate sensibility to fight 

for their own political advancement. How, women argued, could the 
upholders of propriety, the nurturers of men and their offspring, be 

denied schooling? Why, pleaded women, should the opponents of 
slavery, prostitution, and intemperance be kept from exercising their 

morally uplifting influence upon politics? Why, inquired women, should

80Ah Essay; In Which are Given Rules for Expressing Properly the 
Principal Passions and Humours (1782), quoted in V e m  L. Bullough, The 
Subordinate Sex; A History of Attitudes Toward Women (Chicago and London;
University of Illinois Press, 1973), pp. 187-88.

8 1  Quoted in Fred K. Vigman, Beauty's Triumph (Boston;
Christopher Publishing House, 1966), p. 48.
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the very sources of warmth g, comfort ? and domestic harmony be denied 

suffrage? Indeed, observed V e m  Bullough 9 "romantic notions of feminine 
sensibility emphasized women’s weakness but also established the 

battleground for greater freedonio" 8 2  Although these greater freedoms 

were to be fought for in future ages.9 middle-class women of Johnson’s 

time9 relegated to a separate sphere * physically and psychologically 
removed from the larger society9 began to see themselves as a class•

In the eighteenth century«, "the female world" became definable.

Since Samuel Johnson neither played cards nor danced 9 and those

two activities provided almost the only acceptable social contacts

between the sexes in the eighteenth century9 Johnson’s acquaintance

with so many and such various members of "the female world" is

remarkable. But 9 judging from his letters and from, the written

remembrances of his many women friends9 Johnson was genuinely interested

in women’s concerns. Social relationships9 family news 9 fashions9

people’s emotional lives and psychological states absorbed him. And

gossip9 a term which 9 despite its negative connotations 9 actually

concerns the unofficial and unapproved exchange of information 9

interested him. In fact9.he wrote Mrs* Thrale9

The variations of life consist of little things.
Important innovations one soon heard 9 and easily 
understood. Men that meet to talk of Phybicks 
may be immediately acquainted. We look at each 
other in silence only for want of petty talk upon 
slight occurrences. Continue therefore to write 
all that You would say. (Letters9 II 9 192)

82Bullough9 p. 294.



"Little things"--comments on women’s fashions, descriptions of illnesses 

and chlldbirths, analyses of personal relationships and psychological
istates— fill Johnson s letters to women. And the tone of these letters, 

so free from Addison’s carping superiority and Richardson’s preaching, 

bespeaks bigger things concerning Johnson’s attitude toward women. Many 

details of Johnson’s life-— his choice of a wife more than twenty years 

his senior; his descriptions of life with Mrs. Desmoulins, Mrs. Williams, 

and Poll Carmichael; his lifelong friendships with women who, unlike 

Richardson’s "girls" (as he called them) were known in their own right 

rather than by association with him; his restrained response to Mrs.

Thrale’s second marriage-— evidence Johnson’s assumption that women are 

people, not nurses, muses, breeders, or toys for men.

In Rambler 34, Johnson introduces his analysis of "female 

cowardice" by saying, ". . .the moralist.; whose instructions are 

accommodated only to one half of the human species, must be confessed 

not sufficiently to have extended his views" (III, 184). As the 

next chapters will show, Johnson’s views were very extensive indeed.



CHAPTER 2

JOHNSON?S ATTITUDES TOWARD WOMEN’S EDUCATION •

Except for an occasional note on Johnson’s social connection’s with 
the Bluestockings9 few scholars mention Johnson’s c o n c e r n s  with women’s 

educationo Some quote Boswell on Johnson’s remark that Elizabeth Carter 

"could make a pudding as well as translate Epictetus" (Life9 I, 22), and, 
depending upon their own predelictions, they approve or denounce Johnson’s 

supposed preference for female domesticity over female learning, One of 
the funniest and most self-revelatory critical remarks is that of R. W. 

Chapman, who, in a footnote to one of Johnson’s letters, makes this grumpy 

observation about Johnson’s patronage of Charlotte Lennox and his dedica

tion to her Shakespear Illustrated: "He [Johnson] was perhaps too busy

to pay much attention to the text, which I am assured is full of absurd

ities » Like some scholars of our own time, but with better excuse,

Johnson was ever lenient to the work of learned ladies, especially if 

they had the claim of poverty" (Letters, I, 42)»
No serious examination of Johnson’s attitude toward women’s 

education has been undertaken, partly because few Johnson scholars, 

unlike Johnson himself, have addressed themselves to issues of concern to 

women, Historians of women’s education also ignore Johnson. They usually 

say that Locke’s educational theories, middle-class leisure, and a
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growing concern for moral respectability eventually caused agitation for 

reform. 1 Their accounts begin with Bathsua Makin’s An Essay to Revive the 

Ancient Education of Gentlewomen (1673), continue through the writings of 

Astell, Defoe, Addison, Steele, "Sophia," Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, 

Richardson, the Bluestockings and Rousseau, then end with Mary 
Wollstdnecraft’s Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792).2 I intend to 

argue that Johnsons writings also belong in this list. This chapter will 
explore themes of women’s intellectual confinement which emerge from 

Johnson's moral essays and prose narratives, as well as in his letters and 

autobiographical writings. I intend to show that Johnson sometimes argued, 

as did many of his contemporaries, that educating women would produce 

better wives and mothers. But Johnson held a more radical view of women’s 

education than did many eighteenth-century reformers, including the Blue

stockings whose writings I compare to Johnson’s in this chapter. I wish 

to suggest that Johnson, unlike many eighteenth-century writers, accorded 

female learning its own significance. As a nominalist and an empiricist, 

Johnson had no concept of "female essence" to prevent his equating the 

female mind with the human mind.

^See Dorothy Gardiner, English Girlhood at School (London; Oxford 
Univ. Press, 1929r); Myra Reynolds, The Learned Lady in England 1650-1760 
(Boston and New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1920); Josephine Kamm, Hope 
Deferred: Girls' Education in English History (London: Methuen, 1965).

2See Barbara Brandon Schnorrenberg, "Education for Women in 
Eighteenth-Century England: An Annotated Bibliography," Women and
Literature, 4 (Spring 1976), 49-55.
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Modem scholars have shown that Johnson’s habitual modes of 
thought were skeptical rather than dogmatic„ 3 He usually examined what 
was thought to be true, then compared these assumptions with what, 

according to his own observations, seemed to be the case, ffA man who 

has settled his opinions, does not love to have the tranquility of his 

convictions disturbed,n wrote Johnson, with characteristic insistence 

that continual inquiry is the basis of mental growth0 4 "Of an opinion 

received for centuries by a whole nation, and supposed to be confirmed 

through its whole descent, by a series of successive facts, it is desire- 

able that the truth should be established, or the fallacy detected 5  

The "opinion" to which Johnson directly refers is the Scot belief in 

second sight, but the generic referent includes any human opinion to. 

which the mind clings. Johnson insisted that experience provide the 

basis of speculation and reflection, partly because he doubted the useful

ness of rational methodologieso In his Preface to Dodsley?s Preceptor, 

Johnson recommends Watts, LeClerc, Wolfius, and Locke to students of 

"every Age, Sex, and Profession," but he makes his usual attack on 
codified thought systems:

3Robert Voitle, Samuel Johnson the Moralist ; Arieh Sachs, Passionate 
Intelligence: Imagination and Reason in the Works of Samuel Johnson; Paul
Alkon, Samuel Johnson and Moral Discipline; Hoyt Trowbridge, "Scattered 
Atoms of Probability," ECS, 5 (1971), 1-28; Lionel Basney, "Johnson and 
Religious Evidence % A Note on the ’Wonderful Experience’," Eighteenth- 
Century Life, 3 (March 1977), 89-91•

4A Journey to the Western Islands of Scotland, Works, IX, 121»

5A Journey to the Western Islands of Scotland, IX, 107.
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Logic9 or the Art of arranging and connecting Ideas 9 
of forming and examining Arguments, is universally 
allow’d to be an Attainment in the utmost Degree 
worthy of the Ambition of that Being 9 whose highest 
Honour it is to be endowed with Reason; but it is 
doubted9 whether that Ambition has yet been gratified) 
and whether the Powers of Ratiocination have been 
much improved by any System of Art of methodical 
Institutions„ 6

The Rambler motto aptly summarizes Johnson’s customary attitude toward 

received opinions:

Nullius addictus jurare in verba magistri 9 

Quo me cunque rapit tempestas deferor hospes.

Horace9 Epistles9 1,1.14-15.

Sworn to no master’s arbitrary sway9 

I range where —  e’er occasion points the way.

Elphinston

Of course 9 an empirical attitude toward knowledge, is not peculiar to 

Johnson. The Rambler motto represents an age which) in general9 assumed 

it unwise to accept anything as true unless it could be empirically 

demonstrated. For many eighteenth-century thinkers9 knowledge was to be 

based upon experience rather than upon speculation: the flux of inquiry9

not the stasis of theory 9 Was the proper object of mental endeavor.

But 9 among his contemporaries 9 Johnson seems almost alone in applying 

Lockeian empiricism to questions of female intelligence or to women’s 

education. Most reformists9 filling their works with airy speculations 

and vapid complacencies about "the female mind9" resembled the thinkers

6The Preceptor (1748), rpt. in Allen T. Hazeng edo's :Samuel Johnson’ s 
Prefaces and Dedications (New Haven. Conn. : Yale Univ. Press9 1937)* p. 184.
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Johnson described in his Life of Boerhaave: they remained "content" to
consult their imaginations rather than make observations.7 But Johnson 

extended Locke's distrust of the human capacity for any certain or system

atic knowledge of real essences to include notions of the "innately 
female."8 A woman was not a "character" governed by ruling passions of 

power and pleasure, but a unique person with her own mental strengths or 

limitations. Thus, when asked if men or women were smarter, Johnson 

inquired, "Which man? Which woman?" To Boswell's surprise, Johnson 

called Mr. Hector's maid a "blockhead," a term which Boswell had never 

heard "applied to a woman before" (Life, IV, 456). Mrs. Fitzherbert, 

on the other hand, "had the best understanding he [Johnson] ever met with 

in any human being" (Life, I, 83). The mental traits of individual 

women usually claimed Johnson's attention, but abstract speculations about 

"the female mind" found little place in Johnson's thought.
A brief look at Johnson's writings about his mother can help 

explain why Johnson's assumptions about women's education are so differ

ent from those of his contemporaries, and how Johnson's empirical habits 

of thought influenced his views on women's learning. When Johnson told 

Boswell, "Depend on it, no woman is the worse for sense and knowledge" 

(Life, V, 226), he spoke from the experience of having lived with a 

mother whose relative ignorance pained herself and the family. Writing 

his autobiography at the age of fifty-five, working in what Donald Greene

''"Boerhaave," in The Works of Samuel Johnson, LL.D. (Oxford: 
Talboys and Wheeler, 1825), VI, 281.

8John Locke, An Essay Concerning Human Understanding, III, vi, 
37-44 (1690),:rpt. with an Introduction, Critical Apparatus and Glossary 
by Peter.H.- Midditch (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1975) , pp. 462-66.
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calls "the spirit of what we now call psychoanalysis,"9 Johnson connects

his parents’ domestic unhappiness to his mother's lack of learning:
My father and mother had not much happiness from 
each other. They seldom conversed; for my father 
could not bear to talk of his affairs; and my 
mother, being unacquainted with books, could not 
talk of anything else. Had my mother been more
literate, they had been better companions. She
might have sometimes introduced her unwelcome 
topick with more success,, if she could have 
diversified her conversation. Of business she 
had no distinct conception; and therefore her 
discourse was composed only of complaint, fear, 
and suspicion.10

The assumptions Johnson makes here that marital happiness requires

communication between intellectual equals, that women should share family

business concerns, and that mental deprivation causes psychic trauma —  

are not common to the eighteenth century. Johnson sees the outcome of 

his mother’s vain attempts to reach her reticent husband; her psychologi
cal isolation brings its attendant emotional disturbances. By tracing 

his mother’s "complaint, fear and suspicion" to a deficiency in her 

education rather than her character, Johnson suggests that his mother’s 

emotional states, far from innate, could have been remedied by the proper 

environment. Johnson goes, on to show how Mrs. Johnson's false conclusions 

about the- source of their poverty were based upon insufficient evidence 

and upon Michael Johnson’s silence about money matters:

Neither of them ever tried to calculate the profits 
of trade, or the expense of living. My mother

9Donald Greene, "The Uses of Autobiography," Essays in Eight
een i-h Century Biography, ed. Philip B. Daghlian (Bloomington, Ind., and 
London: Indiana Univ. Press, 1968), p. 44.

1 °Diaries, Prayers, and Annals, Works, 1, 7.



concluded that we were poor, because we lost by some 
of our trades; but the truth was, that my father, 
having in the early part of his life contracted debts, 
never had trade sufficient to enable him to pay them, 
and maintain his family; he got something, but not 
enough.*11

This autobiographical passage shows how Johnson's empirical habits 

of thought shape his conclusions about the confining effects of women's 

ignorance. Less sympathetic authors, notably, Juvenal and his imitators, 

would have wittily condemned Mrs. Johnson as a shrewish nag. But Johnson 

keeps his conclusions firmly centered on the subject of his analysis:

Mrs. Johnson's unhappiness. Rather than berate his mother, or inflate 

her actions to mythic proportions, Johnson seeks cause and cure of her 

(not his own) distress. By drawing inferences from personal experience 

and observations of a particular woman in particular circumstances, and 

by keeping his attention focussed upon the woman rather than upon himself, 

Johnson is able to make empirical, not metaphysical or literary asser

tions. In effect, he constructs a sympathetic portrait of his mother's 

"complaint, fear, and suspicion." Three years earlier, Johnson had urged
i

John Taylor to make a similar analysis of his sister's behavior: "You

must consider that of her faults and follies no very great part is her 

own. Much has been the consequence of her education, and part may be 

imputed to the neglect with which you have sometimes treated her."

(Letters, I, 106).

In his Life of Addison, Johnson noted the increase of female 

literacy, contrasting his own time with Addison's day, when "in the

11Diaries, Prayers, and Annals, I, 7.
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female world 9 any acquaintance with a book was distinguished only to be 

censuredo?? 12 Johnson’s neat summary of the simultaneous interest in and 

hostility toward female learning in the age of Queen Anne is historically 

accurate. At the close of the seventeenth century, the old theological 

debates concerning whether or not women had souls had pretty much ceased, 

and secular inquiries into the nature of "the female mind" had begun,

But even among the more advanced proponents of women’s education, conser

vative attitudes prevailedo The Tatler, for instance, clung to the old

distinction between male and female souls, albeit apologetically and 

with reference to mental, not spiritual qualities:

I am sure, I do not mean it an injury to women, when I 
say there is a sort of sex in souls , . . the soul of 
a man, and that of a woman, are made very unlike, 
according to the employments for which they are 
designed. The ladies will please to observe, I say, 
our minds have different, not superior, qualities to 
theirs, The virtues have respectively a masculine and
feminine cast. What we call in men wisdom, is in women
prudence . , . , To manage.well a great family, is as
worthy an instance of capacity, as to execute a great 
employment . . . . 13

From Sir Richard Steele’s proposed Female Library (1710), compiled "to
\

advance the value of their [women’s] innocence as virgins, improve their 

understanding as wives, and regulate their tenderness as parents'," to 

Lord Karnes’s Loose Hints Upon Education (1782), the message was clear: 

"Destined by nature to be obedient, women ought to be disciplined early 

to bear wrongs without murmuring . . .  to make a good husband is but one

12"Life of Addison," in Lives of the Poets, (1781) ; rpt. ..with. Intro, 
by Authur Waugh (London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1906; rpt. 1973), I, 446.

. ' ; /13The Tatler, ed. Alexander Chalmers (London; J. Johnson, 1808),
No. 172;. IV, 141-42.
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branch of a man's duty; but it is the chief duty of a woman to make a 
good wife."1^

In its formal sense, women’s education in the eighteenth century 

was for middle and upper class ladies of leisure who, of course, were 

barred from professional instruction. Boarding schools provided training 

in needlework, dancing, domestic economy, music, French and Italian, and 

basic arithmetic. Women were taught to display "accomplishments," and 

to use their minds inoffensively and apologetically. Historian Barbara 

Brandon Schnorrenberg wryly notes that education was "generally viewed 

as preparing a woman to make the best of life as a wife and mother, to 

enable her to supervise her household and bring up her children properly, 

and to have resources of her own to fill her days with something besides 

chrds, flirtations, and clothes."15 Education, meant to complement 

marriage and motherhood, was conceived primarily as a corrective for 
female deficiencies and a prescription for performing duties toward men. 

Serious study for women ■—  the kind proposed by Bathsua Makin, Elizabeth 

Elstob, Mary Astell, and Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, "Sophia," by

14Henry Home Karnes, Loose hints upon education, Chiefly concerning 
the culture of the heart (Edinburgh: J. Bell and J. Murray, 1781), quoted 
in Blease, p. 15.

15Schnorrenberg, p. 49.
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Catherine Macaulayg and Mary Wollstonecraft in the eighteenth century, 
was ridiculed.16 An attractive exterior and an infinite capacity for 

self-suppression marked a well-educated woman whose "kingdom," wrote 

William Kendricks in The Whole Duty of Woman (1761), was her "house." 

Women were thought "naturally" weak, silly, vain, irrational, childlike 

and therefore unfit for rigorous academic training.17 Yet, by definition, 

women were "naturally" enduring, grave, pious, loving, modest, pure, 

intuitive, and therefore suited to nurture men and their offspring. Thus, 

although the grounds for regulating and ultimately controlling "the fair 
sex" had been secularized, the same a priori concepts, tautologies, and 

contradictions prevailed to what Johnson, in Rambler 126, called "a 

universal conspiracy against [women's] understandings." '

16See Bathsua Makin, An Essay to Revive the Ancient Education of 
Gentlewomen (London; by J. D. to be sold to Tho. Parkhurst, 1673);
Elizabeth Elstob, Preface to An English-Saxon Homily on the Birthday of 
St, Gregory (1709), rpt.,with Introduction by Virginia Walcott Beauchamp 
in University of Michigan Papers in Women's Studies, 1 (October 1974) 9-43; 
Mary Astell, A Serious Proposal to the Ladies for the Advancement of their 
True and Greatest Interest, 2nd. ed. (London: R. Wilkins, 1695); The 
Complete Letters of Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, ed. Robert Halsband (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1965) ; "Sophia," Woman not Inferior to Man; or a. short 
and modest vindication of the natural right of the fair—sex to a^perfect 
equality of power, dignity, and esteem, with the men (London: Johnson 
Hawkins, 1739); Mary Wollstonecraft, A Vindication of the Rights of 
Woman (1792; rpt. New York: W.W. Norton, 1975), ed. Carol H. Poston.

17Richmond P . Bond, The Tatler: The Making of a. Literary Journal
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ. Press, 1971), says, "In Anne'sJEpglarid
the Woman Question was a complex of rationalization, intolerance, stupid
ity, and sheer perversity —  a mixture to which Mr. Bickerstaff, using 
his eclectic privilege, in some way adapted himself" (p..84). For. 
instances of contradictory assumptions about women in three major period
icals of the age, see Tatlers 32, 42* 52, 61, 75, 84, 141, 172, 201,210, 
248; Guardian 172; Spectators 4, 10, 15, 37, 41, 57, 66, 75, 79, 81, 92,
95, 99, 128, 140, 144, 170, 242, 245, 254, 261, 278, 342, 433, 528.
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One aspect of the "universal conspiracys" rooted in theological 

doctrines of female inferiority and supported by law and custom, held 

that women's minds, like women's bodies, were weaker than men's. From 
the seventeenth century on, the Biblical story of the Fall, customarily 

interpreted as a cautionary tale against female learning, bolstered 

conservative definitions of "the female mind" as unfit for higher edu

cation. A representative spokesman for the conservative position was
Lord Halifax, who justified nature's plan to his daughter by repeating 

the usual muddle of assertions and non-sequitors contrived to "prove" 

women mentally inferior by declaring men mentally superior:

You must first lay it down for a Foundation in general, 
that there is Inequality in the Sexes, and that for the 
better Eoconomy of the World, the Men, who were to be 
the Law-givers, had the larger share of Reason bestow'd 
upon them; by which means your Sex is the better 
prepared for the Compliance that is necessary for the
better performance of those Duties which seem to be
most properly assigned to.it.18

In equating knowledge with political power, and in making reason and its 

concomitant, authority, a male prerogative, Halifax and other conserva

tives could use Milton's Paradise Lost as text on the doctrine of 

women's mental inferiority:
For well I understand, in the prime end 
Of Nature, her the inferior, in the mind 
And inward faculties, which most excel;
In outward also her resembling less

18"The Lady's New Year's Gift: or Advice to a Daughter," in . 
Miscellanies by the late Right Noble Lord Marquess of Halifax (1700),
quoted in Rae Blanchard, "Richard Steele and the Status of Women," 
Studies in Philology, 26 (1929), 528.



His image who made both, and less expressing 
The character of that dominion given 
O ’er other creatures.19

Acknowledging man as her "author and disposer," woman owes her first

allegiance, indeed her very being, to man, God’s earthly representative.

Submission to male authority, woman's "happiest knowledge and her

praise,"20 provides her sole interest in life and her only hope for

salvation.
Johnson disliked Milton's political and religious views, including 

what modern feminists would call his "sexual politics."21 No champion of 

tyranny, particularly when the tyrants invented pious systems to excuse 

their actions, Johnson condemned Milton for keeping his daughters in 

slavish ignorance. In his Postscript to Lauder's Essay on Milton (1749),. 

Johnson quotes a biographical passage from Newton's edition of Paradise 

Lost, a description of the poverty and neglect suffered, by Milton's grand

daughter, Mrs. Foster, widow of a Spitalfields weaver. The passage, 

writes Johnson, "excited in me too much pity and indignation to be 

suppressed in silence." Johnson continues, "In an age in which statues 

are erected to the honour of this great writer, in which his effigy has 

been diffused on medals, and his work propagated by translations, and

19John Milton, Paradise Lost, Bk. 8, lines 540-46, Complete Poems 
and Mai or Prose, ed. Merritt Hughes (New York and Indianapolis: Odyssey 
Press, 1957), p. 375.

20Paradlse Lost, Bk. 4, line 638, Complete Poems and Prose, p. 293.

21See Kate Millett, Sexual Politics (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 
1970); Shulamith Firestone, The Dialectic of Sex (1970; rpt. New York: 
Bantam Books, 1971); Eva Figes, Patriarchal Attitudes (New York: Stein 
and Day, 1970).
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illustrated by- commentaries; in an age., which9 amidst all its vices, and

all its follies9 has not become infamous for want of charity: it may be,

surely allowed to hope, that the living remains of MILTON will be no 

longer suffered to languish in distress.”22

In his Life of Milton (1779), Johnson exposes the ironic gap 
between Milton*s professed concern for freedom and his oppressive domes

tic practices. The first sentence, echoing Taxation No Tyranny (1775) , 

where Johnson condemns American revolutionaries who cried for freedom at 

the same time they owned slaves, sets a deliberately political tone:

It has been observed, that they who most loudly clamour 
for liberty do not most liberally grant it. What we
know of Milton in domestick relations, is that he was
severe and arbitrary. His family consisted of women; 
and there appears in his books something like a Turkish 
contempt of females, as subordinate and inferior 
beings. That his own daughters might not break the 
ranks, he suffered them to be depressed by a mean and 
penurious education. He thought woman made only for 
obedience, and man only for rebellion.23

To Johnson, one’s personal life gives the deepest, most accurate expres

sion of one’s real politics, loud yelps to the contrary. To condemn 

women to ignorance was to commit a crime, the effects of which appear in 

Rasselas, where Pekuah describes the harem women who ’’ran from room to 

room as a bird hops from wire in his cage.” Like Milton’s daughters, 

the harem women suffer literal intellectual confinement:

Nor was much satisfaction to be hoped from their 
conversation: for of what could they be expected

22Johnson wrote a letter to the General Advertisor (1750), 
announcing a benefit performance of Comus for Mrs. Elizabeth Foster. He 
wrote a prologue, and Anna Williams contributed a dramatic satire, Lethe. 
Life, I, 227-28; Letters, I, 27.

23”Life of Milton,” Lives of the English Poets, I, 109.
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to talk? They had seen nothing; for they had lived 
from early in that narrow spot: of what they had not
seen they could have no knowledge, for they could not 
read. They had no ideas hut of the few things that 
were within their view, and had hardly names for any
thing but their clothes and their food.24

For Johnson, learning by experience and reflection, is a human duty, 
not a male prerogativei Johnson’s writings on women’s education fre

quently make this point, sometimes straightforwardly, as in his letter 

to Mrs. Thrale, sometimes satirically, as in Rambler 138, where "Bucolus" 

writes Mr. Rambler of Mrs. Busy, who graduated from a boarding school, 
"where she had passed her time like other young ladies in needle-work, 
with a few intervals of dancing and reading" (IV, 366). Mrs. Busy saw 

no reason to travel, since, as a bride,

she spent one winter with her husband in town, where, 
having no idea of any conversation beyond the formal
ities of a visit, she found nothing to engage her
passions; and when she had been one night at court, 
and two at an opera, and seen the Monument, the Tombs, 
and the Tower, she concluded that London had nothing . 
more to show, and wondered that when women had once 
seen the world, they could not be content to stay at 
home. (IV, 367) "

Bucolus pities Mrs. Busy's children, condemned to learn nothing but "the 

lowest household duties" of farming, "doomed by the absurd prudence of 

their mother to ignorance and meaness" (IV, 368). But when he suggests 

that Mrs. Busy's son and daughter be educated, Mrs. Busy retorts that

"she never saw bookish or finical people grow, rich, and that she was

2 ‘'The History of Rasselas Prince of Abyssinia, ed. Gwin J . Kolb 
(Northbrook, 111.: ‘AHM, 1962), pp. 84-85. .Subsequent quotations are 
taken from this edition, and will be cited.parenthetically in the text.
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good for nothing herself till she had forgotten the nicety of the 
boarding-school" (IV, 369)„

The. crime Mrs. Busy commits against her children is the same one
which Myrtilla, of Rambler 84, suffers at the hands of her aunt:

If women [says the aunt], would but know their duty 
and their interest, they would be careful to acquaint 
themselves with family affairs, and many a penny might 
be saved; for while the mistress of the house is 
scribbling and reading, servants are junketing, and 
linhen is wearing out. She then takes me round the 
rooms, shews me the worked hangings, and chairs of a 
tent-stitch, and asks whether all this was done with 
a pen and a book. (IV, 80)

Because education gives access to personal autonomy and moral growth, to

deny education was, in Johnson’s view, immoral. Mrs. Thrale wrote that

Johnson "never disputed" what she calls "the female right to Literature",;

"when his Friend consulted him whether he should give his Daughters a

liberal Education— To be.sure said he let them learn all they can

learn— it is a paltry Trick indeed to deny Women the Cultivation of

their mental Powers, and I think it is partly a proof we are afraid of

them-— if we endeavour to keep them unarmed."25

Objections to women’s education-—that higher learning would 1 

make women insufferably proud, rebellious against male authority, unfit 
for household duties, unattractive, unmarriageable, or tragically insane—  

were really political arguments against female self-direction and social 

change. And, as Mis. Thrale noted, Johnson thought male resistance to 

women's education was a projection of anxiety. He told Boswell,

25Thraliana; The Diary of Mrs. Hester Lynch Thrale (Later Mrs. 
Piozzi), ed. Katharine C. Balderston, (Oxford; Clarendon Press, 19.42) ,
I, 171-72.
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"Men know that women are an over-match for them, and therefore they 

choose the weakest or most ignorant. If they did not "think so, they 

never could be afraid of women knowing as much as themselves" (Life,

V, 226). Quite understandably, most eighteenth-century reformists 
working for intellectual advancement, notably the Bluestockings, made 
few attempts to "overmatch" men. Because they wished to enter society 
rather than change it, they mounted their support for women’s education 

on non-threatening grounds. "The sole purpose of the Bas Bleu assemblies 

was conversation," wrote Hannah More in her memoirs, and they were 

different in no respects from other parties, but that the company did not 

play at cards,"26. This reassuring description of Bluestocking meetings 
underplays the fact that, for the first time since the Renaissance, a 

group of English women had sought and gained intellectual converse with 

men, a feat noticeable enough to earn them commendation and abuse for 

the next 200 years.
The Bluestocking circle, which reached its zenith from 1770-1785, 

included about fifteen of Johnson’s friends: Elizabeth Carter, Elizabeth

Moti.tagu, Hester Mulso Chapone, Hester Lynch Thrale, Hannah More, Fanny 
Burney, Elizabeth Vesey, Elizabeth Boscowen, Ann Ord, Catherine Talbot, 

Frances Greville, Frances Anne Crewe, Charlotte Walsingham, and Mary

26Memoirs of the Life and Correspondence of Mrs. Hannah More, 
ed. William Roberts (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1834), p. 84.
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Monckton.27 More’s poem Bas Bleu, or Conversation (1786)s brought
prestigious publicity to the group which, in More’s words, had achieved

"Reformation." A letter from Carter to Montagu best describes the

Bluestockings’ dissatisfaction with the social segregation of the sexes s

. . » I received much more literary information among 
politicians than I did a few days ago from a company of 
scholars and authors. As if the two sexes had been in 
a state of war, the gentlemen ranged themselves on one 
side of the room, where they talked their own talk, and 
left us poor ladies to tworl our shuttles, and amuse 
each other, but conversing as we could. By what little 
I could overhear, our opposites were discoursing on 
the old English poets, and this subject did not seem 
so much beyond a female capacity, but that we might 
have been indulged with a share of it.28

For a time, this small group of highly educated and intelligent women

changed the patterns of social intercourse. By the 1800’s, however,

sexual segregation returned, and by the 1850’s, the sexes were even

further apart, socially and psychologically, than they had been in the

1750’s.29

27For general histories of the Blue-stockings, see Walter S.
Scott, The Bluestocking Ladies (London: John Green, 1947); Mrs. Montague:
’’Queen of the Blues,” ed. Reginald Blunt (London: Constable, 1923);
Elizabeth Montague: The Queen of the Blue-Stocklngs, ed. Emily J. 
Climenson (London: John Murray, 1906); Mrs. Montague and Her Friends 
(1720-1800), ed. Rene Huchon (London: J. Murray, 1906); Blue-Stocking
Letters, ed. R. Brimley Johnson (New York: Dial Press, 1926); Letters
from Mrs. Elizabeth Carter to Mrs. Montague, Between the Years 1755 and 
1800 (1817; rpt. New York: AMS, 1973); Emily James Putnam, The Lady
(New York: G. P. Putnam’s, 1910); Ethel Holt Wheeler, Famous Blue
stockings (New York: John Land, 1910).

28Letters from Mrs. Elizabeth Carter to Mrs. Montague, III, 68.

29Joyce Horner, The English Women Novelists and their Connection 
with the Feminist Movement (1688-1797). Smith College Studies in Modern 
Languages, Nos. 1-3 (Northampton, Mass.: Smith College, 1930).
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The Bluestockings *. private correspondence shows how bitterly 

aware they were of women's limited educational opportunities and low 

status. But, in public, they wore respectable masks and held conven

tional views which pleased men rather than threatened them. Unlike the 

female wits of the previous century who had attracted ridicule and 

villification from the Court and the beau monde, the Bluestockings won 

public acclaim.30 To be sure, the image of the learned woman as a 

comic type still persisted in literature and in common opinion.31 But 

the social gatherings of the Bluestockings, where men and women conversed 

on equal terms., did much to advance the public image of the female 

intellectual. Ethel Holt Wheeler, historian of the Bluestocking circle, 
attributes such success to their conventionality:

. Because they did not by the least shadow transgress 
custom in their social relations, because they 
conformed externally to the somewhat narrow idea 
of women in that age, the Blue-Stockings were 
allowed liberty to write and study and think much 
as they pleased. The world, fashionable and 
intellectual, flocked to their assemblies; no :
dangerous opinions frightened it away, no wild 
and deplorable theories. Inevitably, the wit and 
learning of the Blue-Stockings began to impress, 
without alarming their guests. Insensibly, men 
began to realise that charm was not incompatible 
with developed quickness of parts, with wide 
reading, with happy allusions; that knowledge need 
not be accompanied by pedantry, and that success in -

30Alison Adburgham, Women in Print: Writing Women and Women's
Magazines from the Restoration to the Accession of. Victoria (London: 
George Allen and Unwin, 1972), pp. 134-38.

31Reynolds, pp. 445-48.
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novel writing might add no more than a delicate 
zest to the writer !:s vivacity,32

But reticence was one Bluestocking trait that Johnson criticized. 

According to Hawkins, Johnson thought his old friend Elizabeth Carter 
11 too reserved in conversation upon subjects she was so eminently able 
to converse upon, which was occasioned by her modesty and fear of

giving offense."33 Johnson told Hester Thrale that Elizabeth Montague

"diffused more knowledge than any woman" he knew, "or indeed any man."34 
"She is par pluribus," he wrote, "conversing with her you may find

variety in one" (Letters, III, 663). Yet he condemned her Essay on

Shakespeare, and he urged shy Fanny Burney to vie .with " the queen of 

the blues":
Down with her, Burney! down with her!—-spare her
not!— attack her, fight her, and down with her at
once! You are a rising wit, and she is at the top;
and when I was beginning the world, and was nothing
apd nobody, the joy of my life was to fire at all
the established wits! and then everybody loved to
halloo me on. But there is no game now; every one
would be glad to see me conquered; but then, when
I was new, to vanquish the great ones was all the
delight of my poor little dear soul! So at her, x
Burney— at her, and down with her!35

32Wheeler, p. 336.
3 3John Hawkins, Apothegms, &c., from Hawkins's Edition of 

Johnson's Works (1787-89); rpt. in Johnsonian Miscellanies, ed. George 
Birkbeck Hill (1897; rpt. London: Constable; New York: Barnes and
Noble, 1966; 1970), II, 11.

3 4Piary arid Letters of Madame D'Arblay, I, 116.
: \

35The Famous Miss Burney: Diaries and Letters of Fanny Burney,
eds. Barbara G. Schrank and Davis J. Supino (New York: Minerva Press,
1976), p. 96.
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Johnson encouraged Fanny Burney to write The Witlings (1779), a play 

satirizing the Bluestockings to a degree thought improper by Fanny’s 

father and by her mentor, "Daddy" Crisp. At their request, she did not 

publish the work, and by 1788, she refused to identify herself as a 

Bluestocking, writing, "I am always ready enough to enter into any 

precaution to save that pedantic charge."36
Mrs. Thrale writes that Johnson hated women’s affectation of

learning, not learned women. This distinction was not made by many of

his contemporaries, since, by definition, a learned woman was a

contradiction in terms. Most people noticed a woman’s beauty and

manners, but Johnson noticed her mind and conversation. Mrs. Thrale

notes several instances when Johnson refused to praise female "prettiness"

or "softness" as a quintessential female virtue. Speaking of a woman

who was complimented on her "softness," Johnson replied, "She has some
softness indeed, but so has a pillow." He continued.

Why Sir, being married to one of those sleepy- 
souled women, is just like playing at cards for 
nothing: no passion is excited, and the time
is filled up. 1 do not however envy a fellow 
one of those honey-suckle wives for my part, 
as they are but creepers at best, and commonly 
destroy the tree they so tenderly cling about.37

The profundity of that particular analysis, and the richness of those

particular images, has just begun to be explored in our own time.
Johnson always enjoyed "arguing for victory" with bright women.

"At Mrs. Ord’s," he wrote Mrs. Thrale, "1 met one Mrs. Buller, a

36Quoted in Wheeler, p. 25.
37Thrale, Anecdotes, I, 264.
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travelled lady, of great spirit, and some consciousness of her own

abilities. We had a contest of gallantry an hour long, so much to the

diversion of the company, that at Ramsay's last night, in a crowded

room, they would have pitted us again." (Letters, II., 663). Evidently
Johnson didn't limit his contests with women to battles of wit. Frances
Reynolds tells a delightful story of a foot race between the fifty-three

year old Johnson and a young Devonshire lady:

As he [Johnson] and some company were sitting in a 
salon, before which was a spacious lawn, it was 
remarked as a very proper place for running a Race.
A young lady present boasted that she could outrun 
any person; on which Dr. Johnson rose up and said,
'Madam, you cannot outrun me;' and, going out on 
the Lawn, they started. The lady at first had the
advantage; but Dr. Johnson happening to have slippers
on much too small for his feet, kick'd them off
up into the air, and ran a great length without
them, leaving the lady far behind him, and, having 
won the victory, he returned, leading Her by the 
hand, with looks of high exultation and delight.3 8

Reynold's anecdote characterizes what so many of Johnson's women

friends seem to have liked about him: a zest for sport free from false

chivalry or innuendo, a truly liberal spirit which invited them to 

compete as equals— to be beaten, but not simpered at! Even the staid 

Hannah More, who loved to argue with Johnson, writes of suffering 

morning headaches after spending long evenings "raking with that gay 

libertine Johnson.1139 At, one of her petite assemblees, which always

^̂ Recollections of Dr. Johnson by Miss,Reynolds, in Johnsonian 
Miscellanies, II, 2(7'8.

39Anecdotes by Hannah More,:In Johnsonian Miscellanies, II, 187.
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featured tea and buns, more sensible fare than that of the splendid 

Montagu<, she enjoyed watching Johnson and Garrick tell old stories from 

Lichfield:

We all stood round them above an hour, laughing 
in defiance of every rule of decorum and of 
Chesterfield. I believe we should not have 
thought of sitting down or of parting, had not 
an impertinent watchman been saucily vociferous.
Johnson outstaid them all, and sat with me for 
half an hour.40

No doubt Chesterfield would have condemned the fun. His Letters to His 

Son, which Johnson said "taught the manners of a daneing^master and the 
morals of a whore" (Life, I, 266), show a strangely unsophisticated 

crankiness which precludes raucous behavior in mixed groups. Without 
sentimentalizing or overstating Johnson's effect upon his Bluestocking 

friends, it can be said that Johnson encouraged a kind of social 

exhuberance which they very much enjoyed even while never fully 

approving it.41

Perhaps Johnson's liberal opinions on social behavior help 

explain why his views on women's education are more radical than those 

of his Bluestocking friends. The Bluestockings,, for instance, whole
heartedly disapproved of card playing as an idle extravagance. Hester 

Mulso Chapone, who wrote Rambler 10, offers a representative opinion:

My business has been to view, as opportunity was 
offered, every place in which mankind was to be

^ Anecdotes by Hannah More, II, 186-87.

4 Ŝee especially Letter 227 in Lord Chesterfield's Letters to 
His Son, ed. Charles S. Caney, II (London: William Tegg, 1872), 111.
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seen; but at card-tables, however brilliant, I 
have always thought my visit lost, for I could
know nothing of the company, but their cloaths
and their faces. . . . From such assemblies, in 
whatever humour I happened to enter them, I was 
quickly forced to retire; they were too trifling 
for me, when I was grave, and too dull, when I 
was chearful. (Ill, 53)

Johnson criticized card-playing on much the same grounds in Rambler 80.

But he twice told Boswell that he wished he had learned to play cards

(Life, III, 23; V, 404). And, according to Mrs. Thrale, "Cards, dress,

and dancing . . . all found their advocates in Dr. Johnson, who

inculcated, upon principle, the cultivation of those arts, which many

a moralist thinks himself bound to reject, and many a Christian holds
unfit to be practiced."42 Of course, the Bluestockings opposed theseI
entertainments because they wanted women’s minds put to a higher moral 

use. But, as their writings on education show, the moral use to which 

they thought female learning most properly belonged.was, ultimately, 
domestic. Johnson also thought that education should be "applicable to 

the Purposes of Common Life,"43 but he never implied that women’s sole 

tasks were domestic, or that her role as wife and mother was a divinely- 

ordained prescription against other pursuits.
In general, the Bluestockings’ contributions to women's education 

paralleled their other philanthropic efforts which bolstered established 

social structures. Elizabeth Montague threw elaborate annual parties for

42Thrale, Anecdotes, p. 220.

43Preface to The Preceptor, in Hazen, p. 176.
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London’s chimney sweeps, but gave no thought to stopping the sanctified
injustices which created their plight in the first place.44 In 1775,
she proposed to found and endow a college for women, offering the post

of superintendent to Mrs. Barbauld, Richardson’s friend and eventual

editor. But Mrs. Barbauld declined, saying,

A kind of Literary Academy for Ladies (for that is 
what you Seem to propose), where they are to be 
taught in a regular systematic manner the various 
branches of science, seems to be better calculated 
to form such characters as the Pr6cieuses or the 
Femmes Savantes of Molihre, than good wives or 
agreeable companions. . . . Young ladies, who ought 
only to have such a general tincture of knowledge 
as to make them agreeable companions to a man of 
sense, and to enable them to find rational 
entertainment for a solitary hour, should gain 
those accomplishments in a more quiet and 
unostentatious.manner— subject to a regulation 
like that of the ancient Spartans, the thefts 
of knowledge in our sex are only connived at 
while carefully concealed, and if displayed, 
punished with disgrace.45

Public prejudice necessitated learned women’s concern for obscurity.

Lady Mary Wortley Montagu’s Letters— the only book Johnson read through

although he did not consider it as obligatory— 46 evidence the ridicule

learned women faced. Speaking of her granddaughter’s education, Lady

Mary offers a caution to her daughter, the Countess of Bute, "a caution

(which is most absolutely necessary) is to conceal whatever Learning

44Wheeler, pp. 29, 327. ,
45The Works of Anna Laetitia Barbauld, with a memoir by Lucy 

Aikin (London; Longman, 1825), I, xvii-xviii.

46Thrale, Anecdotes, I, 319.
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she attains, with as much solicitude as she would hide crookedness or 

lameness."4 7 Moralists with views ranging from the rational worldliness 

of Lord Chesterfield to the pious Christianity of Dr. Gregory approved 

of such dissembling. The difference in attitude between Lady Mary’s 

advice and the directions given by the moralists is telling; for Lady 

Mary, pretense is a survival strategy; for the moralists, it is a 

virtue.

The most common punishment a learned woman could expect was an 

attack upon her "femininity.," which, partially translated, means the 

ability to cook and sew. All other aspirations, especially the 

aspirations to learn, were firmly subordinated to those "natural" skills

which, paradoxically, were supposed to be regularly improved. Lady
Bradsheigh wrote Richardson, "I own I do not approve of great learning 

in women. I believe it rarely turns out to their advantage. No 

farther would I have them to advance, than to what would enable them to 

write and converse with ease and propriety, and make themselves useful 

in every stage of life."1*8 Judging from all the worried volumes written 

to prove or dispel the notion that education would make women unfit for 

domesticity, Johnson's remark about Elizabeth Carter’s ability to make

47Letter to the Countess Of Bute, 28 January, .1753, in The 
Complete Letters of. Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, ed. Robert Halsband, III 
(Oxford; Clarendon Press, 1967), 22.

48Letter to Samuel Richardson, 28 December, 1750, in The
Correspondence of Samuel Richardson, ed. Anna Laetitia Barbauld (London; 
Richard Philips, 1804) VI, 52-53.
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a pudding as well as translate Epictetus was probably a.defense against 

attacks upon her domestic skills.. 49
Despite their own wide learning, the Bluestockings, except for 

Elizabeth Carter, thought the study of ancient languages, theology, 
higher mathematics, law, and science inappropriate subjects for women. 

Hester Mulso Chapone opposed teaching women science, Greek, or Latin 

because she thought it dangerous for a woman to "exchange the graces of 
imagination for the severity and preciseness of a scholar."50 In a 

similar vein. Lady Bradsheigh wrote her mentor Richardson, "I hate to 

hear Latin out of a woman's mouth. There is something in it, to me, 

masculine. I could fancy such an one weary of the petticoat, and . "

talking over a bottle."51

Johnson had no such qualms about the dangers of too much 

education for women. He gave Latin lessons to Fanny Burney and Queeney 

Thrale, and wrote several young women, urging them to study as much 

arithmetic as they could.52 One of Johnson's letters to Queeney shows

4^Elizabeth Carter spent nine years finishing her translation 
because much of her time was taken by domestic chores. She wrote Arch
bishop Seeker, "Whoever that somebody or other is who is to write the 
Life of Epictetus, seeing I have a dozen shirts to make, I do opine that 
it cannot be I." Quoted in Wheeler, p. 266.

5^Hester Mulso Chapone, Letters on the Improvement of the Mind, 
Addressed to a Young Lady (London: J. Waler, 1773), It, 121.

51Letter to Richardson, 28 December, 1750, in Correspondence,
VI, 53.

52For letters urging young women to study mathematics, see 
Letters, III, 836.1, 839.1, 843.1, 870, 912. The only book Johnson took 
with him on his tour of the Hebrides - was Croker's Arithmetic (Life, V, 
138). He gave it to a young Highland girl (Letters, II, 323).
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a characteristic zest for mathematical progress: "Do not content your
self with your master’s lessons," he writes, "but buy the books which 
treat of numbers, such as Coker's, Hodder's, and Wingate's Arithmetick, 

and any other which every shop or stall will put in your way" (Letters, 

III, 839,1). In a letter to Hester Thrale, he hopes another of her 

daughters, Sophy, having recovered from an illness,
will go back to her arithmetick again, a science 
which will always delight her more, as by advancing 
further she discovers more of its use, and a 
science suited to Sophy's case of mind, for you 
told in the last, winter that she loved metaphysicks 
more than the Muses. Her choice is certainly-as 
laudable as it is uncommon, but I would have her 
like what is good in both. (Letters, III, 912)

None of Johnson's writings contain any fashionable cant about

the risky consequences of educating women, even the poor ones who might

get dangerous ideas about rising above their social class. Johnson

strongly disagreed with educational reformists like Karnes and Jenyns

who argued that teaching the poor to read and write was unnecessary to

their station in life and politically irresponsible. Indeed, Johnson

perceived conservative opposition to mass literacy as a self-serving

means of social control. Attacking Soame Jenyn's Inquiry into the Nature

and Origin of Evil, Johnson wryly exposes the smug opinions which help

the privileged oppress the poor. Jenyns had argued that the poor

should be kept ignorant, and therefore happy. Johnson answers,

I am always afraid of determining on the side of 
envy or cruelty. The privileges of education may, 
sometimes, be improperly bestowed, but I shall 
always fear to withhold them, lest I should be
yielding to the suggestion of pride, while I
persuade myself that I am following the maxims of
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policy, and under the appearance of salutary 
restraints, should be indulging the lust of 
dominion, and that malevolence which delights 
in seeing others depressed.5 3

Eighteenth-century education of the poor, especially girls, 
consisted of moral instruction plus training for service or for repeti

tive manual tasks like spinning, knitting, lace-making, or straw- 

plaiting. The object of schools such as the Ladies’ Charity School of 

St. Sepulchre parish, to which Johnson and Mrs. Thrale subscribed, was 

to turn out reliable, obedient domestics, not literate women who might 

use their educations for social or economic advancement.5  ̂ But, unlike 

most charity school patrons, including Hannah More, Johnson thought the 

girls should be taught to read and write; he made no fearful connections 

between increased knowledge and moral corruption or social anarchy. The 

story of Betty Broom, told in Idlers 26 and 29, based upon that of a 

Ladies’ Charity School girl, attacks those who "hold it little less than 

criminal to teach poor girls to read and write" and who say that "they 

who are b o m  to poverty are born to ignorance, and will work the harder 

the less they know" (II, 80-81). Using first-person narrative to give
b

the authority of experience to the story, Johnson exposes the real 

motives of those who think it "criminal or dangerous to know how to read" 

(II, 90).

53 "Review of A Free Enquiry into the Nature and Origin of Evil," 
Works, 1825 ed., VI, 57.

54 The Ladies’ Charity School in the parish of St. Sepulchre was 
founded in 1702 to train young girls as domestic servants. Mrs. Thrale 
was one of the managers and Johnson was a subscriber from 1777 until his 
death. See Life, I, 242, Letters, I, 224, Thraliana, I, 115-16.
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Betty writes of losing her place in a country charity school

when the chief subscriber convinces the rest of the parish "that the
nation would be ruined if the children of the poor were taught to read
and write" (II, 81). Unable to find work because no one will hire an

educated maid, Betty travels to London after speaking to another charity

school girl who came visiting from London "in a silk gown, and told her

acquaintance how well she lived, what fine things she saw, and what

great wages she received" (II, 81). But, once in London, Betty is fired

by a series of employers who resent her scholarship. An idyllic job

with a "gentlewoman of small fortune" ends with the mistress’s death

and Betty's further isolation;
I had .lived in a kind of luxury, which made me 
very unfit for another place; and was rather too 
delicate for the conversation of a kitchen; so 
that I was hired in the family of an East India 
director, my behaviour was so different, as they 
said, from that of a common servant, that they 

^ concluded me a gentlewoman in disguise, and turned
me out in three weeks, on suspicion of some design 
which they could not comprehend. (II, 91)

Betty manages a brief stay with a "splendid family" whose housekeeper,

fearing Betty's honest account of household expenses, declares "that

there should be no pen and ink in that kitchen but her own." In another

household, she reads to Mrs. Simper, a servant who "loved a novel, tho*

she could not read hard words." But, after Betty begins to keep the

household accounts, Mrs. Simper has her fired, telling the mistress

"that there never had been a room well swept, since Betty Broom came into

the house." Finally, a "consumptive lady, who wanted a maid that could

read and write," hires Betty, and, after some peevish fits, she dies.
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leaving Betty a legacy of five hundred pounds. Betty ends, "with this 

fortune I am going to settle in my native parish, where I resolve to 

spend some hours every day, in teaching poor girls to read and write"

(II, 92).

In the story of Betty Broom, Johnson uses a narrative structure 

which enables him to satirize resistance to female learning in a 
profoundly sympathetic way. A circular motion of arbitrary events, 

curving upon the hopes and disappointments Betty suffers at the hands 

of others, leads Betty back to her native parish, where she wants to 

teach other girls to read and write. In effect, Betty expects to repeat 

and widen the pattern which she herself has made. Betty's resolve to 
teach, made against the sheer weight of her own many failures to win 

approval and success as a literate maid, has a kind Of naive poignancy 

which undercuts her final triumph and her last wish. One senses that 

Betty now has a better idea of her qualifications than she did when she 

took the first job offered her by a mean London tradesman, but, as a 

teacher, she will be as unable to help her pupils succeed as her own 

mistress was when Betty's charity school dissolved. Betty herself got 

money only by chance; a benefactress happened to die before changing her 

will for the third time. Yet, those accidental finances provide her 

only insurance against whimsical subscribers who could stop her teaching. 

Universal distrust and envy of literate poor girls, so clearly delineated 

by the surreal details of Betty's various jobs with families of all

social classes, make Betty's plans an expression of the vanity of human
• ■ ■ ■ ■ -  . ■ ■ ' ; - 'wishes„
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The themes of women’s intellectual confinement informing

Johnson’s moral essays and prose narratives emerge from patterns of

circular, repetitive action in which "nothing is concluded" because,

tragically, nothing is expected. The Princess Nekayah and her maid
Pekuah both form "schemes of happiness" which, like that of Rasselas,

turn out to be inobtainable dreams. The prince's wish--to have "a

little kingdom in which he might administer justice in his own person,
and see all the parts of government with his own eyes"— is impossible

because it asks too much of him: "he could never fix the limits of

his dominion, and was always adding to the number of his subjects"

(p. 109). In contrast, Pekuah's and Nekayah's plans ask too much of the

world. Like Betty Broom, Nekayah wants to educate women:

The princess thought that of all sublunary 
things knowledge was the best: She desired
first to learn all sciences, and then purposed 
to found a college of learned women, in which 
she would preside: that, by conversing with
the old and educating the young, she might
divide her time between the acquisition and 
communication of wisdom, and raise up for the 
next age models of prudence and patterns of 
piety, (p. 109)

Nekayah's scheme is impossible not because she is stupid and wanton, 

but because it flies in the face of common objections to women’s higher 

education. One cannot "raise up for the next age models of prudence 

and patterns of piety" if the models for the present age see such deep 

contradictions between women’s learning and their moral behaviour that 

women are not really allowed to learn. , Pekuah's plan, more closely 

suited to the age’s domestic ideal, is really an ironic extension of her 

harem captivity:
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Pekuah was never so much charmed with any place 
as the convent of St. Anthony, where the Arab 
restored her to the princess, and wished only 
to fill it with pious maidens, and to be made 
prioress of the order: she was weary of expectation
and disgust, and would gladly be fixed in some 
invariable state, (p. 109)

What is so striking—^and so impossible’— about both of these "schemes

of happiness" is that they do not include men, marriage, and childbirth.
In an age which subordinated women’s learning to these ends, any other

"choice of life" was risky and suspect. The Abyssinia to which Nekayah
and Pekuah resolve to return is a boring prison where women's minds are

not taken seriously, and women’s learning has no significance of its

own.

Several Rambler essays treat the issue of male attitudes toward

learned women, as does Chapter XLIV of Rasselas, "The Princess and

Pekuah Meet the Astronomer." In each case, Johnson explores the problem

from perspectives which sympathize with the women and ridicule the men.

Rambler 173, for example, traces the unreasonable fears of learned men

who think themselves offensive to women to a mistaken idea:

There prevails among men of letters an opinion, 
that all appearance of science is particularly 
hateful to women; and that therefore whoever 
desires to be well received in female assemblies, 
must qualify himself by a total rejection of all 
that is serious, rational, or important; must 
consider argument or criticism as perpetually 
interdicted; and devote all his attention to 
trifles, and all his eloquence to compliment.
(V, 152-53)

Johnson assumes the straightforward tone of an advisor who must tell 

an ignorant male audience that their notions of social propriety are out
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of date. Johnson exposes their fears as a kind of pride9 and implies
that they, not the women, are dangerously uninformed:

Students often form their notions of the present 
generation from the writings of the last, and 
are hot very early informed of those changes 
which the gradual diffusion of knowledge, or 
the sudden caprice of fashion produces in the 
world. Whatever might be the state of female 
literature in the last century, there is now 
no longer any danger lest the scholar should 
want an adequate audience at the tea-table, 
and whoever thinks it necessary to regulate 
his conversation by antiquated rules, will be 
rather despised for his futility than caressed 
for his politeness. (V, 153)

In Rambler 191, Bellaria writes a first-hand account of the

"false expectations" she had been given by her aunts, who told her that

knowledge could make her "an agreeable companion to men of sense."

Her experiences confirm a suspicion that men prefer opera goers to

literary critics:

Had I not dropped all pretensions to learning,
I should have lost Mr. Trip, whom I once 
frightened into another box, by retailing some 
of Dryden’s remarks upon a tragedy; for Mr. Trip 
declares, that he hates nothing like hard 
words. (V, 236)

The scholars who think women dislike serious conversation, and Mr. Trip, 

the fop, are hardly men of sense. Their ridiculous denial of women’s 
intellectual capacities is the object of Mr. Rambler’s satire.

One of the wittiest, yet most sympathetic statements of this 

problem, told from a woman’s perspective, appears in Rambler 126, where 

Gerierosa tells Mr. Rambler.that he, like his "great predecessor, the 

Spectator," has excited women's desire for learning, but has "not yet
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informed [them] how it may be •gratified." Generosa states what I claim
to be Johnson's own views:

The world seems to have formed an universal 
conspiracy against our understandings; our 
questions are supposed not to expect answers> 
our arguments are confuted with a jest, and 
we are treated like beings who transgress the 
limits of our nature whenever we aspire to 
seriousness or improvement. (TV, 310)

Generosa's complaints, recently explored and verified by twentieth- 

century linguists, sociologists, psychologists, and cultural anthro
pologists,ss are descriptive rather than rhetorical. To prove her point, 

Generosa recounts a disappointing meeting with an astronomer. When she 

asked him why the days were long in the summer and short in the winter, 

he replied that "nature had protracted the days in summer, lest ladies 

should want time to walk, in the park; and the nights in winter , lest 

they should not have hours sufficient to spend at the card-table"

(IV, 310). By turning her serious question into an occasion for a 

demeaning "compliment" which, in fact, is a sneering reminder that 
women lead trifling lives, the astronomer shows his contempt for Generosa. 

She, in turn, asks Mr. Rambler to make sure the astronomical "master of 

ridicule" learns the real reason she asked him the question;

I was far from wanting any intelligence which 
he could have given me. I asked the question

5Representative works include M. Z. Rosaldo and L. Lamphere, 
Women, Culture and Society (Stanford, California: Stanford Univ. Press,
1974); R. Brown and A. Gilman, "The Pronouns of Power and Solidarity," in 
Readings in the Sociology of Language, ed. J. Fishman (The Hague: Mouton,
1970); D. H, Zimmerman and C. West, "Sex Roles, Interruptions and 
Silences in Conversation," Language and Sex: Difference and Dominance,
ed. B. Thorne and N. Henley (Rowley, Mass.: Newbury House, 1975).
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with no other intention than to set him free
from.the opportunity of mingling on equal
terms with a polite assembly from which,
however uneasy, he could not then escape, by ‘
a kind introduction of the only subject on
which I believed him able to speak with
propriety. (IV, 311)

Generosa's "conspiracy," born out of a concern that the learned man feel
comfortable in society, resembles the designs Nekayah and Pekuah use to

gain entrance to the astronomer's laboratory. Neither Easselas nor

Imlac are enthused about their plans to visit the astronomer, since he
has never been visited by women. Imlac delivers a pompous decree: "I

am afraid that he will soon be weary of your company: men advanced far

in knowledge do not love to repeat the elements of their art, and I am
not certain that even of the elements, as he will deliver them connected

with inferences and mingled with reflections, you are a very capable

auditreSs" (p. 99). But Pekuah remains undaunted. "That must be my

care: I ask of you only to take me thither. My knowledge is, perhaps,

more than you imagine it, and by concurring always with his opinions I

shall make him think it greater than it is" (p. 99.)

Pekuah's strategy, calculated to disarm the astronomer by 

flattering his knowledge and misrepresenting her own, is the same 

strategy we saw recommended by Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, used by the 

Bluestockings, and praised by the moralists and educational reformers.

By hiding one's own motives and conceding to those of others, by 

studying men, a learned woman could survive in an age which defined 

female accomplishments in strictly interpersonal, not individual terms.
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"Your BEST, your SWEETEST, simpire is— TO PLEASE," purred Mrs. Barbauld, 

comparing women to beautiful flowers because, like flowers,. women 
"were born for pleasure and delight ALONE."?6 The only late eighteenth- 

century writer-— other than Catharine Macaulay and Mary Wdllstonecraft—  

who publicly condemned this advice as thoroughly reprehensible on 
both moral and intellectual grounds, tantamount to prostitution, in 

fact, was Samuel Johnson.

56"To a Lady-— With Some Painted Flowers," Works, I, 101.



CHAPTER 3

SAMUEL JOHNSON’S ATTITUDE TOWARD PROSTITUTION

Although Samuel Johnson vigorously oppose! the notion that women 

existed solely to please men, most of his contemporaries, including two 
influential biographers of Johnson, did not. For different reasons,
James Boswell and Hester Lynch Thrale assumed male approval to be the 

proper measure of female conduct.1 So the parallels Johnson drew 

between prostitutes and solicitous wives escaped them. Perhaps their 

own psychological states—-Boswell's guilty self-absorption with whores, 

Thrale's repressed anger at an unresponsive mother and husband— shape 

what they record of Johnson's views on the subject. Yet it is instruc

tive to examine how Boswell portrays Johnson's attitude toward prosti

tution, what Mrs. Thrale says of Johnson's marital advice to her, and 

finally, what Johnson's own writings reveal. First, the difference 

between what people made of Johnson and what Johnson made of women's 

lives becomes clear. Second, the analogy Johnson draws between the 

socially-sanctioned parental practice of shaping daughters into marriage

able commodities and the socially-condemned practice of prostitution 

emerges. The analogy, which appears in Johnson's moral essays, prose

^Legates, "The Cult of Womanhood in Eighteenth-Century Thought," 
ECS, pp. 21-39.
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narratives, and miscellaneous writings, shows that for Johnson the 

assumption that women were created to please men is morally corrupt and 

psychologically damaging.

As Boswell’s biographical subject., Johnson reflects Boswell’s 

attitude toward prostitution. For instance, Boswell notes that Johnson 
"used to take women on the town to taverns and hear them relate their 

history" (Life., IV, 396), but he gives no details of those conversations.2 

Instead, he insinuates that Johnson's religious terrors were caused by 

remorse for having followed Savage into "dissipation and licentiousness" 

(Life, I, 164). Boswell interprets Johnson's interest in. prostitutes as 

an overpowering weakness, a temptation to sexual aberration heroically 
conquered by strict morality and a strong will. But, judging from 

Boswell's London Journal,* 1762-63, this puritanical view more accurately 

bespeaks Boswell's simultaneous attraction toward and revulsion from 

prostitutes than it reveals Johnson's sympathetic interest in their 

experiences.3 •

2See also Life, I, 223 n .; 2;'H,, 213; IV, 321-22.

3Boswell "mainstreams" the story of Johnson's rescuing a prosti
tute to illustrate Johnson's general humanity (Life, IV, 321-22). More 
details of the incident, including. Johnson's subscription campaign to 
establish the prostitute in a milliner's shop, are in Anecdotes from the 
Life of Johnson published by Kearsley, in Johnsonian Miscellanies II, 
168-69. Walter Jackson Bate, Samuel Johnson (New York and London: 
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1975), pp. 502-3, identifies Poll Carmichael 
as the prostitute whom Johnson rescued and cared for as described in 
Boswell's Life, IV, 321-22.
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Boswell's accounts of his dealings with prostitutes show a young 

man's inability to integrate sexual and emotional processes, deep-seated 
fear of women who demonstrate self-esteem, and unflagging self-absorption.1' 

Disgusted by vulgarity, fearful of contracting venereal disease, Boswell 

nevertheless constantly "Stoops to mean profligacy," then despises him

self for "being so closely united with such a low wretch."5 Because he 

is fascinated by the progress of his own mental states and sexual prowess, 
Boswell pays little heed, in any objective sense, to the prostitutes who

service him. He records his commerce with whores as signs of his

compulsion, as momentary lapses into a careless disregard for property 

and health. Intrigued by the image he creates himself, Boswell copulates 

with a "strong, jolly damsel" under Westminster Bridge, first "amused by 

the whim of doing it there with the Thames rolling below," then, "after 

the brutish appetite was sated*," he is filled with self-disgust 

(pp. 255-56). Or, dressed up "as a blackguard to see all that was to be 

seen," he performs "most manfully" with one woman, then berates another 

when "the profligate wretch" allows him "entrance" but not "performance"

(p. 272). When a third refuses him because he Will not pay her, he 

wanders home, fatigued but ecstatic: "My: vanity was somewhat gratified

4See Dorothy Dinnerstein. The Mermaid and the Minotaur: Sexual
Arrangements and the Human Malaise (New York: Harper and Row, 1976),
, pp. 124-56, for further analysis of misogyny.

5James Boswell, Boswell's London Journal, 1762-63, ed. Frederick
A. Pottle, The Yale Edition of the Private Papers of James Boswell
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1950), p. 256. All subsequent references to
Boswell's London Journal are from this edition, and will be noted 
parenthetically in the text.



tonight that, notwithstanding of my dress., I was always taken for a 

gentleman in disguise" (p. 273).

Boswell * s London Journal is filled with notes on "female sport," 

as he calls it (p. 49), written, obviously, with little empathy for his 

prey. Like other London rakes and gallants, Boswell accorded actresses 
the same social status as prostitutes. He quickly drops the trusting 
Louisa when she gives him "Signor Gonorrhoea," and he is enraged that 
this delectable morsel could so endanger him (p. 155, 175). Other than 

Boswell's London Journal, information about Louisa is scarce.6 If she 

were as gullible as Boswell portrays her to be, she didn't survive the 

common brutalities of eighteenth-century stage life. Given her status, 

sex was never, for any eighteenth-century woman, the isolated experience 

which Boswell could make it. All parts of life— work, living quarters, 

friendship, family life, food, clothing— were intimately associated with 

women's sexual behavior. Without money, education, and social connections, 

actresses like Louisa who naively traded sexual favors for momentary kind

ness were as quickly used and discarded as were women suffering more 

recognizable forms of assault. .Actresses more cunning than Louisa 

recognized the dangers of accepting the Boswellian model of "intrigue," 

and they survived, even triumphed, within confines which allowed them 

few delusions about their own vulnerability.
— '— '— ~ ; r /

6Pottle identifies Louisa as "one Mrs. Lewis . ... . who played 
the Queen in Hamlet at Convent Garden 27 September 1762, her first 
appearance there. On 20 October she played Mrs. Ford in the Merry Wives." 
London journal, pp. 84-85-
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Ways of surviving sexual exploitation were as varied as the 
actresses who faced it, Susannah Cibber, whose husband forced her into 
a liaison with a wealthy nobleman so that tie could sue for loss of his

wife’s services, played The Provoked Wife, the public’s favorite victim, 

both on and off stage. Peg Woffington, an Irish slum girl who joined a 

group of traveling players at twelve, fought her way to London stage fame 

by adapting the same licentious behavior as the rakes who debauched her. 
Hannah Pritchard achieved middle-class respectability by marrying well, 

acting as an exemplary wife and mother, and by refusing to keep a salon. 

She was even received into genteel society; Horace Walpole himself could 

find "nothing to criticize" about her.7 Charlotte Hayes, who sometimes 
worked with Garrick, retired with 1.20,000 gained from her expensive 

brothel, which catered to members of Parliament. Hayes specialized in 

unusual entertainments such as the enactment of a Tahitian festival 

described in Hawkesworth’s An Account of a. Voyage Round the World (1773). 

The invitations read, "This evening at 7 o ’clock precisely, 12 beautiful 

nymphs, spotless virgins, will carry out the famous feast of Venus, as 

it is celebrated in Tahiti, under the instructions and leadership of 

Queen Oberea (which role will be taken by Mrs. Hayes herself)."8

7S. Wilmarth Lewis, ed., Horace Walpole's Correspondence (New 
Haven, Conn.; Yale Univ. Press, 1937-74), IX, 70-73, Cited in Mary Nash, 
The Provoked Wife: The Life and Times of Susannah Cibber (Boston and
Toronto: Little, Brown and Company, 1977), pp. 274-75.

8Quoted in Fernando Henriques, Prostitution in Europe and the 
Americas, Vol. II of Prostitution and Society (New York: Citadel Press,
1963), p. 149. See also John Hawkesworth, ed.. An Account of a Voyage 
Round the World (London; W. Strahan and T. Cadell, 1773), I, 206 ff.;
II, 144.
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The wealthy Mrs, Hayes was luckier than Madame Comelys (Cornely 

or Cornells)9 an Italian courtesan who had a son by Cassanova and moved 

to London in 1763, a year after Boswell arrived. Comelys ingratiated 

herself into London society, and ran Carlisle House in Soho Square, where 

she gave a series of recitals,- balls, and masquerades for refined 

sensualists until Sir John Fielding convicted her for running a brothel 

in 1771. She sold the contents of Carlisle House, but was convicted for 

debt in 1772, and sent to Fleet Prison, where she died in 1779.9 

Boswell’s social betters gave elegant brothel keepers such as Charlotte 

Hayes and Madame Gornelys royal and parliamentary protection, but Boswell 

usually limited his own sexual congress to low adventures with young 
streetwalkers. He lived in the fashionable end of town, and his esca

pades with the. notorious Duke of York involved intrigues with women of 

fashion, but most of his ''adventures’* were with prostitutes of the lowest 

and most vulnerable kind. His limited allowance probably prevented him 

from frequenting Mrs. Goadby’s brothel on.Berwick Street in the West End, 

the first brothel in England to copy the European model of refined 

surroundings, elegant dress, and attending physicians. And he may not 

have been invited to "subscribe" to Miss Fawkland's "Temples," as were 

Lords Cornwallis, Buckingham, Hamilton, and Bolingbroke, as well as 

Smollet and Sheridan. The "temples," three adjoining brothels on St.

9E. Beresford Chancellor, The Pleasure Haunts of London (London; 
Constable, 1925), pp. 258-70. See Vern Bullough et al., A Bibliography 
of Prostitution^ Vol. 30 of Garland Reference Library of Social Sciences 
(New York and London: Garland Press, 1977) for more references to
eighteenth-century brothels.
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James’s Street, were the "Temple of Aurora," housing girls of eleven to 

sixteen; the "Temple of Flora," offering older women, and the "Temple of 

Mysteries," featuring unconventional sexual practices.10
Since Boswell regarded his sexual appetites as uncontrollably 

compulsive, more sophisticated liaisons in bagnios and "convents," which 

would have been expensive and deliberately planned, were not to his 

taste. He frequented less reputable taverns and coffee houses like the 

Rose in Drury Lane, which offered women as part of the bill of fare.11 

But these were gullible country girls or escapees from Fleet marriages.

The two "very pretty little girls" Boswell takes to the Shakespeare’s 

Head sell themselves for a bottle of wine (pp. 263-64).

Given Boswell's tight budget and his puritanical views, it is 
difficult to imagine him in Dr. James Graham's "Temple of Health" in 

Adelphi. Graham, a very successful entrepreneur who specialized in 

"health" lectures and cures for sexual dysfunctions, toured the American 

colonies, then opened his "temple" in London in 1779. For 450, Clients 

could use "the celestial bed,"a grandiose fixture resting on six trans

parent pillars in a room complete with Persian decor, piped—in medicinal

10Henriques cites Les Serails de Londres au les Amusements 
Nocturnes (Paris, 1801), as a reliable source of information on eighteenth- 
century prostitution. This work is a French translation of Nocturnal 
Revels: or the History of King’s Palace, and other Modern Nunneries, . . .
By a monk of the order of St. Francis, 2 vols. (London: Printed for
M. Goadby, 1779). If M. Goadby is the procuress Mrs. Goadby, the book 
may have been sold in her brothel on Berwick Street.

11See Edward Ward, The London Spy, 2nd ed. (London: J. How, 1704),
pp. 32-33, for information about taverns and coffee houses which 
provided prostitutes.
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vapors, music, and a specially-designed cylinder which shot electrical 
sparks into the bedchamber..12 This kind of activity, cloaked in the 
pretense of "health" and good feeling, might have been a bit too sinless 
for Boswell.

Boswell liked to moralize about prostitutes, promiscuity,

marriage, and sexual control. In his London journal, he attributes

these ruminations to Johnson’s influence:

Since my being honoured with the friendship of 
Mr. Johnson, I have more seriously considered the 
duties of morality and religion and the dignity of 
human nature. I have considered that promiscuous 
concubinage is certainly wrong. It is contributing 
one’s share towards bringing confusion and misery 
into society; and it is a transgression of the laws 
of the Almighty Creator, who has ordained marriage 
for the mutual comfort of the sexes and the procre
ation and right educating of children. Sure it is 
that if all men and women in Britain were merely to 
consult animal gratification, society would be a 
most shocking scene. Nay, it would soon cease 
altogether, (p. 304)

Then Boswell adds a telling conclusion: "Notwithstanding of these

reflections, I have stooped to mean profligacy even yesterday. However,

I am now resolved to guard against it" (p. 304). Boswell can most

easily rationalize his furtive intercourse with whores by reminding

himself that they are already ruined:

Monday night, coming up the Strand, I was tapped on 
the shoulder by a fine fresh lass. I went home with r 
her. She was an officer’s daughter, and born at 
Gibraltar. I could not resist indulging myself with
the enjoyment of her. Surely, in such a situation,

, when the woman is already abandoned, the crime must be
alleviated though in strict morality, illicit love is 
always wrong. (pp. 332-33)

12Iwan Bloch, Sex Life in England (New York: Gargoyle Press,
1934), pp. 108-13.
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Because Boswell sees prostitutes as temptations to moral chaos, he

presents Johnson’s attitude in the same light, and then admires his
mentor's heroic restraint;

As we [Boswell and Johnson] walked along the Strand 
tonight, arm in arm, a woman of the town came enticingly
near us. "No," said Mr. Johnson, "no, my girl, it won’t
do." We then talked of the unhappy situation of these 
wretches, and how much more misery than happiness, upon 
the whole, is produced by irregular love. He parted 
from me at the Temple Gate, as he always does. (p. 327)

But Boswell does not record what Johnson said about "the unhappy

wretches." Neither is he interested in Johnson’s view of prostitution

as a social problem born of poverty and moral hypocrisy.13 Instead, as

Boswell's literary subject, Johnson is made to share, with St. Paul and

Boswell himself, "amorous inclinations [which] were uncommonly strong
and impetuous," propensities which "were ever ’warring against the law

of his mind'."14 So, when Boswell tells us that Johnson refused

Garrick's invitation to continue visiting backstage after the production

of Irene, Johnson's manly struggle against Seduction is the point of

Boswell's anecdote: "I'll come no more behind your scenes, David; for

the silk stockings and white bosoms of your actresses excite my amorous

propensities" (Life, 1, 201). Actresses, like prostitutes, are dangerous

temptations away from moral order. Johnson's sympathy for the personal

13Sven Eric Molin, "Dr. Johnson on Marriage, Chastity, and Fidel
ity , .Eighteenth-Century Life,. 1 (Sept. 1974), 15, points out that 
Boswell divided women into two great classes— wives and whores.

14Epistle to the Romans, vii, 13; Life, IV, 396. Boswell contin
ues, "Here let the profane and licentious pause; let them not thoughtless
ly say that Johnson was a hypocrite, or that his principles were not firm, 
because his practice was not uniformly conformable to what he professed" 
(Life, IV, 396).
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sufferings of women driven to sell themselves5 his admiration for women 

of the stage such as .Kitty Clive and Mrs. Siddons, are eclipsed by 

Boswell’s own self-serving morality, which, in turn, determines the 

aesthetic strategies Boswell uses to portray his subj ect.
While Boswell shapes Johnson's dealings with prostitutes into a 

Pauline victory over illicit sex, Hes ter Lynch Thrale uses Johnson * s 

assessments of her marriage to validate her long-buried resentment of 

mother and husband. The following anecdote of her gradual awakening to 

the real state of her marriage, Johnson’s part in that awakening, and her 

subsequent attempts to improve her relationship with her husband despite 

her mother’s disapprovai reveal more about Mrs. Thrale than about 

Johnson:

I now first had the Pleasure of getting acquainted with 
Johnson, who after our Acquaintance ripened into Friend
ship , began opening my Eyes to my odd kind of Life. One 
Day that I mentioned Mr. Thrale's cold Carriage to me, 
tho * with no Resentment, for it occasioned in me no 
Dislike; he said in Reply— Why how for Heaven’s Sake 
Dearest.Madam should any Man delight in a Wife that is 
to him neither Use nor Ornament? He cannot talk to you 
about his Business,"which you do not understand; nor
about his Pleasures which you do not partake; if you have
Wit or Beauty you shew them nowhere, so he has none of 
the Reputation; if you have Economy or Understanding you 
employ neither in Attention to his Property. You divide 
your Time between your Mamma & your Babies, & no wonder 
you do not by that means become agreeable to your Husband. 
This was so plain that I could not fail to comprehend it,
& gently hinted to my Mother that I had some Curiosity 
about the Trade, which I would maybe one day get Mr.
Thrale to inform me about'as well as the Jacksons who I
observed had all his Confidence: but She saw no need
She said for me to care who was in his Confidence, that 
I had: my Children to nurse & teach, & that She thought 
that was better Employment than turning into My_Lady 
Mashtub. those were her Words, & well do I remember 
them; so I went on in the old Way, brought a Baby once 
a Year, lost some of them & grew so anxious about the
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rest, that I now fairly cared for nothing else, but them 
and her; & not a little for Johnson* who I felt to be my 
true Friend, though I could not break thro' my Chains to 
take his Advice as it would only have helped to kill my 
poor Mother, whose health now began to decline, & who 
was jealous enough of Mr. Johnson's Influence as it was. 
She had no need, however, for from the Day of Marriage 
did I never put my Head into a Theatre, or any Place of 
publick Resort, till my Eldest Daughter in her Sixth 
Year was carried by Lady Lade to see the King at an 
Oratorio; & I went too, that I might take proper care 
of her.15

The tone of this passage, like that of many others in Thraliana, shows. - 

the use Mrs. Thrale makes of Johnson's remarks on wives. Sacrificed to 

constant pregnancies, social isolation, and her mother's wishes, Mrs. 

Thrale must suppress her own desires to speak to her husband. She must 

define herself relationally, as a mother and a daughter. Bound'by the 

knowledge that her own feelings must be cleverly disguised and that her 

own deportment must be inoffensive, she finds Johnson's honesty liber

ating, yet remains in -her "Chains" of obedient self-sacrifice. She 

despises her own dissemblance, yet is able to speak of it only in abstract 

terms or by quoting the authority of others. And herein, quite under

standably , she misrepresents Johnson, for she equates Johnson's dis

approval of female secrecy to the romantic maxims of Rousseau. Mrs.

Thrale ignores the fact that, like her own domineering mother, Rousseau 

Insisted that wives have no business taking an interest in their husbands' 

affairs. Instead, she uses Rousseau and Johnson as authorities who can 

express what she herself cannot: the dangers of self-suppression. Mrs.

Thrale writes,
Such tricks [women's secrecy] say Johnson and Rousseau,
are apt to end in Evil for this Reason; that She who

1sThraliana, I, 309-10.
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loves to be mysterious naturally, will soon provide to 
herself the cause, of Mystery; I used the word She because 
’tis their Johnson's and Rousseau's Opinion too that 
Women, are more apt to be infected with Disease of the 
Mind than Men are, which as it originates from narrowness, 
may very well happen— for Women’s minds are commonly like 
their Shapes, either screwed up to ridiculous Smallness, 
or else loosed out— to a Squab, in their own emphatical 
phrase, (p. 198)

Mrs. Thrale is paraphrasing Rousseau's Nouvelle Eloise here, and, by

equating Johnson’s analysis of female cunning with Rousseau's comments,

she gains the confidence to- express her own desires for frankness.

Resentful of the silence imposed upon her by mother and "master," as she ■

calls her husband, Mrs. Thrale uses Johnson and Rousseau as authoritative

Comrades against her keepers. But she-distorts Johnson’s views here,

and, more noticeably, in another passage from Thraliana:

Mr. Johnson was of the Opinion that the Delicacy of the 
Sex shou’d always be inviolably preserved, in eating, 
in Exercises, in Dress, in every thing: & I often found
his Ideas on this Topic in particular so conformable to 
those of Rousseau that sometimes it used to amaze me
how very similar the two Minds must originally have been
made; & how much both were altered from the first Resem
blance by Education, Prejudices, Habits and Aims. (p, 171)

Nowhere do Johnson's writings approach Rousseau's sentimental and

illiberal prescriptions for female behavior.16 But, since Rousseau

thought women incapable of responsible moral action on their own, and,

since Mrs. Thrale feels imprisoned by family responsibilities which force

her to simulate willing obedience to the demands of others, Mrs. Thrale

can simultaneously accept Johnson's analysis of her marriage, equate his

views on female secrecy with those of Rousseau, and stifle, albeit

16 See Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Emile (1762), trans. Barbara Foxley 
(London;1 Dent, 1911), especially Book V, "Sophy, or Woman."
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uneasily9 her own rage. Once again, as biographical subject, Johnson 

serves the psychological needs of his observer.
A comparison of Mrs. Thrale’s and Boswell's accounts of Johnson's 

wedding journey shows how the biographer's own psychological perspectives 
determine their assessment of Johnson's attitude toward women. Both 

versions of the horseback ride to church are essentially comic, picturing 

Johnson as the crusty but benevolent master of the little rebellion his 

bride-to-be tries to wage before the wedding. And both accounts use 

narrative detail to emphasize the ludicrous nature of Tetty's efforts to 

control the scene. The implicit message in both versions::@f the wedding 

journey is that Johnson properly thought women, wives in particular, 

should be controlled by husbands. Since none of Johnson's writings 

verify this assumption, we must conclude that Mrs. Thrale and Boswell, 

not Johnson, believed this axiom.
In Boswell's version of the story, Johnson emerges victorious

because he remains unmoved by Tetty's irrational antics. The story's

humor lies in the sheer silliness of circumstances: here is a great mind,

sworn to love yet threatened with sabotage by the object of that love,

an object which literally tries to control him:

"Sir, [Johnson told Boswell] she had read the old 
romances, and had got into her head the fantastical 
notion that a woman of spirit should use her lover 
like a dog. So, Sir, at first she told me that I rode 
too fast, and she could not keep up with me; and, when 
I rode a little slower, she passed me, and complained 
that I lagged behind. I was not to be made the slave 
of caprice; and I resolved to begin as I meant to end.
I therefore pushed on briskly, till I was fairly out of 
her sight. The road lay between two hedges, so I was 
sure she could not miss it; and I contrived that she 

. Should come up with me. When she did, I observed her 
to be in tears. (Life, I, 96)
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If, by implication, the object of Johnson’s passion proves unworthy in

Boswell’s account of the wedding journey, Mrs. Thrale’s version of the
story makes Tetty despicable:

I was riding to Church says Johnson & She following upon 
another single Horse--She hung back however, & I turned 
about to see whether She could get her Steed along, or 
what was the matter: but I had soon occasion to observe
it was Coquetttery only & that I despised, so mending my 
Pace She mended hers, but I believe there was a Tear or 
two— Pretty deaf Creature’.--Garrick says the Woman was 
a little painted Poppet; full of Affectation and rural 
Airs of Elegance; old Levett says She was always drunk 
& reading Romances in her Bed, where She killed herself 
by taking Opium, (p. 178)17

Clearly, Mrs. Thrale’s picture of Tetty is much harsher than Boswell's. 

Coquetry entraps Johnson even though he despises it. Tears, which 

signalled Tetty's defeat in Boswell's anecdote, here preface Johnson's 

misplaced sympathies for his "pretty dear Creature." Mrs. Thrale caps 

the anecdote with evidence of Tetty's "real" character. The aging 

coquette is a self-destructive fake, an ugly addict of romances, cos

metics, and opium. Her vain attempts to gain her husband's attention and 

to make herself desirable are ludicrous and contemptible.

Here, as in Boswell's version of Johnson's wedding trip, the 

biographer’s own attitude toward women shapes the anecdote. Mrs. Thrale 

uses Johnson's disapproval of female coquetry— a disapproval which we 

earlier saw mistakenly equated with Rousseau's misogynist analysis of 

female cunning— as a prelude for Tetty's predictable death. But 

Mrs. Thrale's portrait of Tetty, albeit based upon evidence supplied by

17In Anecdotes of the Late Samuel Johnson, LL.D., during the Last 
Twenty Years of his Life, by Hester Lynch Piozzi (1786), rpt. in 
Johnsonian Miscellanies  ̂I, 249), where Mrs. Thrale deletes the last .
sentence from this passage."
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Garrick and Levett, is writ largely from her own fears of being found 
ridiculous, and from her own unacknowledged rage at husbandly neglect. 

Mrs. Thrale, not Johnson, experienced sexual congress as the only link 

between husband and wife. Her writings, not Johnson’s, give ample 

evidence of self-hatred and resentment of an uncaring spouse. Attacking 

Tetty's vain pretentions allows Mrs. Thrale to voice her own feelings 

of self-disgust and helplessness.

One eighteenth-century woman who admired both Rousseau and 

Johnson noticed that Mrs. Thrale— by now, Mrs. Piozzi— used her reason 

"rather to burnish than to snap her Chains.."18 In A Vindication of the 

Rights of Woman (1792), Mary Wollstohecraft quotes from Mrs. Piozzi's 

"Letter to a Gentleman Newly Married." According to Wollstonecraft, 

the sentiments expressed in Mrs. Piozzi’s "Letter" exemplify how women 
"adopt the sentiments that brutalize them."19 They think of themselves 

not as moral beings but as sexual commodities. Wollstonecraft was 

shocked at the self-delusion Piozzi revealed in her advice to a new 

bridegroom:
I said that the person of your lady would not grow 
more pleasing to you, but pray let her never suspect 
that it grows less so: that a woman will pardon an
affront to her understanding much sooner than one 
to her person, is well known; nor will any of us 
contradict the assertion. All our attainments, all 
our arts, are employed to gain and keep the heart of

18Mary Wollstonecraft, A Vindication of the Rights Of Woman 
(1792), ed. Carol Poston (New York: W. W. Norton, 1975), p. 102.

19Another woman who did this, according to Wollstonecraft, 
was Barbauld.
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man; and what mortification can exceed the 
disappointment, if that end be not obtained?
There is no reproof however pointed, no punish
ment however severe, that a woman of spirit 
will hot prefer to neglect; and if she can 
endure it without complaining, it only proves 
that she means to make herself.amends by the 
attention of others for the slights of her 
husband!2 0

Wollstonecraft finds these statements "truly masculine" because Mrs.

Plozzi, like many men including Rousseau, thoughtlessly adopts the

notion that women were made to please men. In clinging to this idea,

says Wollstonecraft, Rousseau, admirable though some of his works may

be, is wrong. Women were not, writes Wollstoneeraft, "created merely

for the solace of man, and the sexual should not destroy the human

character" (p. 53). Yet, she writes.
On this sensual error.has the false system of 
female manners been reared, which robs the whole 
sex of its dignity, and classes the brown and 
the fair-with the smiling flowers that only adorn 
the land. This has ever been the language of men, 
and the fear of departing from a supposed sexual 
character, has made even women of superior sense 
adopt the same sentiments, (p. 53)

To divorce one’s person from one’s intellect, as Mrs. Piozzi does, is

to behave as if one lived in a seraglio, where a woman may "amuse the

languid hours, and soften the cares of a fellow-ereature who is willing

to be enlivened by her smiles and tricks, when the serious business of

life is over" (p. 29).

2 0A Series of Letters on Courtship and Marriage, To Which are 
added, Witherspoon *s Letters on Marriage, Mrs . Piozzi' s Letter to a. 
Gentleman Newly Married, Swift’s Letter to a Newly Married Lady, etc. 
(Springfield: F. Stebbins for C. Davis, 1798), pp. 145-46, quoted in
Wollstoneeraft, p. 53.
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In using the seraglio as an image of women’s confinement 9

Wollstonecraft follows the literary example of Johnson’s Rasselas,
wherein Pekuah’s harem captivity stands for the imprisonment of all

women bound by sensual definitions of themselves. Interestingly, when

Rasselas asks Pekuah what pleasures the Arab chieftain takes in his

seraglio, Pekuah answers in much the same way as Johnson responded to

Mrs. Thrale's questions about her husband’s inattention:

Whatever pleasures he [the Arab] might find among 
-them, they were not those.of friendship or society.
■ When they were playing about him he looked on them 
with inattentive superiority: when they vied for
his regard he sometimes turned away disgusted. As 
they had no knowledge, their talk could take nothing 
away from the tediousness of life: as they had no
choice, their fondness or appearance of fondness 
excited in him neither pride nor gratitude; he was . 
not exalted in his own esteem by the smiles of a 
woman who saw no other man, nor was much obliged by 
that regard of which he might often perceive to be 
exerted not so much to delight him as to pain a 
rival. That which he gave, and they received, as 
love was only a careless distribution of superfluous 
time, such love as man can bestow on that which he 
despises, such as had neither, hope nor fear, neither 
joy nor sorrow. (p. 85)

Just as Johnson had explained Henry Thrale’s "cold carriage" toward his

wife by showing how narrow Mrs. Thrale’s interests had become, Pekuah

traces the Arab’s contempt for his harem to the stifling confinement of

women’s lives. Female isolation breeds ignorance and a cloying need for

attention, which, women having neither knowledge nor experience of any

other kind, must be purely sensual. The circular irony of women’s fate

thus completes itself: kept from most human endeavor, defined in

exclusively sexual terms, women ultimately become mindless playthings who

repel all but the most cynically bestial of their keepers.
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Johnson disapproved of women who defined themselves solely as

sexual objects, but he understood economic and social conditions which
forced both rich .and poor women™91 the brown and the fair," as

Wollstonecraft called them— to sell themselves» Trained to act as

pleasing commodities, women remain at the mercy of a social and an

economic system which treats them in strictly sensual terms. The

winners, by plying their wares obediently and artfully, will marry well«
The losers, unprotected, unlucky? or poorly trained, are cast upon an
open market to make their way as best they can* In his introduction
to Saunders Welch9 s A Proposal to Render Effectual a. Plan, to Remove

the Nuisance of Common Prostitutes from the Streets of this Metropolis

o o . (1758), Johnson mentions the causes of prostitution. False social

values and poor education make women sell themselves:

The wrong turn of education.of the children of those 
in the next spheres of life to labourers, is the 
plentiful source from whence the bagnios and bawdy- 
houses are constantly supplied. And when disease 
and distemper render them incapable to see company 
(as it is termed) the streets receive them. The 
maxim of the parents of these children is, to give 
them what they call a good education; and if Miss 
happens to be pretty, her vanity is indulged by 
dress, & in hopes that she may mend her fortune by 
captivating some.rich gudgeon, or be qualified to 
wait upon a lady, or at least to be a chambermaid. . . ,
Thus a useful education is sacrificed, and the fond 
deluded parent lays the foundation of the child’s 
destruction in pride and idleness: Unused to doing
the meaner offices of life, and unable to get a 
station suitable to her education, pride united to 
necessity throws her as a mistress into the arms
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of the first man who is willing to support her in 
idleness and extravagance; or else she falls an 
easy prey to the artifices of bawds.21

Johnson never told Boswell that he wrote this Introduction to

Welch’s Proposalo E. L. McAdam, Jr. surmises that Johnson thought the

easily—titillated Boswell would misinterpret his motives:

The association of the Rambler’s name with a rather 
frank discussion of prostitution would have been a 
morsel which Boswell would have been quite unable 
to keep to himself, and he would have been inordinately 
delighted with some remarks about the practices of 
prostitutes which Welch made in the Letter to Newcastle 
appended to the work, remarks which perhaps account 
for the fact that two newspapers devoted seven columns 
apiece to printing the letter.2?

McAdam seems quite right in his assessment of Boswell, but the Rambler

essays on prostitution make the same moral analysis of the trade as

does Johnson's Introduction to Welch's Proposal. In particular,
Johnson's Introduction draws the analogy, between prostitutes and wives

which appears in his moral essays. As long as women are encouraged,

indeed trained and rewarded, to think of themselves as commodities of

21[Samuel Johnson], Introduction to Saunders Welch, A Proposal 
to Render effectual a_ Plan, to remove the Nuisance of Common Prostitutes 
from the Streets of this Metropolis; To Preve&t The Innocent from being 
seduced; To provide a_ decent and comfortable Maintenance for those whom 
Necessity or Vice hath already forced into that infamous Course of Life; 
And to maintain and educate Those Children of the Poor, who are either 
Orphans, or are deserted by wicked Parents; To which is annexed. Letter 
upon the Sub.j ect of Robberies, wrote in the year 1753 (London:
C. Henderson, 1758), p. 4.

22E. L. McAdam, Jr., "Dr. Johnson's and Saunders Welch's 
Proposals," Review of English Studies, n.s, 20 (1953), 345.
McAdam convincingly argues that Johnson wrote several parts of the 
Proposal itself, including the general conclusion.
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exchange» they will suffer moral corruption and psychological devastation 

which accompanies such an assumption. In his own writings, Johnson 
explores a social system which James Boswell, as its beneficiary, could 

afford to ignore, and which Hester. Lynch Thrale,'as its victim, could not 
afford to recognize.

It is not Surprising that Johnson, who trusted the authority of 

experience and who had the example of Addison before him, let prostitutes 

speak for themselves through "letters" to Mr,. .Rambler and to Mr.. Idler. 

But Johnson* s essays on prostitution are very different from the 
Spectator papers or the fashionable "memoirs" of eighteenth-century 

courtesans. The historical and psychological authenticity of Johnson’s 

essays parallels that of modern researchers attempting to present 

reliable accounts of "ordinary" people who are usually voiceless and 

powerless.23 Of course Johnson makes no attempt to capture "real" 

speech patterns or to record the minutiae of his tavern conversations 

with prostitutes. He is working as a moralist, and he uses epistolary 

form and first-person narrative to castigate a society which institu

tionalized the exploitation of women as objects of male pleasure.

Perdita, who narrates Idler 42, traces her ruin to the influence

of her father, who defines her as a thing;

I am the child Of a father, who having always lived 
in one spot in the country where he was born, and 
having no genteel education himself, thought no

23See, for example. Sue Davidson and Ruth Rosen, eds., The 
Malmie Papers (New York: The Feminist Press in cooperation with The
Schlesinger Library of Radcliffe College, 1977).
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qualifications in the world desirable but as they 
led up to fortune, and no learning necessary to 
happiness but such as might most effectually teach 
me to make the best market of myself. . . . (II, 132)

Perdita’s father has taught her to trade on her beauty, and to define

» her worth by counting the flattery of admirers. As her name suggests,

Perdita senses the peril of being "tricked out for sale," "doomed, by

parental authority, to a state little better than that of prostitution"

by a father who has taught her that she must do nothing more than seek

to please (II, 133). Perdita hates her home, "the seat of drunkeness,

riot, and irreligion" (II, 133). Her father seduces the servants, talks

with prostitutes, and corrupts his wife. But she is trapped there, and

her only sympathetic relative offers ineffectual Cant for solace.

Perdita asks.

To whom can the wretched, can the dependent fly?
For me to fly a father's house is to be a beggar:
I have only one comforter amidst my anxieties, a 
pious relation, who bids me appeal to heaven for 
a witness to my just intentions, fly as a deserted 
wretch to its protection; and, being asked who my 
father is, point, like the ancient philosopher, 
with my finger to the heavens. (II, 134)

Measured against the damning testimony of her narrative, Perdita*s hope

that her father might read her essay and cease his corrupting influence

seems naive. But she ends her letter to Mr. Idler with a brave

flourish:
Tell the world, Sir, that it is possible for virtue 
to keep its throne unshaken without any other guard 
than itself; that is possible to maintain that 
purity of thought so necessary to the completion of 
human excellence even in the midst of temptations; 
when they have no friend within, nor are assisted by 
the voluntary indulgence of vicious thoughts. (II, 134)
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This last resolve, made in the face of overwhelming corruption, only 

adds a sense of inevitability to Perdita's fate. .< The question "to whom 

can the wretched, can the dependent fly?" may offer Perdita a chance 

for spiritual victory akin to Clarissa’s, but the battle must be waged 

here on earth, where easy phrases about flying to one's heavenly 

parent resonate within a community which shares the very assumptions 
which threaten to paralyze Perdita’s will. Libertine.and Christian 

alike assumed that women were created to please men.

Even the most "advanced" advocates of moral reform held this 

view. For example, in A Modest Defence of Publick Stews (1724) Bernard 

Mandeville argues, perhaps ironically, that prostitutes .are "Drains" 

and Sluices" for male lewdness, "Ramparts and Ditches within which the 

Virtues of pur Wives and Daughters lay so conveniently intrench'd.1,24 

Brothels licensed by the state, wrote Mandeville, would allow men to 

gratify their lusts and to control the virtue of their own women whose 

worth, of course, was defined by a rigid code of sexual fidelity. By 

making some women whores (sexually available to all men) and some Women 

wives (reproductively available to one man), society could control the

24Bernard Mandeville, A Modest Defense of Publick Stews: or, an
Essay upon Whoring, As it is now practis'd in these Kingdoms (1724), 
rpt. with an introduction by Richard I. Cook (Los Angeles: William
Andrews Clark Memorial Library, 1973), p. ii. The comparison of 
prostitutes with sewers, with both being noxious but necessary components 
of civilized life, is commonplace, and explains the basis of their legal 
and social'status in the Western world.
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sexual behavior of all females, guarantee male privilege, and promote 
human virtue.25

Mandeville1s Defence is satiric, but, as Richard I . Cook argues, 

the object of attack is the hypocritical, naive, and ineffectual effort 
of reformists who think they can eradicate prostitution. Mandeville?s 
argument for state-controlled brothels is a serious one.2 6 It rests 

upon the assumption that "good" women and "bad” women, both necessary 

for the maintenance of social order, are fundamentally different from 

each other, and that the "bad" ones— the poor, the lusty, and the 
unemployed—-could rightfully be exploited to serve the state. In order 

to build his case for making public virtue out of private whoring, 

Mandeville divides women into two remote groups and gives them separate 

and distinct functions.

It is precisely this distinction which Johnson's moral essays 

erase. Rich or poor, women, as a class, are trained to please men.

Their security, both economic and psychological, is determined by the 

whims of others.

2 5For other treatises on prostitution, see Martin Madan, 
Thelyphthora, or a Treatise on Female Ruin (London: J. Dodsley, 1780),
3 vols.; M. Ludovicus [John Campbell], A Particular but Melancholy 
Account of the Great Hardships, Difficulties, and Miseries, that those 
Unhappy and Much-to-Be Pitied Creatures, the Common Women of the Town, 
are Plung'd into at this Juncture, The Causes of their Misfortunes 
Fully Laid Down; and the Bad Effects that too Much Rigour Against Them 
Will Produce (London: Privately printed, 1752).

26Daniel Defoe, Some Considerations upon Street-Walkers (London: 
A. Moore, 1726),,modified Mandeville's Proposal to suggest a series of 
tax incentives to promote marriage rather than state-controlled 
brothels.
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The prostitute Misella, who tells the story of her ruin in

Ramblers 170 and 171, reminds .her readers of the precariously narrow

gap between prostitution and respectability, a distance which Mandeville

preferred to widen. At the opening of her narrative., Misella, who comes

from a good family, admits her former unwillingness to sympathise with

prostitutes. As a rhetorical strategy, her confession establishes both

a kinship with her audience and a device for using the authority of

personal experience to change her readers’ views;

I am one of those beings, from whom many, that 
melt at the sight of all other misery, think it 
meritorious to withhold relief; one whom l:the 
rigour of virtuous indignation dooms to suffer 
without complaint, and perish without regard; 
and whom I myself have formerly insulted in the 
pride of reputation and security of innocence.
07, 135)

Before her own downfall Misella felt a superior distance from prosti

tutes . Like eighteenth-century societies for the improvement of public 

morality which periodically hunted down whores for punishment while 

customers went free, Misella condemned prostitutes as reprehensible 

criminals.2 7 But Misella’s own experiences have taught her that they 

are often victims of a world in which "pride of reputation and security 
of innocence" are arbitrarily created states of being rather than the 

logical concomitants of personal merit.

2 7 See The Night-Walker.; Or Evening Rambles in search after 
Lewd Women (1696; rpt. Mount Durand, St. Peter Port, Guernsey, C.l., 
1970), introduction by G. Stevens Cox. Cox thinks this moral tract 
attacking sexual libertinism was written by a member of the Society 
for the Reformation of Manners.
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As Misella recounts the circumstances which .led ;to her ruin, the 

economic and psychological links between wives and prostitutes emerge 
with striking force. Misella*s parents, driven by "distress on one side 
and amibition on the other" (V, 136), are relieved when a wealthy male 
cousin agrees to ease their burden by taking one of the children. When 
"the little family passes in review before him, that he might make his 
choice" (V, 136), the rich man picks ten-year old Misella, who has been 
taught to curtsey, sing, and speak with endearing "innocence" (V, 136).
As a reward for her charms, Misella is "transported to splendid apart
ments and a luxurious table," and she grows "familiar to show, noise, 
arid gaiety" (V, 136). Dressed in new clothes purchased by the sale of 
her mother's jewels, filled with hopes of being raised to a higher rank 
than her parents could give her, Misella is envied by jealous sisters . 
who scarcely regret her departure. A few years later, however, Misella*s 
sisters enjoy "fortunate adventures and unexpected legacies," which, 
ironically» enable their father to leave them, when he dies, "in a 
condition above their expectation" (V, 137). Misella, in contrast, gets 
nothing but promises from her cousin. Excluded from her own father's 
will at her riel) cousin's direction, with neither money nor education, 
Misella becomes completely vulnerable to the self-serving demands of her 
leering relative. Denied a place in his family, Misella becomes an 
unpaid household servant in her cousin's home. Yet—^and this is the 
structural point of the narrative— both Misella*s reduced circumstances 
and her sisters' good luck are unearned and beyond their control.
Women's lives take directions which are often outside the bounds of
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their own efforts.. Events leading to success or to failure are 
externally determined accidents.

Misella’s degraded.status as an unpaid servant reflects an 
abject psychological state which, from childhood on, has forced her to 

„ align her own interests with those of her male keepers. The only 
resources she has are those of accommodation and self-censorship; her 
use of these resources, ironically, ensures her defeat. Desperately 
Misella tries to escape her cousin by seeming even more pleasing to 
him:

I felt every indignity, but knew that resentment 
would precipitate my fall. I therefore endeavored 
to continue my importance by little services and 
active officiousness, and for a time preserved 
myself from neglect, by withdrawing all pretenses 
to competition, and studying to please rather than 
to shine. (V, 137)

With this last sentence, Johnson exposes the fatuous advice offered
young women in conduct books of the age, and he allies himself with
the arguments Wpllstonecraft presents against such advice in the first
three chapters of A Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792), written
some forty years after the Rambler essays.2 8 Trained to act as pleasing

28Throughout A Vindication, Wollstonecraft alludes to Johnson’s 
moral essays, which she admired. The opening paragraph of Wollstone^ 
crafts unfinished fragment. The Cave of Fancy, A Tale (1787), is a 
paraphrase of Rasselas. Wollstonecraft writes, "Ye who expect constancy 
when everything is changing, and peace in the midst of tumult, attend to 
the voice of experience, and mark in time the footsteps of disappointment, 
or life will be lost in desultory wishes, and death arrive before the 
dawn of wisdom." Posthumous Works of the Author of A Vindication of the 
Rights of Woman, ed. William Godwin (1798; rpt. Clifton, N.J.:
Augustus M. Kelley, 1972), I, 99.
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commodities, women are at the mercy of a socio-economic system which 
defines them as objects of other people’s desires. The difference 
between "bought" wives and prostitutes lies in the locus of their actions 
and not in their conduct per se. Public "pleasers" are prostitutes; 
private "pleasers" are wives.

While reformists like Bernard Mandeville took the Augustinian
view of prostitution as an evil necessary for the maintenance of social
order, Johnson attacked the corrupting, assumption which, in effect, made
all women whores.2 9 In Rambler 35, for example, a wealthy young man
describes greedy families anxious to trade their daughters for a fat
profit. They parade their daughters before him in the same manner that
Misella and her sisters were shown to the rich cousin. The young
narrator of Rambler 35 is disgusted by the simpering hypocrisy of parents
who display their daughters’ charms to him:

I saw not without indignation, the eagerness with 
which the daughters, wherever I came, were set out
to show; nor could I consider them in a state much
different from prostitution, when I found them 
ordered to play their airs before them, and to 
exhibit, by seeming chance, specimens of their 
musick, their work, or their housewifery. No 
sooner was I placed at table, than the young lady 
wag called upon to pay me some civility or other; 
nor could I find means of escaping, from either 
father or mother, some account of their daughter’s 
excellencies, with a declaration, that they were 
now leaving the world, and had no business on this

29St. Augustine (354-430) thought prostitutes were needed to 
maintain established patterns of sexual behavior. See James A. Brundage, 
"Prostitution in Medieval Canon Law," Signs: A Journal of Women in
Culture and Society, I (Summer 1976), 825-63. Boswell writes of his 
conversation with Johnson on licensed brothels in Life, III, 218.
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side of the grave, but to see their children 
happily disposed of; that she whom I had been 
pleased to compliment at table, was indeed the 
chief pleasure of their age, so good, so dutiful, 
so great a relief to her mama in the care of the 
house, and so much her papa's favorite for her 
cheerfulness and wit, that it would be the last 
reluctance that they should part; but to a worthy 
gentleman in the neighborhood, whom they might 
often visit, they would not so far consult their 
own gratification, as to refuse her; and their 
tenderness should be shewn in her fortune, 
whenever a suitable settlement was proposed.
(Ill, 192)

The narrator's anger is directed at parents who, under the guise of 
concern, deny their own daughters human dignity. Of course, the 
psychological effects of such treatment are devastating: "I could not
but look with pity," writes the narrator, "on young persons condemned 
to be set to auction, and made cheap by injudicious commendations; for 
how could they know themselves offered and rejected a hundred times, 
without some loss of that soft elevation, and maidenly dignity, so 
necessary to the completion of female excellence?" (Ill, 193). The 
point Johnson makes is not that marriageable young women, are ruined by 
contact with the world at large— this argument was made by those who 
defined female virtue as essentially private rather than public— but 
that the very manner of private display was vulgar, inappropriate, and 
ultimately dehumanizing for both sexes. Daughters learn to whore after 
rich husbands and suitors learn to seek the best bargains.

Despite his initial repugnance, for instance, the narrator of 
Rambler 35 ultimately adopts the same monetary concerns as his elders.
He resolves to "know the fortune" of a prospective bride before
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discovering her "wit, delicacy, or beauty" (III., 193). He marries for 
money rather than passion, and spends seven years struggling to keep 
his estate from the fraudulent grasp of a wife whose greed exceeds his 
own. By writing his account "to warn others against marrying those whom 
they have no reason to esteem" (III, 195), he adds a cautionary tag to 
his story which, once again, enables Johnson to draw the disturbing 
analogy between mercenary marriage and prostitution.

In the voice of Misella, Johnson makes his angriest analysis of 
the psychological damage done young women who are trained to be pleasing

i

dependents, seduced by libertines, then scorned by the very society
which created them. After isolating his ward from everyone else in the
community, thereby insuring her complete dependence upon him, Misella*s
cousin takes full advantage of his power over her. Misella traces the
source of her vulnerability to a kind of willfull naivete which undercuts
her own intimations of danger:

My sense of his favour, and the desire of retaining 
it, disposed me to unlimited complaisance, and though
I saw his.kindness grow every day more fond, I did
not suffer any suspicion to enter my thoughts. At 
last the wretch took advantage of the familiarity 
which he enjoyed as my relation, and the submission 
which he exacted as my benefactor, to complete the 
ruin of an orphan whom his own promises had made 
indigent,, whom his indulgence has melted, and his 
authority subdued. (Ill, 138)

Through Misella, Johnson explodes the sentimental myth of libertine
"gallantry" and maidenly coquetry by exposing the obscene abuse of power
which governs the real relationship between rakes and their victims.
Romantic notions of melting maidens who half-willingly and half-fearfully
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yield their charms to irrestible handsome gentlemen are self-serving 
inflations which disguise the facts of sexual exploitation. The real 
case, says Johnson, is one of assault, not '.'love." The libertine 
"heroes of debauchery," as Johnson so savagely terms them, use the 
cheapest and most despicable kind of power which wealth and social 
status can command: license to control poor and vulnerable females.
Hunger, credulity and hopelessness drive young girls to corruption. 
Sexual "conquest" takes its shape from women's economic and psycholog
ical dependence. They are easy prey for

Reptiles whom their own servants would have 
despised, had they not been their servants, and 
with whom beggary would have disdained Inter
course, had she not been allured by hopes of 
relief. Many of the beings which are now rioting 
in taverns, or shivering in the streets, have 
been corrupted not by arts of gallantry which 
stole gradually upon the affections and laid 
produce asleep, but by the fear of losing benefits 
which were never intended, or in incurring 
resentment which they could not escape; some have 
been frightened by masters, and some awed by 
guardians into ruin. (Ill, 139)

This analysis of sexual conquest, born out of Missile's personal 
history, shows how economic dependence makes women the victims of male 
power and privilege. Without resources of their own, alternately cowed 
and cajoled by "guardians," women have no choice but to cling to their 
captors. Consequently, they become increasingly isolated from the 
community. Misella is removed to the country, where, "condemned to 
solitude," she passes her time "in bitterness and anguish" (III, 140). 
Misella’s guardian persecutes her with irreligious arguments, promises 
and insinuations; she grows more aware of her danger, but has no one
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else to turn to. The guardian9s whims become her fetters; his money
provides insidious nourishment even as he robs her of her own emotional
strength. Eventually tiring of her, the guardian joins his own family
on their Irish estate, presumably to prey upon another common target of
English lust, the Irish nation. A country, like a woman, may be
"colonized" into helplessness and self-hatred. •

For four years Misella has wandered the London streets in her
"abject state" (III, 144). She becomes

the drudge of extortion and the sport of drunkenness; 
sometimes the common prey of accidental lewdness; 
at one time tricked up for sale by the mistress of 
a brothel, at another begging in the streets to be 
relieved from ..hunger by wickedness; without any hope 
in the day but a finding some whom folly or excess 
may expose to her allurements, and without any 
reflections at night, but such as guilt and terror 
impress upon [her]. (Ill, 144)

Misella * s seducer journeys to Ireland for his pleasure; Misella asks
for help in finding a new world where she herself might find employment
and freedom from infamy. "For my part," she writes, "I should exalt at
the privilege of banishment, and think myself happy in any region that
restores me once again to honesty and peace" (III, 145). A man of the
world roams at his own convenience; a woman of the streets travels
where she can.

Misella*s hopes for escape to a "new region" where prostitutes 
can become wives are based upon fact, and they show how the distinction 
between wives and prostitutes is drawn by social need, not moral 
rectitude. In London's marriage market, a surplus of females allowed 
society to divide women into two different classes, wives and whores.
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But in the American colonies, where the need for wives and children 
outstripped the number of eligible young women, distinctions between 
wives and prostitutes disappeared. During the first seventy-seven years 
of the eighteenth century, between 9,000 and 12,000 women, most of them 
prostitutes, were shipped to the American mainland colonies=30 Like 
Moll Flanders, these women married and escaped to the respectable side 
of the double sexual standard... Eighteenth-century readers of Misella’s 
story could hardly ignore the moral issue raised by her hopes for 
transportation and by the experiences of her real-life counterparts.
If the difference between wives and whores is a relative one, based 
upon the sex ratio of males to females, then all women are commodities, 
not human beings, and their value is determined by economic laws of 
scarcity and abundance.

By creating a sympathetic heroine who both narrates the 
particulars of her case and provides a conceptual framework for judging 
those particulars, Johnson achieves two rhetorical effects which under
score the ironic relationship between prostitutes and society. Misella, 
narrator-participant, shares her sufferings, analyzes their economic 
causes, and requests a communal response to her plight. On one level, 
then, Johnson closes the emotional distance between his readers, "those 
who pass their days in plenty and security," and his subject, the 
miserable prostitutes. As Johnson’s spokeswoman, Misella asserts the

33Roger Thompson, Women in Stuart England and America: A
Comparative Study, p. 243.
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authority of experience9 and, ultimately, the human capacity for 
imaginative empathy. The cumulative details of Misella’s life lead to 
an exhortation for social justice, not only for Misella, but for all 
prostitutes. Private sufferings have public causes, public effects, 
and public solutions. By sharing the perspective of one prostitute, the 
community is radically informed of its responsibility for that suffering, 
and is emphatically reminded that individual moral growth can only occur 
in a supportive environment. On another level, however, Misella’s 
trust that the causes of prostitution, i.e.., female unemployment and 
pyschological vulnerability, can be left behind in her escape to a new 
world in America suggests a rigid indifference in the English community. 
She cannot really change London’s attitude toward prostitutes; she can 
only ask for help to escape infamy and poverty. In a world where 
Boswell’s egotistical experiments with whores or Mrs. Thrale’s self- 
deprecating marital advice is de rigeur, in a world where Mandeville’s 
proposal for state-controlled brothels may be seriously taken, Misella 
has no real alternative but to flee.

Misella is sure that any who could actually share her terrors 
or see ’’the wretches that lie crowded together, mad with intemperance, 
ghastly with famine, nauseous with filth, and noisome with disease’’ 
would feel compassion for prostitutes (pp. 144-45). Her argument echoes 
a letter from lawyer Joseph Simpson which Johnson published as Rambler 
107 in 1751, a letter which Johnson thought instrumental in the founding
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of Magdalen Hospital in 1758.31 Writing on the miseries of prostitutes,
Simpson makes the same attack on libertines who, after their conquests,
remain indifferent to their victims:

How frequently have the gay and the thoughtless, 
in their evening frolick, seen a band of these 
miserable females, covered with rags, shivering 
with cold, and pining with hunger; and, without 
either pitying their calamities, or reflecting 
upon the cruelty of those who perhaps first 
seduced them by caresses of fondness, or magnificence 
of promises, go on to reduce others to the same 
wretchedness by the same means? (IV, 209)

Like Misella, Simpson reduces the distance between prostitutes and the
community at large by ascribing virtue to accidental circumstance; "Nor
will they [prostitutes] long groan in their present afflections, if
none were to refuse them relief, but those that owe their exemption from
the same distress only to their wisdom and their virtue" (IV, 209).

Like Johnson, Simpson attacks moral complacency by suggesting 
that what often passes for human virtue is circumstantial accident.
His graphic descriptions, constructed to generate compassion for the 
miseries of prostitutes, show a Johnsonian trust in the redemptive 
powers of the imagination. To understand, vicariously, the sufferings 
of others is to build an experiential base for moral judgements.
Simpson's rhetorical strategy aims to move readers out of themselves,

31In 1787, Simpson’s cousin Mary Adey wrote Hester Lynch Thrale 
that "Dr. Johnson said he believed the Magdalen Hospital took its rise" 
from Simpson’s letter. James L. Clifford, "Further Letters of the 
Johnson Circle," Bulletin of the John Hylands Library, 20 (July-August 
193.6), pp. 280-82, quoted by Rambler editors Bate and Strauss, p. 207. 
For a description of the Magdalen Hospital, founded in 1758 by Johnson's 
unfortunate friend William Dodd, see Henriques, pp. 184-88.



or9 conversely 9 to extend their self-definitions. . True charity is
' /born of recognition and personal identification with our fellows.

More than Boswell or Mrs. Thrale, George Steevens reported 
Johnson’s empathy for prostitutes, and he ends his anecdote with a 
question Johnson repeatedly considered in his own writings. Steevens 
noted that.

Among his [Johnson's] singularities, his love 
of conversing with prostitutes whom he met with in 
the streets was not the least. He has been known to 
carry some of these unfortunate creatures into a 
tavern, for the sake of striving to awaken in them a 
proper sense of their condition. His younger friends 
now and then affected to tax him with less chastised 
intentions. But he would answer— No Sir; we have 
never proceeded to the Opus Magnum. On the contrary,
I have rather been disconcerted and shocked by the 
replies of these,giddy wenches, than flattered or 
diverted by their tricks. I remember asking one of 
them for what purpose she supposed her Maker had 
bestowed on her so much beauty? Her answer was— "To 
please the gentlemen, to be sure; for what other use 
could it be given me?"32

As we have seen, both Boswell and Mrs. Thrale would have 
interpreted this question as purely rhetorical. Their own psychological 
needs prevented them from noticing the deeper ironies of such a query. 
But for Johnson, asking about the nature of female beauty— =lts defini
tion, its proper uses, its relationship to action and virtue— was a 
serious matter. If women were people, rather than things to be packaged 
and sold, then they must aspire to do more than "please the gentlemen." 
Johnson thought it criminal that women, whores and housewives alike, 
were scarcely expected to do anything else.

32Anecdotes by George Steevens, in Johnsonian Miscellanies, II,
326.



CHAPTER 4

JOHNSON'S ATTITUDES TOWARD FEMALE DOMESTICITY

The cult of female domesticity, insofar as it prescribed 
women’s isolation from the larger world of business, travel, and 
learning, found no support in the writings of Samuel Johnson. At the 
same time, however, Johnson was so interested in women’s activities 
and he had so many women friends that Mrs. Thrale, Frances Reynolds, 
and Fanny Burney thought him unusual.1 Why should Johnson have such - 
real sympathy and such striking insight into women's lives? It may 
have been a combination of his literary interest in biography and his 
personal rejection of middle class habits of living which tended to 
isolate women. Although his own lodgings were usually temporary, 
makeshift, and uncomfortable, Johnson was very interested in women’s 
fashions, sewing and cooking. And he believed that homelife, as well 
as public activity, revealed human character.2 Consequently, he paid 
careful attention to the effect of domestic life upon the mind.
Perhaps Johnson's general theme of the vacuity of life found telling

1See especially Recollections of Dr. Johnson by Miss Reynolds, 
in Johnsonian Miscellanies, I, 298, 336-37.

2See Rambler 60, Works, III, 318-23.
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application to what he termed s in Idler 48, "the bustle of idleness" 
comprising women’s activities (II, 150). Or perhaps his own temptations

X
to inertia and his lifelong struggle against suicidal depression, 
loneliness and ill health made Johnson particularly aware of what, in 
our age, is called "housewives’ syndronie. ”3 Whatever the reason,
Johnson wrote a good deal about domesticity, and his writings show that 
he knew much about what, by the end of the eighteenth century, was 
called "women’s work." He combines sympathetic interest and psycholog
ical insight to create a brilliant analysis of women’s confinement to 
increasingly smaller spheres of responsibility. In this chapter, we 
shall see how Johnson portrays the psychological damage wrought upon 
women who had no identities except housewifery in an age when that term 
was being narrowed to its present sense.

"Domestic society," Johnson wrote Mrs. Thrale, is the "middle 
state between clamour and silence, between general conversation and 
self-tormenting solitude" (Letters, III, 875). But, during Johnson's 
lifetime, daily contact between the sexes was lessening. The removal 
Of home from workplace, the differentiation Of family from economy, and 
the notion of housework as a specialized activity to be performed, 
gratis, by women, separated the sexes. In pre-industrial English homes, 
where the family unit was the chief means of production, women, like

3See Betty Freidan, The Feminine Mystique (New York; W. W. 
Norton, 1963), for a definition of this term.
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men, worked in the nation's main occupations, textiles and agriculture.̂  
Unmarried girls and boys did much of what we now think of as domestic 
work— cooking, cleaning, mending and childcare. They were supervised by 
a married woman who worked in the family industry or trade. Women 
raised flax and hemp, spun and wove, milled corn, ran dairies, cared for 
poultry, managed orchards and gardens. They sheared sheep, practiced 
medicine, and produced most of England's bread and beer. They were 
innkeepers, butchers, blacksmiths, goldsmiths, and booksellers. The 
distinction, then, between men's work and women's work was not so clear- 
cut, and pre-industrial homes reflected this fusion of activity.5 The 
hall, or entrance, was the center of family life; there were no 
separate quarters for eating, sleeping and cooking. Children were 
regarded as miniature adults who worked and dressed like their elder 
counterparts and were treated as financial assets if they survived 
infancy.6 The idea of an economically dependent wife, the notion of 
childhood as a period of life distinct from adulthood and shaped by 
motherly care, and the concept of kitchen or bedroom as separate places

‘'Lindsay Mackle and Polly Pattullo, Women at Work (London; 
Tavistock, 1977), pp. 9-26.

5M. Z. Rosaldo, "Woman Culture, and Society; A Theoretical 
Overview," in Women, Culture, and Society, ed. M. Z. Rosaldo and 
L. Lamphere (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford Univ. Press, 1974).

6Philippe Aries, Centuries of Childhood; A Social History of 
Family Life, trans. Robert Baldich (New York: Alfred Knopf, 1962),
pp. 15—128.
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In the home flourished in the first stage of England’s industrial 
revolution, 1750-1840.7 These ideas narrowed the definitions of women’s 
work at the same time that increased wealth and new notions of privacy 
altered English family life.

Of course these changes came gradually and did not uniformly 
affect all classes or parts of the country. As early as the end of the 
sixteenth century, separate kitchens and bedrooms appeared in wealthy 
homes, but few working class families had them until the late nineteenth 
century or later.8 In the first quarter of the eighteenth century, 
large English country mansions had "anterooms where servants and 
tradesmen waited:, drawing rooms, saloons, billiard rooms, libraries, 
tea rooms, coffee rooms, eating rooms, breakfast rooms, bird rooms, 
music rooms, gun rooms, justice rooms where magisterial business was 
carried on, bedrooms, dressing rooms, nurseries, and in a very few houses 
bathrooms."9 Most tradespeople, however, lived over their shops, and 
they made few special distinctions between living quarters. And many 
country people, as Parson Woodforde’s Diary attests, were accustomed to

7Ann Oakley, Woman*s Work; The Housewife, Past and Present 
(New York; Vintage, 1976), p. 14.

8Oakley, p. 24.
9Rosamond Bayne-Powell, Housekeeping in the Eighteenth Century 

(London; John Murray, 1956), p. 28.
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women working in retail trades.10 Yet as early as 1725, Daniel Defoe 
complained that London wives were no longer helping their husbands in 
the shops.11 Zachary Treacle, the self-proclaimed "plain hard-working 
tradesman" of Johnson’s Idler 15 (1758), levels the same charge against 
his wife, who is "rather a clog than a help-mate to him" because she 
"had too good an education, and the. prospect of too good a fortune in 
reversion when [he] married her, to think of employing herself either 
in [his] shop affairs, or the management of [his] family" (II, 48). The 
real state of things, retorts Treacle's wife in Idler 28, is just the 
opposite:

I brought him three hundred pounds, which set him 
up in a shop, and bought in a stock on which with 
good management we might live comfortably, but now 
I have given him a shop, I am forced to watch him 
and the shop too. . . .  There is an alehouse over 
the way with a ninepin alley, to which he is sure 
to run when I turn my back, and there loses his 
money, for he plays at ninepins as he does everything 
else. . . . I cannot be above stairs and below at 
the same time, and have therefore taken a girl to 
look after the child and dress the dinner; and, after 
all, pray who is to blame? (II, 88)

1°The Diary of a. Country Parson, The Reverend James Woodforde, 
ed. John Beresford (1931; rpt. Oxford Univ. Press, 1968), V, 309, 407. 
See I, 224-25 for an account of Hannah Snell, who enlisted in the 
English army in 1745 under the name of John Gray, wrote a book. The 
Female Soldier: the surprising Adventures of Hannah Snell, retired
with a pension of 1.18.5.0 "per annum and the liberty of wearing Men's 
Cloattis and also a Cockade in her Hat. . . >" Woodforde met her when 
she was about 60, travelling the countryside as a seller of sewing 
notions.

11The Complete English Tradesman, in familiar Letters; Directing 
him in all the several Parts and Progressions of Trade (London: Charles
Rivington, 1726), I, 348-68.
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By the century’s end, rich tradesmen built houses in London suburbs 
which isolated their wives and children from the crowded, unhealthy 
Sity of London, At Wanstead, for instance, "two hundred little country 
houses had been built ’for the convenieney of the citizens in summer, 
where their wives and children generally keep and their husbands come 
down Saturdays and return Mondays’.1112 The notion of privacy, . 
reflected in the evolution of domestic architecture, gradually removed 
middle and upper-class women from public life, and drew men away from 
daily household activities,•

Of course poor women, married or not, remained employed through
out the eighteenth century. For instance, social historian Dorothy 
George, in examining the Sessions Papers of the Old Bailey from 1737- 
1800, found only one wife who was economically dependent upon her 
husband. And even she occasionally sold old clothes for a living.13 
Since the greater part of the English populace, before, during, and 
after the industrial revolution, lived in one or two-room dwellings, 
housework was not an isolated activity. Like Dr. Johnson, who, according 
to Faimy Burney, told Mrs. Thrale, "a general anarchy prevails in my 
kitchen," the poor made little distinction among domestic tasks, and 
the provision of food was a joint responsibility.

Throughout his life, Johnson's living arrangements were
. . <■

Bohemian and permissive according to middle-class standards. His

12Bayne-Powell, p. 18.
13George, London Life in the Eighteenth Century, pp. 427-29.



marriage to an older woman with whom he rarely lived, his seeming 
disregard for neatness or regular hours, and the wide variety of people 
living with him or seeking his company were aspects of a personal life 
shared by few of his more conventional friends. It is important to 
remember that Johnson was one of the first poor people to succeed in 
London literary circles, and that the fame and money he gained in his 
fifties did not much change lifelong habits of thought and action. In 
1762 Johnson reached what, to him, would be affluence, when the Earl of 
Bute awarded him an annual pension of 1300 on behalf of the Crown.14 
But Johnson kept his squalid rooms at Inner Temple Inn for three more 
years, moving in 1765 to a rented house at 7 Johnson's Court in Fleet 
Street, and in 1776 to another house at 8 Bolt Court off Fleet-Street, 
where he stayed until his death (Life, I, 111). Many of the friends' 
who wrote about Johnson— Boswell, Mrs. Thrale, and Fanny Burney, for 
instance— met him during the latter part of his life, when he had 
achieved fame and financial security. They all noticed his habitual 
charity to the poor: he spent just a fraction of his pension on himself.
But they hardly shared his first-hand experiences with poverty, and they 
certainly subscribed to middle-class ideals of comfort and regularity. 
Consequently, they sometimes viewed Johnson's personal habits and his 
domestic arrangements with amusement or disgust. A brief look at Mrs. 
Thrale*s and Fanny Burney's journal descriptions of Johnson's household

14W. J. Bate, Samuel Johnson (New York and London: Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich, 1975), p. 354. ^
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at 8 Bolt Court illustrates this point. Both diarists give us a glimpse 
of Johnson at home, and, by implication, they suggest how Johnson’s 
class origins help explain why his writings reject the middle-class 
ideal of female isolation.

For over sixteen years, Johnson spent most of the week with the 
Thrales, either at their country house in Streatham Park, or in their 
Southwark town house, where an apartment called the Round Tower was 
built for him over the brewery counting house.15 But Johnson usually 
returned to London and to what, to Mrs. Thrale, was a disorderly 
assortment of burdensome pensioners. The household at 8 Bolt Court 
included six or eight regulars, plus other people who came and went.
Anna Williams, the blind poet and daughter of Johnson’s friend Zachary 
Williams, Was Johnson’s lifelong companion after Tetty’s death in 1752. 
Assisted by a Scottish maid she probably inherited from Tetty, Miss 
Williams served as Johnson’s hostess, disgusting Boswell by her habit 
of testing the warmth of tea by placing her fingers in the cups of her 
guests (Life, II, 99). Dr. Levett, "the obscure practitioner in physick 
amongst the lower people" (Life, I, 243), walked miles each day to cure 
the sick, who often paid him in drinks of liquor. Mrs. Desmoulins, her 
thirty-year-bid daughter, and Poll Carmichael occupied the room usually 
accorded Boswell when he came to visit. Frances Barber, the black 
slave given Johnson by Richard Bathurst and educated at Johnson’s 
expense, ostensibly served as Johnson’s personal valet, ordered

15Bate, p. 529.
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household provisions9 and waited table on formal occasions. More son. -
than servant to Johnson9 he married an English girl, Betsey, who bore
him three children. To Mrs. Thrale, this was the "wretched Household 
he [Johnson] held in Bolt Court; where blind Mrs. Williams, Dropsical 
Mrs. Desmoulines, Black.Frances & his White Wife’s Bastard with a 
wretched Mrs. White, and a Thing that he called Poll; shared his Bounty 
and increased his Dirt."16

Fanny Burney found material for social comedy in Johnson’s
description of his household at 8 Bolt Court. In 1778, she recorded
parts of a conversation between Johnson and the Thrales, prefacing her
remarks with an explanation of her dramatic method:

The account he gave of the adventures and
absurdities of the set was highly diverting,
but too diffused for writing, though one or 
two speeches I must give. I think I shall 
occasionally theatricalize my dialogues.1

Comic effect in Fanny Burney’s drama rises from the disorder of lower-
class life as Johnson so politely describes it for his questioners.
In the progress of his interview, the quarrelsome inmates of Johnson's
household emerge one by one, each adding more confusion and helplessness
to the scene revealed in the dialogue:

Mrs. Thrale.— Pray, Sir, how does Mrs. Williams 
like all this tribe?

Dr. Johnson.™Madam, she does not like them at 
all; but their fondness for her is not greater. She 
and De Mullin quarrell incessantly; but as they both

I6Thraliana, I, 531-32.
17Diary and Letters of Madame D'Arblay, I, 111.



be occasionally of service to each other, 
and. as neither of them have any other place 
to go to, their animosity does not force them 
to separate.

Mrs. T.— And pray, sir, what is Mr. MacBean?
Dr. J.--Madam, he is a Scotchman: he is a

man of great learning, and for his learning I 
respect him, and 1 wish to serve him. He knows 
many languages, and knows them well; but he knows 
nothing of life. I advised him to write a 
geographical dictionary; but 1 have lost all hopes 
of his ever doing anything properly, since I found 
he gave as much labour to Capua as to Rome.

Mr. T.-— And pray who is clerk of your kitchen,
sir?

Dr. J.-— Why, sir, I am afraid there is none; a 
general anarchy prevails in my kitchen, as I am 
told by Mr. Levat, who says it is not now what it 
used to be!

Mrs. T.'— Mr. Levat, I suppose, sir, has the 
office of keeping the hospital in health? for he 
is an apocathecary.

Dr. J.— Levat, madam, is a brutal fellow, but I 
have a good regard for him; for his brutality is in 
his manners, not his mind.

Mr. T.— But how do you get your dinners drest?
Dr. J.— Why De Mullin has the chief management 

of the kitchen; but our roasting is not magnlficient, 
for we have no jack.

Mr. T.— No jack? Why how do they manage without?
Dr. J.— Small joints, I believe, they manage with 

a string, and larger are done at the tavern. I have 
some thoughts (with a profound gravity) of buying a 
jack, because I think a jack is some credit to a house.

Mr. T.-— Well, but you’ll have a spit, too?
Dr. J.— No, sir, no; that would be superfluous; 

for we shall never use it; and if a jack is seen, a 
spit will be presumed!
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Mrs. T.--But pray, sir, who is the Poll you 

talk of? She that you used to abet in her quarrels 
with Mrs. Williams, and call out, "At her again,
Poll! Never flinch. Poll"?

Dr. J. — Why 1 took to Poll very well at first, 
but she won’t do upon a nearer examination.

Mrs. T.— How came she among you, sir?
Dr. J.--Why, I don't rightly remember, but we 

could spare her very well from us. Poll is a Stupid 
slut; I had some hopes of her at first; but when I 
talked to her tightly and closely, I could make 
nothing of her; she was wiggle waggle, and 1 could 
never persuade her to be categorical. I wish Miss
Burney could come among us; if she would only give
us a week, we should furnish her with ample materials 
for a new scene in her next work.18

To Fanny Burney, Johnson's household is interesting because of 
the ludicrous human characters to be found there. The pretentious Poll, 
the indiscriminate Mr. MacBean, the quarrelsome Desmoulins and Williams, 
and the dissatisfied Levett are types of human vanity, a subject Burney 
was to treat in her "next work," The Witlings, a satire on bluestocking 
affectations. Johnson’s lodgings were very different from the elegant 
surroundings in which the bluestockings met, but Burney's interest in
human pride democratizes social conditions. As she draws them, the
characters at 8 Bolt Court show the same intellectual flaws to be found 
in a Salon. Poverty, failure and physical discomfort give context, not 
influence, to human personality. Like the longed-for roasting jack or 
the illusory spit, the household members as Burney depicts them are at 
once the not-quite-real objects of Johnson's characteristic hope and the

18Piary and Letters of Madame D'Arblay, I, 111-113.
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all-too-present subjects of his inevitable disappointment. To Burney, 
who constructs the interview scene, and for us who read Johnson’s 
report of life among the poor, "the profound gravity" with which Johnson 
speaks when he mentions his kitchen is simply amusing.

More than Fanny Burney, Mrs. Thrale was instructed by the 
connections between Johnson’s low origins, his love for the poor, and 
the empirical base of his moral observations. At the same time, however, 
her revulsion at Johnson’s "coarse pleasures" colors her account, so that 
the final impression one gets of Johnson is inevitably modified, by their 
class differences. A section of Thraliana concerning Johnson’s household 
at 8 Bolt Court begins with this general observation:

Mr. Johnson has more Tenderness for Poverty 
than any other Man 1 ever knew; and less for '
other Calamities: the person who Idses a Parent
Child or Friend he pities but little— these says 
he are the Distresses of Sentiment— which a Man 
who is indeed to be pitied— has no leisure to feel: 
the want of Food & Raiment is so common in London 
adds Johnson, that one who lives there has no 
Compassion to spare for the Wounds given only to 
Vanity or Softness.19

As Mrs. Thrale names the "consequences of these Principles," listing
"whole Nests of People who would if he [Johnson] did not support them
be starving,"20 her own ambiguous reactions to Johnson’s moral views
emerge. At one level, Mrs. Thrale testifies to Johnson’s great
humanity. She wryly notes "the present State of Johnson’s Family
resident in Bolt Court— an Alley in Fleet Street, which he gravely

19Thraliana, I, 184.
20Thraliana, I, 184.
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asserts to be the best Situation in London; . thither when he is at
home he keeps a sort of odd Levee for distress’d Authors, breaking 
Booksellers, & in short every body that has even the lowest Pretensions 
to Literature in Distress."21 On another level, she clearly separates 
Johnson’s tastes and habits from her own, hinting that he too, like the 
inmates of. 8 Bolt Court, was an unattractive hanger-on. She inter
sperses examples of Johnson’s charity to others with insinuations of 
his poor manners:

His Friends often prevailed on him to write 
Prefaces, Dedications &c. for them, but he did 
not love it— one Would rather says he one Day 
give anything than that which one is used to sell,
Would not you Sir-— to Mrs. Thrale— rather give a 
Man Money than Porter, the Doctor however was no 
good refuser, and you might Coax him out of any 
thing except out of a Visit, which I think he has 
been very backward in paying of late Years, unless 
he is asked to Dinner: but to return to his
Notions concerning, the Poor; he really loved them 
as nobody else does— with a Desire they should be 
happy— What signifies says somebody giving Money 
to common Beggars? they lay it out only in Gin 
or Tobacco— and why should they not says our Dr. 
why should every body else find Pleasure necessary 
to their Existence and deny the poor every possible 
Avenue to it?— Gin & Tobacco are the only Pleasures 
in their Power,-— let them have the Enjoyments 
within their reach without Reproach. Mr. Johnson's 
own Pleasures— except those of Conversation— were 
all coarse ones: he loves a good Dinner dearly—
eats it voraciously, & his notions of a good Dinner 
are nothing less than delicate— a leg of Pork boyl'd 
till it drops from the bone almost, a Veal Pye with 
Plumbs & Sugar, & the outside Cut of a Buttock of 
Beef are his favourite Dainties, though he loves made 
Dishes Soups &c: sowces his Plumb Pudden with melted
Butter, & pours Sauce enough into every Plate to 
drown all Taste of the Victuals.22

21Thraliana, 1, 185.
22Thraliana, I, 185-86.
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The cumulative effect of such an account is subversive: while ostensibly
exploring the general principles underlying Johnson's charitable views, 
Mrs. Thrale detaches herself from an unattractive subject. Five years 
later, she was to use the same rhetorical strategy to assuage her guilt 
for leaving Johnson and marrying Piozzi; "He [Johnson] cares more for 
my roast Beef & plumb Pudden which he now devours too dirtily for 
endurance: and since he is glad to get rid of me, I'm sure I have good 
Cause to desire the getting Rid of him.*'23 What is so interesting about 
this patently self-protective line of argument is that manners provide 
the basis f or Mrs . Thrale * s moral j udgement agains t Johnson . Slovenly 
neglect of one's table manners, signifying slovenly neglect of one's 
friends, merits revulsion from character. Mrs. Thrale must have been 
keenly aware of how different her values were from Johnson's, for she 
closes her remarks with an illustration of his reproach to her off
handed humor:

I was saying this morning that I did not love 
Goose much one smells it so says I— But you Madam 
replies Johnson have always had your hunger 
forestalled by Indulgence, & do not know the Pleasure 
of smelling one's Meat before hand:— a Pleasure 
answered I that is to be had in Perfection by all 
who walk through Porridge Island [London alley lined 
with cheap meat shops] of a Morning! — come come says 
the Doctor gravely, let us have done with laughing 
at what is serious to so many: Hundreds of your
Fellow Creatures dear Lady turn another way that they 
may not be tempted by the Luxuries of Porridge Island 
to hope for Gratifications they are not able to 
obtain.24

23Ihraliana, I, 540-51.
24Thraliana» I, 186.
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By contrasting her response to the London.slums with Johnson’s 
"Notions," as she calls them, Mrs. Thrale returns to the theme with 
which she began this section of Thraliana: the link between Johnson’s 
moral views and his personal experience of poverty. But her assessment 
remains essentially aesthetic. She is well-fed enough to be repulsed
by the sights and smells which tempt the poor, and she is well-bred
enough to find Johnson's background inferior;

These Notions— [of the poor]— just as they 
doubtless are;— seem to me the faeculancies of 
his [Johnson’s] low Birth, which I believe has
never failed to leave its Stigma indelible in
every human Creature; however exalted by Bank 
or polished by Learning:— no Varnish though 
strong can totally cover primaeval meanness, nor 
can any Situtation of Life remove it out of the 
Sight even of a cursory & Casual Observer.25

Those who like to entertain more democratic-views might think Mrs. Thrale
a snob for noticing the indelible mark poverty leaves upon behavior,
particularly since her tone in this passage is so condescending. But
she makes essentially the same point as Fanny Burney does in her
humorous dramatization of Johnson at home: he lived among poor people.
In fact, Mrs. Thrale makes the point more effectively since, in Burney’s
play, poverty is merely a quaint backdrop for character revelation, easy
to ignore or to sentimentalize. Moreover, stripped of self-serving
rhetoric, Mrs. Thrale's remarks help illumine Johnson’s writings on
the middle-class domestic ideal. To Johnson, who knew the difference
social niceties were hardly gauges of moral behavior. To Johnson, who

25Thraliana, I, 186.
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had few of them, physical comforts were luxuries enjoyed by some 
people, not the measures of human achievement. To Johnson, who feared 
it, privacy was a kind of moral suicide, not a sign of great character. 
The "faeculancies" of Johnson's "low birth," so distastefully noticeable 
to Mrs. Thrale, did shape Johnson's views. He made no connection 
between social status and moral worth because he literally saw none.

This point is so obvious a part of Johnson's Christian humanism 
that it hardly bears repeating. But it is central to Johnson's essays 
on domesticity because Johnson rejects the middle-class ideal of 
women's confinement on moral grounds. He does so by exposing the 
fallacious equation of virtue with fulfillment of a prescribed social 
role. Personal experience and sympathetic observation showed Johnson 
that the narrow codes of conduct by which.society judged women oppressed 
them by restricting their actions and emptying their minds.

The kind of domestic isolation which Johnson attacks resembles
modern suburban life, where housewives are middle-class, leisured, and
educated. The women Johnson depicts are isolates, and, in that sense,
they are very different from.their seventeenth-cehtury counterparts who,
as we have seen, were not so distinctly removed from public life. As
sociologist Ann Oakley describes it, the role of the housewife in
modern industrial society is best characterized by

(1) its exclusive allocation to women, rather 
than to adults of both sexes; (2) its association 
with economic dependence, i.e., with the dependent 
role of the woman in modern marriage; (3) its 
status as non-work— or its opposition to "real work,"
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l.e., economically productive work, and (4) its 
primacy to women, i.e.., its priority over other 
roles.2 6

The ideology underlying such a role assumes that housework, like other 
kinds of unpaid employment, is necessary but trivial in value compared 
to wage labor performed outside the house. A housewife's chores-- 
domestic manufacture, family maintenance., reproduction and socialization 
of children--are not counted as part of any nation's gross national 
product. Indeed, a housewife rarely thinks of herself as a worker.
She is a dependent, a fulfiller of "natural" duties to husband and 
children. High principles of altruism and self-sacrifice are supposed 
to motivate a housewife's attention to tasks which must claim her 
entire identity. At the same time, she is regarded, and often, regards 
herself, as "just a housewife," apart from important public activities, 
ignored and ridiculed by the very society which benefits from her 
drudgery.

The psychological consequences of such isolation, dependency 
and low status are common themes in twentieth-century literature. Ahd
just recently, historians and sociologists of women's work have
examined the contradictions inherent in a role Which is at once the 
core of women's existence and the source of their oppression.27 With 
certain qualifications— qualifications which some scholars find crucial 
to an accurate theory of women’s work— Johnson's writings on middle-class

26Oakley, p. 1.
2 7 See Nona Glazer-Malbin, "Housework," Signs: Journal of Women

in Culture and Society. 1 (Summer 1976), 905-23, for a review of current
scholarship on housework by economists and sociologists.
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homelife parallel modern analyses of female domesticity.28 His essays 
seem particularly contemporary because they explore loss of identity, 
alienation and depression in middle—class women and they use the 
psychological principle of dynamic growth, not adjustment to a social 
role 9 as a moral norm. For Johnson., the human organism obeys an 
intrinsic urge to develop its powers. "To be without hope or fear, if 
it were possible, would not be happiness," he wrote young Queeney Thrale. 
"It is better that life should struggle with obstructions, than stagnate 
and putrefy. Never be without something to wish, and something to do" 
(Letters, II, 453). Intellectual stimulation, contact with the adult 
world, and commitment to socially-valued work prove essential for both 
men and women in Johnson's writings.

Mrs. Thrale was the first to notice Johnson's perception of
the mind as an empty receptacle which perpetually craves filling ups

The vacuity of Life had at some early period of his 
[Johnson's] life perhaps so struck upon the Mind of 
Mr. Johnson, that it became by repeated impressions 
his favourite hypothesis, & the general Tenor of_his 
reasonings commonly ended in that: The Things there
fore which other philosophers attribute to various 
and contradictory Causes appeared to him uniform 
enoughall was done to fill up the time upon his 
Principle. One Man for example was profligate, 
followed the Girls or the Gaming Table,— why Life 
must be filled up Madam, & the man was capable of 

. nothing less Sensual. Another was active in the 
management of his Estate & delighted in domestic

28Juliet Mitchell, Women's Estate (London: Penguin Books; New
York: Pantheon Books, 1971), and Sheila Rowbotham, Women, Resistance,
and Revolution (New York: .Vintage Books, 1972), define work in terms of
what exchange value the goods produced can yield. Therefore, housework, 
which produces nothing and has no exchange value, is not work. Housewives 
are oppressed but are not potential members of the proletarian revolution.
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Economy: Why a Man must do something, & what
so easy to a narrow Mind as hoarding halfpence 
till they turn into Silver?29

The metaphors Mrs. Thrale ascribes to Johnson's idea of life, i.e.,
emptiness, narrowness, and vacancy, appear frequently in his own
writings. All human behavior is caused by the need to escape the mind’s
essential emptiness, "to fill up the vacancies of attention, and lessen
the tediousness of time."30 The mind, for Johnson, does not exist
apart from experience. It is driven to act somehow, to fill itself
with thoughts of philosophy or sex or money— whatever objects of
attention it is capable of seeking out.31 In turn, human behavior
necessarily reflects these thought patterns. Mary Wollstonecraft,
writing Henry Gabell in 1787, explains the connection Johnson makes
between thought and action in Idler 56:

How can the mind govern the body if it is not 
exercised-^-Dr. Johnson, has said, that the most 
trivial occupations such as collecting shells,
&c &c are of use, and even, promote the cause 
of virtue, as some time is stolen from sensual 
pursuits. I agree with him*— and think that if 
we were more perfect the single desire of 
pleasing the Author of all good might be 
sufficient to make us virtuous— but we are so 
framed that we want continual variety— and the 
appetites will rule if the mind is vacant.32

23Thraliana, I, 179.
3°The History of Rasselas Prince of Abyssinia, p. 2.
31See Arieh Sachs, Passionate Intelligence: Imagination and

Reason in the Works of Samuel Johnson (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 19.67), 
pp. 3-21, for full discussion of Johnson's concept of "the vacuity of 
life."

32Mary Wollstonecraft, A. Vindication of the Rights of Woman, 
ed. Carol Poston (New York: W. W. Norton, 1975), p. 201.
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The impulse to grow and the drive for self-realization take whatever 
experiential forms the mind can dictate. "Women who will not work & 
cannot play at Cards must drink Drams of necessity," Johnson told Mrs,
Thrale.3 3 He meant- that total inactivity- is ..essentially..
intolerable, and leisure, far from being a moral ideal for women, 
breeds self-destruction.

Some.of Johnson’s most revealing comments on isolation appear
in letters to Queeney Thrale and John Rylands, written a few months
before his death. Johnson had suffered a paralytic stroke in June,
1783, but had resolved to keep active after his recovery. A host of
minor ailments, however, and several major illnesses— circulatory
disorders, emphysema, congestive heart failure, and rheumatoid arthritis
--were killing him. "To crown my other comforts a tooth tormented me,"
he wrote Queeney in September. "I was weary of being distressed from
top to bottom; I therefore sent for a Dentist, and pulled it out"
(Letters, III, 78). But Johnson’s greatest pains were psychological,
and what he wrote of his own loneliness helps explain his lifelong
impatience with popular cant about solitude;

I am this day not in great pain, nor much dejected.
I am not neglected by mankind, but he who lives by
himself has many hours of unwelcome solitude, 
especially when his mind is battered by external 
evils. These last two years have pressed very 
hard upon .me, and this has yet a severe stroke in 
store. . . . Mrs. Cholmondely [Peg Woffington's 
younger sister] came to me yesterday, and talked of 
retiring into Wales. I was not well enough to shew

3 3Thraliana, I, 355.
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the folly of her scheme, by explaining how she 
whose whole felicity is conversation must fall 
into a state of languor and vacancy, where she 
found no community of knowledge, could expect 
no reciprocation - of sentiments , nor any mind or 
manners congenial to her own. (Letters, 111, 79)

Johnson condemns solitude because, as his own journals show, he thinks 
it psychologically dangerous. Without the nourishment of human contact 
and social interchange, the hungry mind, thrown into a viciously infan
tile state of Self-absorption, devours itself. "Retreat from the world 
is flight rather than conquest," Johnson wrote John Rylands, "and in 
those who have any power of benefiting others, may be consider[ed] as 
a kind of moral suicide. . . . Intervals of recess may afford useful 
opportunities of recollection and such meditation as every Christian 
ought to practice. But we recollect in order to improve, and meditate 
for the sake of acting" (Letters, III, 55).

Like many Christian humanists, Johnson equates isolation with 
idiocya The mind’s fundamental check against madness, lies outside of 
itself and in the human community, the proper arena for virtuous action. 
Solitude, on the other hand, encourages a neurotic evasion of moral 
growth. The city, which affords one the stimulation of language and
thought, is the center of civilized life. "You will find no man, who
is at all intellectual," Johnson told Boswell^ "who is willing to leave 
London. No, Sir, when a man is tired of London, he is tired of life;
for there is in London all that life can afford" (Life, III, 178).
Country life, on the other hand, limits one's chances for human inter
change; country people "had not enough.to keep their minds in motion" 
(Life, V, 108). Indeed, Johnson told Mrs. Thrale,
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There is in this world no real delight (excepting 
those of sensuality)9 but exchange of ideas in 
conversation; and whoever has once experienced the 
full flow of London talk, when he retires to country 
friendships and rural sports, must either be 
contented to turn baby again and play with the 
rattle, or he will pine away like a great fish in 
a little pond, or die for want of his usual food,34

Johnson is by no means the only eighteenth-century moralist.to
suggest a connection between isolation and madness» But in extending
this connection to women’s experiences, he is unique, Other writers of
the age, Rousseau in particular, assumed that women's lives should be
private and therefore equated female madness with deviance from
prescribed feminine virtues of modesty, retirement and domesticity,
Johnson, on the other hand, often did just the opposite by exploring
what isolation did to women’s minds. In Rambler 124, for instance, he
specifically and publicly .warns them that moving out of London is
disastrous. Social duty prompts Mr. Rambler's caution against the
fashionable summer retreat for middle-class women:

As I think it one of the most important duties of 
social benevolence to give warning of the approach 
of calamity when by timely prevention it may be 
turned aside, or by preparatory measures be more 
easily endured, I cannot feel the encreasing warmth, 
or observe the lengthening days, without considering 
the condition of my fair readers, who are now 
preparing to leave all that has so long filled up 
their hours, all from which they have been accustomed 
to hope for delight; and who, till fashion proclaims 
the liberty of returning to the seats of mirth and 
elegance, must endure the rugged 'squire, the sober

3 ̂Anecdotes of the Late Samuel Johnson, in Johnsonian Miscellanies,
I, 324.
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housewife9.the loud huntsman, or the formal parson, 
the roar of obstreperous jollity., or the dulness 
of prudential instruction; without any retreat, 
but to the gloom of solitude, where they will find 
greater inconveniencies, and must learn however 
unwillingly, to endure themselves. (IV, 296)

Self-acceptance, however, cannot be acquired in vaccuo because the
isolated mind, imprisoned in a morass of subjectivity, will turn upon
itself. Euphelia, the twenty-two year old narrator of Ramblers 42 and
46, describes the process of her own disintegration, and Johnson
structures the narrative to show her struggle against solitude.
Condemned by her own enthusiastic promise to spend ten weeks on a rich
aunt's remote country estate, Euphelia is so bored and depressed midway
through the visit that she writes Mr. Rambler:

I have hot yet declared against existence, nor 
called upon the destinies to cut my thread; but 
I have sincerely resolved not to condemn myself 
to such another summer, nor too hastily to flatter 
myself with happiness. Yet I have heard, Mr.
Rambler, of those who never thought themselves 
so much at ease as in solitude, and cannot but 
suspect it to be some way or other my own fault, 
that, without great pain, either of mind or body,
I am thus weary of myself; that the current of 
youth stagnates, and that I am languishing in a 
dead calm, for want of some external impulse.
(Ill, 231)

Epuhelia’s self-blame is ironic, since it is preceeded by a detailed 
history of the poor education and bad example given her by the very 
ladies whom she suspects of sharing her suicidal boredom. Euphelia9s 
mother, an "oeconomist of pleasure," has filled her daughter9s days 
with so many fashionable activities that, Euphelia writes, "I knew 
before I was ten years old all the rules of paying and receiving
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visits » o . and had heard before I was thirteen all that is ever said 
to a young lady" (III, 227-28) . . The ladies at tea table had encouraged 
Euphelia * s plans for summer retirement with reminiscences of their own 
rural pleasures. When one "studious lady" read pastorals aloud, 
Euphelia, like the rest of us who "are all credulous in our own favour, 
and willing to imagine some latent Satisfaction in any thing which we 
have not experienced," allowed her head "to be filled with expectations 
of some nameless pleasure in a rural life" (III, 229).

But the time Euphelia spends in the country rolls heavily along.
Nature offers no cure for her restlessness:

I go out and return; I pluck a flower, and 
throw it away; I catch an insect, and when I 
have examined its colours, set it at liberty;
I fling a pebble into the water, and see one 
circle spread after another. When it chances 
to rain, I walk in the great hall, and watch 
the minute-hand upon the dial, or play with a 

' litter Of kittens, which the cat happens to 
have brought in a lucky time. (Ill, 230)

And country society provides no escape from the tedium:
They [the gentry] came at first with great 
eagerness to see the fine lady from London, 
but when we met, we had no common topick 
on which we could converse; they had no 
curiosity after plays, operas, or musick; 
and I find as little satisfaction from their
accounts of the quarrels, or alliances of
families, whose names, when once I can escape,
I shall never hear. The women have now seen 
me, know how my gown is made, and are satisfied; 
the men are generally afraid of me, and say 
little because they think themselves not at 
liberty to talk rudely. (Ill, 230)

"Condemned to solitude" with no "motive to action, nor any object of
life, or hate, or fear, or inclination," Euphelia faces the nameless
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terrors of her own being„ Cut off from her usual diversions and social
contacts, and suffering a progressively weakened sense of self., she
asks for help:

I shall therefore think you [Mr. Rambler} a 
benefactor to our sex, if you will teach me 
the art of living alone; for I am confident 
that a thousand and a thousand and a thousand 
ladies, who affect to talk with ecstacies of 
the pleasures of the country, are in reality, 
like me, longing for the winter, and wishing 
to be delivered from themselves by company 
and diversion. (III., 231)

Euphelia reports her feelings of unreality and disconnectedness to
readers who become increasingly aware, that a kind of collective dream
has robbed young women of their identities. By breaking silence
against custom and pretense, Euphelia names her country retreat for
what it is: a boring prison. At the same time, she confronts the
deeper problem of how the mind, cut off from external stimulation,
maintains itself. '. .

In Rambler 46, Euphelia applies the same safeguard against 
depression which Mr.. Rambler was to recommend in Rambler 124: develop
ment of the observatory and analytical powers. The mind must be 
confident enough to admit new information at the same time that it
remains aware of its ignorance, i.e., of its need for new information.
Fear and pride, the real causes of depression, can then be replaced by 
confidence and humility:

To be born in ignorance with a capacity of
knowledge, and to be placed in the midst of a
world filled with variety, perpetually pressing 
upon the senses and irritating curiosity, is
surely a sufficient security against the
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languishment of inattention. Novelty is indeed 
necessary to preserve eagerness and alacrity; 
but art and nature have stores inexhaustible by 
human intellects; and every moment produces 
something new to him, who has quickened his 
faculties by diligent observation. (IV, 239)

Johnson shows how this process works in Rambler 46, where Euphelia
eliminates her own boredom by tracing its causes. Exploring the ways
in which art and custom have kept her unconscious, she "fills up her
time" in the best possible fashion under the circumstances.

Euphelia must first establish her critical authority with a
self-justification that Johnson, speaking in his own voice or in that
of Mr. Rambler, would never have to use:

You may, perhaps, wonder that I express myself with 
so much acrimony on a question in which women are 
supposed to have very little interest; and are 
likely enough, for I have seen many instances of 
the sauciness of scholars, to tell me, that I am 
more properly employed in playing with my kittens, 
than in giving myself airs of criticism, and 
censuring the learned. But you are mistaken if 
you imagine that I am to be intimidated by your 
contempt, or silenced by your reproofs. As I read,
I have a right to complain; and these privileges, 
which I have purchased at so dear a rate, I shall 
not easily be persuaded to resign, (III, 249)

By creating a defiantly female reader who not only defends her right
to evaluate art but insists on doing so in light of her own experience,
Johnson anticipates one branch of modem feminist literary criticism
which, in measuring aesthetic image against daily life, remains firmly
empirical.35 Euphelia finds the same "hereditary falsehoods" in

35See Elaine Showalter, "Literary Criticism," Signs: A
Journal of Women in Culture and Society, 1 (Winter 1975), 435-60.
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pastoral literature as Johnson does in his more famous critiques of the
genre. Experience shows her that, far from being the "refuge from folly,
from anxiety, from passion, and from guilt," (II, 249) rural life is
nasty, brutish and long. From her perspective, the reputed innocence
of country women proves to be a sentimental fabrication of wishful
authors who haven’t a clue to the real state of rural morality. Indeed,
the "modish prattlers" of London's parks and tea-tables who are always
unfavorably compared to their rural cousins are really less malicious,
says Euphelia, who ought to know. Sheer density of population and
variety of occasion in the city keeps attention from focussing on any
one target for very long. But in the country, where the sins of a few
families are visited on each other for generations, hatred has been
institutionalized. Country women exchange the same information over
and Over again, and Euphelia can learn nothing new:

I have been told of intrigues between beaus and 
toasts that have been now three centuries in 
their quiet graves, and am often entertained 
with traditionary Scandal on persons whose names 
there would have been no remembrance, had they 
not committed somewhat that might disgrace their 
descendents. (Ill, 251)

But, in reporting her observations, both literary and social, Euphelia
can transcend the stupid isolation surrounding her. She becomes
articulate, a conscious observer whose mental faculties, for a time at
least, are employed. She restates, in women's terms, the central
Johnsonian theme of domestic vacuity.

Another vital connection between Johnson's general theory of 
the mind's restlessness, his own vocation as a scholar, and his analysis
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of female domesticity appears in Rambler 85. Again, Johnson applies
"the old peripatetick principle, that ’Nature abhors a Vacuum’," to the
"intellect, which will embrace any thing * however absurd or comical,
rather than be wholly without an object" (IV, 86). Because "nothing
terrestrial can be kept at a stand," and because mind and body are
indissoluably joined, the principles of motion found in all life forms
can either serve or undermine us, depending upon how successfully we
keep body and mind together. Physical exercise, says Johnson, can
prevent depression by regulating the mind’s energy. Johnson applauds
Locke’s Some Thoughts Concerning Education (1693) for its suggestion
that men of all classes and professions learn a manual trade so that,

when the mind is weary with its proper task, 
it may be relaxed by a slighter attention to 
some mechanical operation; and that while the 
vital functions are resuscitated and awakened 
by vigorous motion, the understanding may be 
restrained from that fabrance and dissipation 
by which it relieves itself after long intenseness 
of thought, unless some allurement be presented 
that may engage application without anxiety.
(IV, 85)

But two classes of people, scholars and women, are relatively immobile. 
The former often disdain physical exercise; the latter are usually 
prevented from taking any. Lacking "such skill in common exercises or 
sports as is necessary to make them practice with delight," a bookman 
refuses to move partly because "no man is willing to do that of which 
the necessity is not pressing and immediate," partly because he "knows 
that his awkwardness must make him ridiculous" (IV, 84) . And women are 
either forbidden or unable to use the lathe and the chizzel which could
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divert professional men from the tortures of ambition.,. envy., or lust.
But they do have one form of exercise customarily denied to men. And 
Mr. Rambler, who has tried it, knows its therapeutic effects on the 
wandering mind:

I have always admired the wisdom of those 
by whom our female education was instituted, for 
having contrived, that every woman of whatever 
condition should be taught some arts of manufacture, 
by which the vacuities of recluse and domestick 
leisure may be filled up. These arts are more 
necessary as the weakness of their sex and the 
general system of life debar ladies from many 
employments which by diversifying the circumstances 
of men, preserve them from being cankered by the 
rust of their own thoughts. (IV, 85-86)

Most eighteenth-century moralists and writers of conduct books 
thought needlework a necessary female accomplishment, but few mentioned 
the psychological benefits to its practitioners and fewer traced female 
limitations to any "general system of life." Reverend James Fordyce, 
for example, whose Sermons to Young Women was published in 1766 with an 
introduction by Johnson, devotes part of Sermon VI, "On Female Virtue, 
with Domestic and Elegant Accomplishments," to needlework. Fordyce urges 
young women to sew not because it might keep them from going out of their 
minds, which Johnson suggests, but because the scriptures commend it.
By making something both useful and beautiful, something which, unlike 
cards, allows general conversation or reading aloud in company, young 
women can imitate the virtues of their biblical predecessors whose 
price is far above rubies. Industry, sobriety, and modesty characterize 
a woman who sews. 36

36James Fordyce, Sermons to Young Women (London: Printed for
A. Millar and T. Cadell, J. Dodsley and J. Payne, 1766), I, 249-51.
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When Johnson applies these virtues to needlework, as he does

in Rambler 85, his tone is more mock-heroic than effusive:
I know not how much of the virtue and happiness
of the world may be the consequence of this 
judicious regulation [that women must be taught 
needlework]. Perhaps, the most powerful fancy 
might be unable to figure the confusion and 
.slaughter that would be produced by so many 
piercing eyes and vivid understandings, turned 
loose at once upon mankind, with no other business 
than to sparkle and intrigue, to perplex and 
destroyo (IV, 86)

Mary Wo11stoneCraft may be alluding to this passage in A Vindication of
the Rights of Women, where she attacks fashionable women who sacrifice
personal identity for male approval. Like Johnson, Wollstonecraft links
physical exercise and mental discipline:

Women then must be considered as only irthe wanton 
solace of* men, when they become so weak in mind 
and body, that they cannot exert themselves, . ......
unless to pursue some frothy pleasure, or to 
invent some frivolous fashion. What can be a 
more melancholy sight to a thinking mind, than 
to look into the numerous carriages that drive 
helter-skelter about this metropolis in a morning 
full of pale-faced creatures who are flying from 
themselves. I have often wished, with Dr. Johnson, 
to place some of them in a little shop with half 
a dozen children looking up to their languid 
countenances for support.37

Wollstonecraft exaggerates Johnson’s attitude to make him her ally
against idle women of fashion, since Johnson's own writings are never
this vengeful. And, according to Mrs. Thrale, Johnson prided himself
in knowing what clothes, in style or not, looked best of his female
acquaintances. Wollstonecraft, on the other hand, thought excessive

37Wollstonecraft, p. 146.
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attention to dress, particularly by rich women who didn't even make
their own clothing, was artificial and vain:

Men order their clothes to be made, and have done 
with the subject; women make their own clothes, 
necessity or ornamental, and are continually 
talking about them; and their thoughts follow their 
hands. It is not indeed the making of necessaries 
that weakens the mind; but the frippery of dress„38

Johnson was more Interested in what help needlework gave people
disallowed any other form of manual dexterity. Mrs. Thrale writes
that sewing

had a strenuous approver in Dr. Johnson, who said,
"that one of the great felicities of female life, 
was the general consent of the world, that they 
might amuse themselves with petty occupations, 
which contributed to lengthening their lives, and 
preserving their minds in a state of sanity." A 
man cannot hem a pocket-handkerchief (said a lady 
of quality to him one day), so he runs mad, and 
torments his family and friends. The expression 
struck him exceedingly, and when one acquaintance 
grew troublesome, and another unhealthy, he used 
to quote Lady Frances's [Reynolds] observation,
"That a man cannot hem a pocket-handkerchief39

No male writer save Johnson seems to have tried this "women's 
work," although English boys had been taught to knit in the early part 
of the century, and some men, including Arthur Young, appreciated fine 
embroidery.4 0 But by the 1760's needlework was considered a woman’s 
occupation in England. Boswell, who came from a country where, as

38Wollstonecraft, p. 201.
3 9Anecdotes of the Late Samuel Johnson, in Johnsonian 

Miscellanies, I, 328.
40Bayne-Powell, p. 173; Oakley, p. 26.
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Johnson reminded him, men still knitted, was surprised that his hero
had tried to learn such a craft. In the Life of Johnson, skillfully
constructed dialogue implies that Johnson shared Boswell’s disdain for
needlework. In one scene, Johnson and Boswell share a coach to Oxford
with an American passenger., Miss Beresford. According to Boswell, she

amused herself with knotting; he [Johnson] would
scarcely allow this species of employment any 
merit. "Next to mere idleness (said he) I think
knotting is to be reckoned in the scale of 
insignificance; though I once attempted to learn
knotting. Dempster’s sister (looking at me) 
endeavoured to teach me it; but I made no progress."
(Life, IV, 284)

Boswell makes Johnson a witty judge who denounces one woman’s trivial
amusement and casts meaningful glances at Boswell about another.
Because Boswell once "felt himself in love" with Miss Dempster, the
point of Johnson’s look, as Boswell draws it, is to recall old romance,
not knitting lessons (Life, IV, 531). In another scene from the Life,
Boswell uses Johnson’s interest in needlework to demonstrate his hero’s
wide-ranging curiosity:

No Sir; [Johnson told Boswell] a man would never
undertake great things, could he be amused with
small. I Once tried knotting. Dempster’s sister
undertook to teach me; but I could not learn it.
BOSWELL. "So, Sir, it will be related in pompous 
narrative, "Once for his amusement he tried 
knotting; nor did this Hercules disdain the distaff." 
JOHNSON. "Knitting of stockings is a good amusement.
As a freeman of Aberdeen I should be a knitter of 
stockings." (Life, III, 242)

The surprise, for Boswell, isn’t that Johnson’s needlework is not done
well, but that it is done at all. Like the Greeks, who thought the
work of women and slaves necessary but culturally trivial, Boswell shows
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comic discrepancy between the greatness of his hero and the insignifi- 
cance of his task. But Boswell’s Hercules does not "disdain the 
distaff"; he deliberately stoops to the petty labors of Scotsmen and 
women.

While Boswell's classical allusions dignify the experiments
of a man who finds nothing, not even women's work, too silly, the ones
Johnson uses in his Rambler self-portrait serve a much different
purpose. Far from ridiculous, needlework is a kind of centuries-old
therapy for the plagues of love and leisure:

For my part [writes Mr. Rambler] whenever chance 
brings within my observation a knot of misses 
busy at their needles, I consider myself as;in a 
school of virtue; and though I have no extra—ordinary 
skill in plain work or embroidery, look upon their 
operations with as much satisfaction as their 
governess, because I regard them as providing a 
security against the most dangerous ensnarers of 
the soul, by enabling themselves to exclude idleness 
her attendant train of passions, fancies, and 
chimeras, fears, sorrows and desires. Ovid and 
Cervantes will inform that love has no power but 
over those whom he catches unemployed; and Hector, 
in the Iliad, when he sees Andromache overwhelmed 
with terrors, sends her for consolation to the loom 
and the distaff. (IV, 86)

What is so striking about this passage is that Mr. Rambler, who names
himself as a needleworker, simultaneously denies the gender-specific
properties of sewing and attacks the domestic ideal of confinement. He
offers the craft as protection against the very conditions which most
eighteenth-century moralists thought natural to women: love and
isolation. Johnson's view of domestic recluse, then, is hardly serene.
Unlike Reverend Fordyce, who happily urged his readers to sew, to be
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"in love with home and to seek their happiness in their duty,"41 
Johnson thought needlework could help stave off the concomitants of 
privacy, madness and sloth. •

But sewing is a check, not a stimulant, to the human mind and 
is therefore no substitute for learning. While the sentimental Rousseau 
argued in Emile that girls should spend most of their time doing 
needlework, both Wollstonectaft and Johnson ridiculed the idea on 
intellectual grounds. Wollstonecraft condemns "the custom of confining 
girls to their needles, and shutting them out from all political and 
civil employments, for by thus narrowing their minds they are rendered 
unfit to fulfill the peculiar duties [marriage and motherhood] which 
nature has assigned them."42 And Johnson satirizes the notion of 
"educating" girls for mindless drudgery. In Idler 13, for example, a 
frustrated husband describes his wife, "who considers every state of 
life an idleness, in which hands are not employed, or some art not 
acquired by which she thinks money may be got or saved" (II, 43). She 
locks their three daughters in a garrett, forcing them to sew unneeded 
decorations and unused items which fill the whole house. Like the 
husband in Idler 35 who complains that his house "has the appearance of 
a ship stored for a voyage to the colonies" because his wife is "always 
imagining some distant time in which she shall use whatever she 
accumulates" (II, 109), the husband/narrator of Idler 13 finds himself,

41Fordyce, I, 250.
4 2Wollstonecraft, p. 169.
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both literally and intellectually9 in an increasingly narrow space. His
wife, a compulsive hoarder whose identity is tied to the anxious
accumulation of things, fills the house with the mindless creations of
her empty-headed daughters:

We have twice as many fire-skreens as chimneys 5 
and three flourished quilts for every bed. Half 
the rooms are adorned with a kind of "sutile 
pictures" which imitate tapestry. But all their 
work is not set out to shew; she has boxes filled 
with knit garters and braided shoes. She has 
twenty covers for side saddles embroidered with 
silver flowers, and has curtains wrought with gold 
in various figures $ which she resolves some time 
or other to hang up. (II, 44)

The girls, in the meantime, "grow up in total ignorance of everything
past, present, and future," including the significance of religious
themes they work in tent or turkey-stitch:

Kitty knows not, at sixteen, the difference between 
a Protestant and a Papist, because she has been 
employed three years in filling the side of a closet 
with a hanging that is to represent Cranmar in the 
flames. And Dolly, my eldest girl, is now unable 
to read a chapter in the Bible, having spent all 
the time, which other children pass at school, in 
working the interview between Solomon and the Queen 
of Sheba. (II, 45)

When the husband suggests that the girls learn to read, write and figure,
the wife, ignoring his proposal, buys the girls "three little wheels,
that they may spin hukkabuck for the servants’ table" (II, 45).

Johnson satirizes the domestic ideal of women's confinement by 
using a familiar rhetorical strategy: a narrator-participant informs
the larger community of discrete events or conversations which make 
implicit judgement against domesticity, female isolation, equated with
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female ignorance, thus becomes a moral issue inseparable from the 
psychological principle of growth. The targets of Johnson’s satire are 
usually parents or relatives who impede the intellectual or psychologi
cal develepment of young women and who justify their actions in the 
name of female "duty." Most often, the narrators are young, mindful 
of filial duty, and caught in the problem of obedience to unworthy 
elders and antiquated moral systems. Sixteen-year old Myrtilla, for 
instance, describes in Rambler 84 her old aunt's defense of needlework 
over literacy;

If women she says, would but know their duty 
and their interest, they would be careful to 
acquaint themselves with family affairs, and 
many a penny might be saved; for while the 
mistress of the house is scribbling and reading, 
servants are junketing and linen is wearing 
out. She then takes me round the rooms, shows 
me the worked hangings, and chains of tent-stitch, 
and asks whether all this was done with a pen 
and a book. (IV, 81)

The reader, of course, answers "No," and, sympathizing with young
Myrtilla, condemns the old aunt for her narrow views which, ironically,
have convinced Myrtilla to adopt the reading habits of her new friend
Flavia, who is so learned that "she put all the men in the country to
flight, except the old parson" who, delighted with Flavia's company,
has even "rubbed the dust off his Homer, which had lain unregarded in
his closet" (IV, 79).

Mrs. Busy, the object of Johnson's satire in Rambler 138, is 
another tyrant observed by young Bucolus, who visits her country estate
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and. is shocked to find her keeping her own daughters ignorant of all
but the "lowest household duties" (V, 369). Bucolus recounts Mrs.
Busy's own schooling to explain why she neglects her children's;

Mrs. Busy was married at eighteen from a boarding N
school, where She had passed her time like other 
young ladies in needle-work, with a few intervals 
of dancing and reading. When she became a bride
she spent one winter with her husband in town,
where having no idea of any conversation beyond
the formalities of a visit, she found nothing to 
engage her passions; and when she had been one 
night at court, and two at an opera, and seen the 
Monument, the Tombs, and the Tower, she concluded 
that London had nothing more to show, and wondered 
that when women had once seen the world, they could 
not be content to stay at home. (V, 367) (

Again, through the report of a narrator-participant, a proponent of
female confinement and ignorance inadvertently condemns the domestic
ideal.

Sometimes Johnson's young narrators refer to each other in 
describing their "many struggles with idleness and diffidence," thereby 
acknowledging common interests in the face of oppression. Cornelia, who 
narrates Rambler 51, likens her visit in the country of that of Euphelia 
in Ramblers 42 and 46. Like Euphelia, she gives Mr. Rambler an account 
of "the employments of those who look with contempt on the pleasures 
and diversions of polite life, and employ all their powers of censure 
and invective upon the uselessness, vanity, and folly of dress, visits, 
and conversation" (III, 274). Cornelia is dismayed by the "confused 
wildness of care" and the "tumultuous hurry of diligence" which 
characterize Lady Bustle's unflagging and desperate attention to house
work:
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It iss indeed, the great business of her life, 

to watch the skillet on the fire, to see it simmer 
with the due degree of heat, and to snatch it off 
the moment of projection; and the employments to 
which she has bred her daughters, are to turn rose- 
leaves in the shade, to pick out the seeds of 
currants with a quill, to gather fruit without 
bruising it, and to extract bean-flower water for 
the skin. Such are the tasks with which every day, 
since I came hither, has begun and ended, to which 
the early hours of life are sacrificed, and in 
which that time is passing away which never Shall 
return. (Ill, 275-76)

Through Cornelia, Johnson exposes the wasteful mediocrity of domestic
confinement by posing a question which separates pretense from precept.
Cornelia can justify her description of Lady Bustle and she can ask
this question because she must suffer the consequences of its answer:

The reason, Mr. Rambler, Why I have laid 
Lady Bustle’s character before you, is a desire 
to be informed whether, in your opinion, it is 
worthy of imitation, and whether I shal% throw 
away the books which I have hitherto thought it 
my duty to read, for the Lady’s closet opened, 
the Compleat servant-tmaid, . and the Court cook, and 

I resign all curiosity after right and wrong, for
the art of scalding damascenes without bursting 
them, and preserving the whiteness of pickled 
mushrooms. . , . I am now very impatient to know 
whether I am to look on these ladies as the great 
patterns of our sex, and to consider conserves 
and pickles as the business of my life; whether 
the censures which I now suffer be just, and 
whether the brewers of wines, and the distillers 
of washes, have a right to look with insolence 
on the weakness of Cornelia. (Ill, 278-79)

Characteristically, Johnson suggests the answer by formulating a question
which contains it. The quest for moral virtue, "all curiosity for right
and wrong," has nothing to do with burned pies and soiled carpets. And



women who forfeit their humanity to care for a house, popular sentiment 
to the contrary, are neither exemplary nor moral. They are, as 
Cornelia herself says, a kind of "neutral being," with no "crime but
luxury, nor any virtue but chastity" (III, 278), They live, as Mr,
Rambler says in his own voice in Rambler 112, where he draws the 
character of Eriphile, for "no other purpose but to preserve the neat
ness of a house and gardens," feeling "neither inclination tp pleasure, 
nor aspiration after virtue" (IV, 234-35), The. "rigorous and spiteful 
superintendence of domestic trifles" (TV, 234) which has consumed 
Eriphile’s "eloquence" (IV, .235) for twenty years is a sham, a bitter 
joke, a parody of human striving for purposeful work.

But. Johnson does not simply ridicule women whose sole identities 
are cooking or cleaning; he shows how their "bustle of idleness" is 
symptomatic of a deeper illness, a kind of lethargy or learned helpless
ness which, ironically, is culturally approved. Housewives like Mr,
Busy (Rambler 138), Lady Bustle (Rambler 51) or Eriphile (Rambler 112) 
are constricted to such narrow concerns that they become neurotic and 
defensive, not because the work they do is intrinsically silly, as 
misogynists would have us believe, but because their energies are too 
intensely focussed on too small a space. Since all human beings must, 
by Johnson’s definition, "fill up the time," and since all human beings 
feel conflicting urges between the impulse to grow and the fear of 
facing new circumstances, housewives, who are given little encouragement 
to expand their attentions beyond their homes, remain there, forfeiting 
personal identity for vicarious existence, using what influence they
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have to imprison new generations of young women in their own lone
liness .

Johnson is repulsed9 not by domesticity per se— -the realistic 
detail in his writings show an intimate acquaintance with methods of 
preserving, baking, sewing, gardening, pickling, stewing, and brewing.43 
And he once told Boswell that he could make a better cookbook than 
any English woman could (Life,.. Ill, 285) . But the domestic ideal, as 
he draws it, prevents women from realizing the full possibilities of 
existence because it contracts their attention to a "narrow space"
(III, 278) which endangers sanity. The problem, as Johnson shows it, 
is that "this incessant application to fruits and flowers" keeps women 
from "many perplexities with which other minds are disturbed" (III,
278), and in doing so isolates them from the larger community. Lady 
Bustle, for instance, "has no curiosity after the events of a war, or 
the fate of heroes in distress; she can hear, without the least emotion, 
the ravage of a fire, or devastations of a storm; her neighbors grow 
rich or poor, come into the world or go out of it, without regard, while 
she is pressing the gelly-bag, or airing the store-room" (III, 278).
In her compulsive acquiescence to a socially-prescribed role which 
leaves her servile and ignorant, Lady Bustle is an idiot, a deadened 
alien to herself and to the world.

43"SJ alludes to actual domestic handbooks: The Ladies
Cabinet Englarged and Opened (1654 and later eds.); The Compleat
Servant-Maid (1677); The Court and Country Cook (1702); Patrick Lamb, 
Royal Cookery; or the Complete Court-Cook (3rd ed., 1731); or others 
with similar titles." Works, 111, 278, n.T2.
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Johnson viewed women's failure to realize their fullest moral 

and intellectual potential as a pathology. But he knew that most people 
equated female, virtue with conformity to the domestic ideal of subser
vience » "A man," Johnson told Hawkins, "is in general better pleased 
when he has a good dinner upon his table, than when his wife talks 
Greek.”44 Even his "old friend Mrs. Carter," "who could make a pudding, 
as well as translate Epictetus from the Greek, and work a handkerchief 
as well as compose a poem," acquiesced.45 Hawkins writes that Johnson 
"thought she was too reserved in conversation upon subj ects she was so 
eminently able to converse upon, which was occasioned by her modesty 
and fear of giving offense."46 Johnson disapproved of self-effacing, 
deferential behavior in. women. But, as his own writings so clearly 
show, it was common enough :to be taken for normality. And flattering 
enough to be taken for good.

44Apophthegms, &c., from Hawkin's Edition of Johnson's Works, 
in Johnsonian Miscellanies, II, 11.

4 6Apophthegms, II, 11.
4 6Apophthegms, II, 11.



CHAPTER 5

ENLARGING INNOCENCE TO VIRTUE. '

We have just seen, how Johnson’s writings on domesticity point 
out the morally reprehensible dimension of women's isolation at the 
same time that they take sympathetic and serious interest in women’s 
work. This double perspective invites our simultaneous engagement in 
and discomfort with female domesticity, so that common assumptions 
about women’s proper "place" are subverted by questions about the effects 
of confinement upon moral growth. Does a social system which removes 
women from the larger community ensure or restrict female virtue? In 
what sense are women who eschew worldly experience for innocence to be. 
called "good"? What, exactly, do we mean by female virtue? Many 
eighteenth-century moralists urged women to seek the good, the true, 
and the beautiful through exclusive attempts to be chaste, obedient, 
and pretty. But these "virtues" easily become parodies of human 
excellence, mocked by the very writers who prescribe them. And how can 
reliance upon feminine guile, that dubious but singular mode of conduct 
available to women, foster moral integrity?

Many eighteenth-century writers asked these questions, but 
Johnson’s perspective on the relationship between beauty, power, and 
virtue is quite different from that of others. Satirists like Swift and 
Pope, for instance, destroyed the coquette’s domain by invading the
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boudoir to strip away her false paraphenalia for the whole world to see
what odiousness hides beneath all those silks and perfumes.1 Reverend
James Fordyce and Dr. John Gregory filled their conduct books for young
women with biblical injunctions against braided hair, gold, pearls, and
costly array which destroys modesty. Sobriety, and an "aptitude
observable . . . to melt into tears/'2 And in 1770, Parliament passed
the following law to protect unsuspecting Englishmen against false
beauties: • .

All women of whatever age, rank, profession, or 
degree, whether virgin or widow, that shall from 
and after such Act impose upon, seduce, and betray 
into matrimony any of His Majesty’s subjects by 
means of scent, paints, cosmetics, washes, artificial 
teeth, false hair, Spanish wool, iron stays, hoops, 
high-heeled shoes, or bolstered hips, shall incur 
the penalty of the law now in force against witch- 
craft and like misdemeanours, and that the marriage 
upon conviction shall stand null and void.3

1See Swift’s "A Beautiful Nymph Going to Bed" (1734) and "A 
Lady's Dressing Room" (1732) as well as Pope's "To a Lady" (1734/35) 
and Canto II of The Rape of the Lock (1710).

2James Fordyce, Sermons to Young Women (London: A. Millar and
T. Gadell, 1766), II, 225. Allen T.Hazen, in Samuel Johnson's Prefaces 
and Dedications, says that Johnson wrote the Preface, although "there 
are sentences in that hardly sound Johnsonian" (p. 34). R. W. Chapman, 
reviewing Hazen’s book in Review of English Studies, n.s.. 14 (July 1938), 
359-65, ascribes only the first paragraph of the Preface to Johnson.
James L. Clifford supports Hazen: "Chapman never brought up any
convincing evidence to disprove the fact except that he didn't think 
it sounded like S.J." Letter received from James L. Clifford, 1 June 
1977.

3Quoted in Ralph Wardle, Mary.Wollstonecraft: A Critical .
Biography (Lincoln, Neb.: Univ. of Nebraska Press, 1951)> p. 136.
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But the disgust and fear of women which gave rise to savage satire or 
kindly remonstrance or Parliamentary legislation cannot be found in 
Johnson’s writings„ Rather than attack, preach at, or legislate 
against women, Johnson asks why society demands that women adorn them
selves when it despises the influence beauty gives them. And he makes 
the more radical point that women of true virtue get neither notice nor 
reward for renouncing the power their beauty affords;

We see women universally jealous of the reputation 
of their beauty, and frequently look with contempt 
on the care with which they study their complexions, 
endavour to preserve or to supply the bloom of 
youth, regulate every ornament, twist their hair 
into curls, and shade their faces from the weather. 
we recommend the care of their nobler part, and 
tell them how little addition is made by all their 
arts to the graces of the mind. But when was it 
known that female goodness or knowledge was able to 
attract that officiousness, or inspire that ardour 
which beauty produces whenever it appears? And with 
what hope can be endeavour to persuade the ladies, 
that the time spent at the toilet is lost in vanity, 
when they have every moment some new conviction that 
their interest is more effectually promoted by a 
ribband well disposed, than by the brightest act of 
heroick virtue? (IV, 353)

Johnson’s writings repeatedly pose this ironic question. In 
this concluding chapter, I will explore Johnson’s views on female virtue 
by examining what he says of the relationship between beauty and power„ 
between being and action in the world. I aim to show that, in rejecting 
accepted standards of female delicacy for the "heroick virtues" of 
wisdom, courage, and intelligence acquired by experience in the world, 
Johnson’s writings point "to how many dangers power is exposed which has
no other guard than youth and beauty, and how easily that tranquillity
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is molested which can only be soothed with the songs of flattery"
(IV, 319). According to Johnson, beauty is a source of power for women, 
but its pursuit demands a kind of self-abnegation, a surrender to 
preconceived ideals of appearance and conduct which can destroy . .. 
identity« Long before Simone de Beauvoir identified the cultural 
dualism which, in defining Women as Other,4 nullifies her capacity for 
authentic action, Johnson noted the corrupting power of servility which 
women both suffer and use. With acute understanding, Johnson portrays 
the psychological dilemma women face by virtue of their status as 
reflective objects rather than autonomous subjects in the world.

Of the thirteen meanings for "power" listed in the 1755 edition 
of Johnson's Dictionary, the first three apply to his writings on 
women:

1. Command; authority; dominion; influence
2. Influence; prevalence upon
3. Ability; force; reach

Women's power, their ability to act and wield influence, is most 
intimately and, Johnson suggests, most ironically connected to physical 
appearance. Since beauty is a culturally determined quality external to 
the self, the woman who would possess and use it must have an audience 
to view her. In this regard, notes Johnson, she resembles another 
relative creature, the student. Both, he writes, must depend upon "the

4Simone de Beauvoir, The Second Sex, trans. and ed. H. M. 
Parshley (1949; rpt. New York: Knopf, 1953).
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regard of others, on that of which the value arises merely from 
comparison, they [student and beauty] are both exposed to perpetual 
jealousies, and both incessantly employed in schemes to intercept the 
praises of each other" (IV, 192)= Like the student, the beautiful 
woman exists only as long as there are people to evaluate her. She is 
created and destroyed by circumstances which others control. Societyfs 
desires, not her own, regulate both mode and frequency of her self
display. Indeed, writes Johnson in Rambler 38, "We see every day women 
perishing with infamy, by having been too willing to set their beauty 
to show, and others, though without equal guilt or misery, yet with very 
sharp remorse, languishing in decay, neglect, and obscurity, for having 
rated their youthful charms at too high a price" (111, 206-7).

The onset of age, writes Johnson, is particularly frightening 
for women because at this time society removes its attention and the 
very source of female power. Cosmetics and forced vivacity are no 
weapons against time. Old age thus terrifies women "who have had no 
other end or ambition, than to fill up the day and night, with dress, 
diversions and flattery, and who having made no acquaintance with 
knowledge, or with business, have constantly caught their ideas from the 
prattle of the hour and been indebted for all their happiness to 
compliments and treats" (III, 366). The irony which Johnson plays upon 
here is dramatic: behaviour occurs in social contexts, and the
behaviour of women is almost entirely shaped by forces beyond their 
control. "Airs ought in time to give place to virtues" (III, 135), 
but what virtues can arise from "the dream of perpetual youth"

/
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(III, 135)? The ’’unhappiness of women whether single or married,” , 
of which Johnson writes in Rambler 39, is thus augmented by the 
"adventitious and artificial miseries" (III, 211) of compliance with 
prescribed behavior.

It must be said at the outset that Johnson’s writings on beauty
and its attendant relation to power and virtue apply to leisured women
only. Johnson is careful to explain why poor women are not usually
"beautiful" in the understood sense of the term. The women he observed
on his tour of the Hebrides lived in primitive conditions which
prevented exceptionally good looks:

The ladies have as much beauty here [Ostig in Sky] 
as in other places, but bloom and softness are not 
to be expected among the lower classes, whose 
faces are exposed to the rudeness of the climate, 
and whose features are sometimes contracted by 
want, and sometimes hardened by the blasts. Supreme 
beauty is seldom found in cottages or work-shops, 
even where no real hardships are suffered. To 
expand the human face to its full perfection, it 
seems necessary that the mind should cooperate by 
placidness of content, or consciousness of 
superiority. (IX, 83-84)

What is so striking about this passage is its lack of sentimentality
about poverty and its refusal to glorify unpolished rural beauties
untainted by cosmetics and fashionable clothes. In Rambler 28,
Johnson numbers beauty among the "gifts of nature, which may truly be
considered as the most Solid and durable of all terrestrial advantages’’
(III, 206). But this "natural" advantage is most fully possessed by
those who enjoy the comforts of civilization, including freedom from
want and anxiety. It is also important to note that Johnson does not



separate physical from intellectual or spiritual attractiveness„ Speak
ing of Mrs, Fitzherbert, who had "more understanding than any other human 
being," Johnson called her beauty "More of majesty than of attraction, 
more of dignity of virtue than the vivacity of wit" (Life, V, 83), He 
admired Mrs,.Fitzherbert,s whole being; he was repulsed, on the other 
hand, by a mute, pliable woman who seemed ready to mirror the self- 
absorbed fantasies of her beholders, "She says nothing," remarked 
Johnson to Mrs, Thrale of a "pretty lady" who was praised for her face 
and behaviour: "and by sitting down, before one thus desperately silent,
takes away the confidence one should have in the company of her chair, 
if she were once out of it."5 Without an audience, beauty is powerless. 
But even with one, a beautiful woman merely wields a kind of reflective 
influence on her viewers. Her power has little connection to personal 
identity or to moral growth. "Indeed," writes Johnson in Rambler 38,
"if the opinion of Bacon be thought to deserve much regard, very few 
sighs would be vented for eminent and superlative elegance of form;
'for beautiful women,' says he, 'are seldom of any accomplishments, 
because they, for the most part^ study behaviour rather than virtue'" 
(111,207).

This loose paraphrase of Bacon's essay "On Beauty" pinpoints a 
fundamental irony which Johnson notes in society's prescriptions for 
women. Cultural norms, demand that they take extreme interest in

5Anecdotes, in Johnsonian Miscellanies, I, 289.
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appearance, cultivate their abilities to charm men, mold themselves to
the wants of others. But compliance with these, norms invites strict
moral censure. Women study "behaviour" because it offers the only
possible way to approval and influence. But in doing so they lose
"virtue" and gain what society has called intrinsically false but
absolutely necessary for women: good looks. "If the opinion of Bacon
be thought to deserve much.regard . . . ," writes Johnson, raising a
paradox with a subordinate clause. How can Bacon's opinion— and the
general opinion of society— be reconciled to our contradictory
preference for women with "eminent and superlative elegance of form"?
In fact, writes Johnson in Rambler 66, our unrelieved scorn for
coquettes is ill-directed, since they are only reconciling themselves
to the position society has accorded them:

It is common to ,consider those whom we find 
infected with an unreasonable regard for 
trifling accomplishments, as chargeable with 
all the consequences of their folly, and as 

. the authors of their own unhappiness; but, 
perhaps, those whom we thus scorn or detest, 
have more claim to tenderness than has yet
been allowed them. Bef ore we permit our
severity to break loose upon any fault or 
error, we ought surely to consider how much 
we have countenanced or promoted it. (Ill, 352)

In this passage, Johnson suggests that coquettes are made, not born;
that society is responsible for creating the very artificers whom it so
clearly despises. This insistent connection between social pressure and
female behavior echoes a similar argument made by William Law in A
Serious Call to a_ Devout and Holy Life, a book which greatly influenced
Johnson:
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The corruption of the world indulges them [women] 
in greater vanity and mankind seems to consider 
them in no other view than as so many painted 
idols, that are to allure and gratify their 
passions; so that if many women are vain, light 
gewgaw creatures, they have this to excuse them
selves , that they are not only such as their 
education has made them, but such as the general
ity of the world allows them to be.6

Both moralists clearly,reject traditional theories of innate female
vanity; instead, they insist that behavior is shaped by the social
conditions in which it occurs. And they further imply communal as well
as individual responsibility for that behavior. In Rambler 66, Johnson
reminds us that vanity is a reciprocal sin. Those who praise artifice
with secret contempt for the very illusions they have helped to create
have done a great wrong:

In every instance of vanity it will be found, that 
blame ought to be shared among more than it gener
ally reaches; all who exalt trifles by immoderate 
praise, or instigate needless emulation by invidious 
incitements, are to be considered as perverters of 
reason, and corrupters of the world: and since
every man is obliged to promote happiness and virtue, 
he should be careful,not to mislead unwary minds, 
by appearing to set too high a value upon things by 
which no real excellence is conferred. (Ill, 353)

Of particular interest in this, passage— besides the refusal to isolate 
female vanity as proof of women’s definitive inferiority— is the sugges
tion of tragic contradiction between women’s status as moral human beings 
and their vocation as females. Courage, intellect, and self-assertion

6William Law, A Serious Call to a Devout and Holy Life (1728; rpt. 
London: Dent, 1955)., quoted in Miriam Lerenbaum> "Moll Flanders:
’A Woman on her own Account'," in The Authority of Experience: Essays in 
Feminist Criticism, eds. Arlyn Diamond and Lee R. Edwards (Amherst, Mass.: 
Univ. of Massachusetts Press, 1977), p. 105.
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must be abdicated for the docile "’feminine1" virtues whereby women become 
prey to achieve their ends. But to cultivate weakness, ignorance and 
futility, the very bases of feminine charm, is to relinquish moral 
excellence.

As a moral psychologist, Johnson analyzes female power in much the 
same terms as do feminists who explore the destructive effects of covert 
power--the only kind available to women-— upon its practitioners.7 
Discouraged from developing direct methods of influencing others, denied 
concrete resources of power— money, education, and physical strength—  

women rely on expressions of incompetence and helplessness to get what 
they want. The use of such manipulative tactics, while temporarily effec
tive, is psychologically dangerous because it requires nearly complete 
self-abnegation and almost total reliance upon the approval of others.
What Johnson calls women’s "numerous and restless anxieties" (IV, 319) 
stem from their "perpetual and unlimited dependence" (V, 95) upon 
external approval. Without strong egos of their own, women are corrupted 
by addiction to social acceptance. Jealousy and competition for male 
attention, fear of autonomy, and unconscious self-contempt are the concom
itant results of their dependence. Female delicacy is thus not a despi
cable sign of women’s innate silliness, but a learned response to social 
pressure. It is an attempt to gain attention and thereby significance 
in a world where, as Mary Wollstonecraft notes, from ladies "the. negative

7See especially Juliet Mitchell, Psychoanalysis and Feminism 
(New York: ..Random House, 1974), and Women _& Men: The Consequences of Power
eds. Dana V. Hiller and Robin Ann Sheets (Univ. of Cincinnati: Office of
Women's Studies, 1977).
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virtues only are expected . - . . patience, docility, good-humour, and 
flexibility; virtues incompatible with any vigorous exertion of 
intellect."8

Critics usually view Johnson's literary treatment of women as 
satiric. But a closer inspection of his writings reveals Johnson's 
shrewdly sympathetic analysis of female psychology. In Rambler 34, for 
instance, Johnson exposes the folly of women's affectation by creating a 
narrator who describes his growing disgust with Anthea, a young woman he 
briefly courts. As the narrator unfolds the course of his adventures 
with this finnicky heiress "whose birth and beauty are without objection" 
(III, 185), it becomes obvious that female cowardice, affectation or not, 
is an extreme form of anxiety manifested by a woman who is utterly 
without a sense of personal identity.

Johnson structures Rambler 34 so that Anthea's continual "great 
appearance of terror," (111, 186) the "Innummerable precautions; terrors, 
and lamentations" (III, 187) she manages during a country outing with 
the narrator, are always placed in psycho-social context. The narrator, 
a rich and eligible young gentleman, speaks of the calculated and insen
sitive pressure placed upon young people to marry. He opens his story 
by noting that the financial concerns which determine parental interests 
in his marriage plans exclude any sympathy for his personal wishes. But 
he does manage to counteract his family's greed:

I was, however, too old to be given away without my 
own consent, and having happened to pick up an 
opinion, which to many of my relations seemed

8A Vindication of the Rights of Women, p. 64.
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extremely odd, that a man might be unhappy with a 
large estate, determined to obtain a nearer knowledge 
of the person with whom I was to pass the remainder 
of my time. (Ill, 185-86)

The next obstacle the narrator faces in his quest to know Anthea is
raised by other social forces. Conventional behavior masks whatever
personal qualities Anthea might possess. "I often attended her to
publick places, in which, as is well known," the narrator says, "all
behavior is So much regulated by custom, that very little insight can
be gained into the private character, and therefore I was not yet able
to inform myself of her humour and inclinations" (III, 186). But even
after the narrator has persuaded Anthea to spend a day in the country
with him and a few friends, she remains completely inaccessible. Indeed,
she becomes even more unreal, sincej throughout the day, she adopts the
pose of a romantic heroine who shrinks from surrounding dangers which
she has imagined. Anthea refuses to enter a coach becuase "the shocking
colours of its lining" recall her dead.aunt’s funeral car; she makes
"fretful complaints of the uneasyness" of travel; she will not cross a
brook for fear of drowning and insists that "it was common for the
[coach] axle to catch.fire with a quick motion" (111, 186). Unlike
Johnson himself, who., as we saw, refused to let Tetty, who had also
"read the old romances," "use her lover like a dog" on their wedding
journey (Life, I, 96), the narrator of Rambler 34 is "forced to obey"
his lady’s commands, and to "give her from time to time the most
solemn declarations that all was safe" (III, 187).
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With the narrator3 we discover that Anthea is a literary

character, not a human being with a personal identity of her own which
would disallow such fietive responses to life. While the narrator can
outmaneuver family pressures and social norms which stand in the way of
his knowing Anthea, she remains imprisoned hy the cultural dream of
female delicacy. A literal embodiment of female terrors, Anthea
rehearses the cliches which have made her a perennial victim to be
rescued from continual peril:

Thus our whole conversation passed in dangers, and 
cares, and fears, and consolations, and stories of 
ladies dragged in the mire, forced to spend all the 
night on a heath, drowned in rivers, or burnt with 
lightening; and no sooner had a hairbreadth escape 
set us free from one calamity, but we were threat
ened with another. (Ill, 188)

Anthea draws other people into her fictional world, first by her speech,
then by her actions. Narrator and passers-by must act their parts in
the only drama she can imagine:

She alarmed many an honest man by begging him to 
spare her life as he passed by the coach, and 
drew me into fifteen quarrels with persons who 
increases her fright by kindly stopping to enquire 
whether they could assist us. And last we came 

' home, and She told the company next day what a 
pleasant ride she had been taking. (Ill, 188)

The narrator is stupified by Anthea*s polite report to the company, but
her remarks are no less genuine than is her hysteria. Her comments are
simply conventional lies; a jeune fills must always appear to enjoy
herself. But her pleasantries also measure psychic distance between the
gothic heroine and her suitor, who wonders "what happiness can arise
from the society of that woman, who mistakes cowardice for elegance, and
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imagines' all delicacy to consist in refusing to be pleased" (III, 189). 
To Anthea, love must be as it is in heroic tragedy, a struggle for power 
and possession,, Artificial fears and fictitious imprisonments make 
romance; pain and threatened reputation are the only realities to be 
imagined. Females must gain power over their lovers by a kind of 
imperious helplessness which negates all real intimacy and feeds on 
protracted agonies. .

The editors of the Yale edition of Johnson's works suggest that 
Anthea*s coach journey inspired Goldsmith*s description of Mrs. 
Hardcastle's trip in She Stoops to Conquer (I, 189). But Charlotte 
Lennox's The Female Quixote, published two years after Rambler 34, more 
closely follows Johnson's theme. Johnson wrote the Dedication to 
Lennox's novel, and he also wrote Chapter XI of Book IX, "Being in the 
Author's Opinion, the best Chapter in this History."9 This penultimate 
chapter consists of a lively debate between a clergyman and the protago
nist Arabella, who has just attempted suicide by jumping in a river to 
avoid an imagined villain. In a long and witty discourse, Arabella 
tries "by Arguments founded upon Romantic Heroism, to prove. That it 
[her suicide attempt] was not only reasonable and just, but also great 
and glorious, and exactly Conformable to the Rules of Heroick Virtue."10 
The wise Doctor, at first constrained by social conventions which

SM., J. [John Mitford], Gentleman*s Magazine, n.s., 20 (August 
1843), 132.

10Charlotte Lennox, The Female Quixote (1752; rpt. New York and 
London: Garland Press, 1974). All subsequent references come from this 
edition, and will be cited in the text.
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require chivalric deference to a gentlewoman, finaly transcends these
niceties to disprove Arabella’s romantic notions. "Love, Madam, is,
you know, the Business., , the sole Business of Ladies in Romances," the .
Doctor cautions (p. 321). He proceeds to explain how young women who
read such fictions are given false notions of love’s powers

. . . these Books soften the Heart to Love, and 
harden it to Murders they teach Women to exact 
Vengeance, and Men to execute it; teach Women to 
expect not only Worship, but the dreadful Worship . 
of human sacrifices. Every Page of these Volumes 
is filled with such extravagance of Praise, and 
expressions of Obedience as one human Being ought 
not to hear from another; or with accounts of 
Battles, in which thousands are slaughtered for 
no other Purpose than to gain a Smile from the 
haughty Beauty, who sits a calm Spectatress of 
the Ruin and Desolation, Bloodshed and Misery, 
incited by herself, (p. 320)

Lady Arabella defends her romantic ideals against the Doctor, but she
finally agrees that, in fulfilling a literary notion of female virtue,
she has suppressed her own natural feelings and has distorted intuited
responses to personal experience. Realizing that she has suffered the
predictable consequences of making love her only career, Arabella
resolves to discard the gothic morality of female personality which
defines women as innately passive, narcissistic and masochistic.11
"I am beginning to perceive that I have hitherto at least trifled away
my Time," Arabella tells the Doctor, "and fear that I have already made
some Approaches to the Crime of encouraging Violence and Revenge."

11Freud ascribes these characteristics to women in his essay, 
"Femininity," in New Introductory Lectures on Psychoanalysis, trans. and 
ed. James Strachey (New York: Norton, 1965), pp. 112-35.
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(p. 321)* Arabella recognizes what the Doctor offers as a fundamental 
irony of human life.: men seek a phantom ideal and women seek to fulfill
it, even within the bounds of discourse between Arabella and the Doctor, 
who at first obeys the rules of polite conversation with a lady.

' Many writers, thought lohnson, created fictions which encouraged
women to desire the illusory power of love. Waller’s poetry, for
instance, makes too much.of love and: therefore deserves censure:

Little things are made too important; and the 
Empire of Beauty is represented as exerting its 
influence further than can be allowed by the 
multiciplicy of human passions, and the variety 
of human wants. Such books therefore may be 
considered as shewing the world under a false 
appearance, and, so far as they obtain credit 
from the young and inexperienced, as misleading 
expectation, and misguiding practice.12

Many eighteenth-century moralists abjured books which placed undue ’
emphasis upon love and the powers of beauty, and they attacked women
novel readers throughout the age.13 But much of this criticism is
thinly-disguised resentment of increased female literacy and social
change.14 Johnson’s is the profounder moral vision: he sees that
romances limit women's capacity for moral action by limiting their
concerns to love. Passion is given only one outlet; imagination, not
everyday experience, becomes the source of human intercourse. Furthermore,

12Life of Waller, Lives of the Poets, I, 199.
13W. P. Galloway, "The Conservative Attitude toward Fiction, 

1770-1830," PMLA, 45 (December 1940), 1041-59.
14Paul Kaufman, "The Circulating Library: A Chapter in English

Social History," Transactions.of the American Philosophical Society, n.s., 
57 (October 1967), 1-67.
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romantic heroines often forget that the role they play is simply a
projection of the artist's deepest concerns about himself. Cowley,
for instance, did not write good love poetry because he was too much
absorbed in the self-indulgent pose of the lovers

These compositions are such as might have been 
written by a hermit, or for hire by a philosoph
ical rhymer who had only heard of another sex; 
for they turn the mind only on the writer, whom, 
without thinking on a woman but as the subject 
for his task, we sometimes esteem as learned, 
and sometimes despise as trifling, always 
admire as Ingenuous, and always condemn as 
unnatural.15

The "natural." to Johnson, was not necessarily to be quoted 
with the conventional, particularly when aesthetic or social codes 
prescribing male-female relationships were to be considered. The custom
ary seclusion of women "from all with whom [they] might converse in terms 
of equality" (V, 227), or the definition of love as an all-consuming 
life task for women is not "natural," in Johnson’s view. Limiting 
passionate a singular expression of one kind, as Waller has done, or 
using a lover merely as the source of one's own meditations, as Cowley 
has done, denies the variety and uniqueness of human experience.
"National manners are formed by chance," Johnson wrote, and "what is 
impossible at one time or place may yet happen in another" (IX, 270).
But cowardice and prejudice keep us from recognizing unfamiliar modes of 
life. Even a female army, Johnson says in his satiric attack on the 
Seven Years' War, is not so "unnatural":

lsLife of Cowley, Lives of the Poets, I, 34.
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The prejudices and pride of man have long 
presumed the sword and spindle made for 
different hands, and denies the other sex, 
to partake the grandeur of military glory.
This notion may be consistently enough 
received in France, where the Salic law 
excludes females from the throne| but we, 
who alio them to be sovereign, may surely 
suppose them capable to be soldiers. (II, 18)

Johnson makes his proposal for a female army to embarrass the English
forces under Pitt, who "will not suppose themselves disgraced by their
auxiliaries, till they have done something which women could not have
done" (II, 18-19). He attacks the vanity and ineffectiveness of
English soldiers in much the same terms as does Mary Wollstonecraft,
who compares soldiers to "the fair sex: the business of their lives is
gallantry.1116 But, unlike Wollstonecraft, Johnson was seriously
interested in the history of female warriors, and he mentions them in a
number of literary contexts. An examination of these contexts is
fruitful, because they tell us something important about Johnson’s
notions of female virtue and how different they are from those of more
conventional moralists.

The earliest example of Johnson’s interest in Amazons is his 
abridged translation of Abbe Guyon’s Histoire des Amazones Anciennes et 
Modernes (1740)., which appeared in the April 1740 issue of Gentleman' s 
Magazine. As John Lawrence Abbott has shown, Johnson's translation is 
not literal; he compresses and reorganizes this much longer French work

16Vindication of the Rights of Woman, p. 23.
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into a highly original piece of his own.17 Comparing Johnson's abridge
ment with the French texts Abbott concludes that the .work shows Johnson9 s 
keen interest in faraway places and that it serves as a source for 
Idler 879 in which English women are satirically compared with Amazons. 
Abbott approvingly quotes this passage from Edward Bloom:

Contemporary interest in the Amazons was 
colored by incredulity, as would appear from 
the translation of Abbe de Guyonys Dissertation 
on the Amazons which Boswell attributed to 
Johnson. Thus Johnson characteristically advised 
his readers that scarcity of information about 
this female society was no reason for disbelieving 
its existence. Considering the exoticism rather
than the moral implications of the subject, Johnson
■— as in his life of Drake— developed primitivistic 
details most likely to attract English periodical.

11 readers: the custom of the Amazons, their dress,
warlike-traits, and abnormal lives.18

To be-sure, Johnson’s abridged translation is based upon sections of
Guyon's text which deal with Amazonian origins and customs. The
material in Johnson’s article, which fills twelve columns in Gentleman's
Magazine, comes from II., "De I’Origine, du Temps, & des Moeurs des
Amzaones"; III, "De 1’Habillement & des Armes des Amazones"; IV, "Des
Guerres des Amazones".; IX, "Amazones Etrangeres ou Modernes." But in
choosing these sections of Guyon’s 340-page text, Johnson does not
abandon moral concerns for exotic details, as Abbott and Bloom suggest.
Instead, Johnson uses Guyon’s history to write his own "Dissertation"

17John Lawrence Abbott, "Dr. Johnson and the Amazons," 
Philological Quarterly, 44 (October 1965), 484-95.

18Samuel Johnson in Grub Street (Providence, R.I.: Brown Univ. 
Press, 1957), p. 26, quoted in John Lawrence Abbott, "Dr. Johnson and 
the Amazons," Philological Quarterly, 44 (October 1965), 484.
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on the birth of Ambition. The Amazons, Johnson assures, "established a 
Plan of Life so different from that of other Communities, that the 
Accounts which remain of it deserve to be collected.."19 But their 
history, exotic as it is, resembles our own because it is an essentially 
tragic one born of courageous rebellion and ultimate defeat from within. 
The important point about Johnson’s "Dissertation" on Amazons is that 
he uses the same moral criteria to measure the deeds of women warriors 
as he would use on male soldiers: the degree to which they exemplify
"heroic virtues" measures their success. The Amazons are not immoral 
because they usurp the rule of men; indeed, Johnson says, the establish
ment of their kingdom was predictable, given their military disposition. 
After their husbands were killed by the very "People whom they had so 
long harrassed," the women formed their own states

By this Massacre [of the Scythians] was produced 
the Monarchy of the Amazons; for the Women seeing 
themselves deprived of their Husbands, by whom 
they had hitherto been defended, and having Reason 
to imagine that their Enemies might take Occasion 
to compleat their Butchery by treating them in 
the same manner; resolved to sell their lives at 
the dearest Rate, and dye like the Descendants of 
the Conquerors of Asia. (p. 202)

This passage,, which bears only tangential connection to its original,
sets the prevailing theme of Johnson’s Amazonian history.20 Material

19"A Dissertation on the Amazons.. From the History of the Amazons, 
written in French by the Abbe de Guyon,""Gentleman's Magazine, 11 (April 
1741), 203. All subsequent references to the "Dissertation" will;be 
cited in the text.

20The original text reads, "Ce carnage affreux donna ocasion a 
I'origine des Amazones. Les femmes de ces victimes infortunees de leurs 
propres usurpations, se crurent menacees d’tm sort aussi fatal." Abbe 
Claude Marie de Guyon, Historie des Amazones Anciennes et Mpdernes 
(Paris: Chez J. Villette, 1740), p. 74.
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necessity— in this ease, loss of male ̂ protection-— breeds political
change, but military glory is still the dominant cultural ideal.
Victories on the battlefieldj Johnson speculates, motivated desire for
continued independence from male control. The chain of events which
led to the establishment of the Amazonian state, Johnson thinks, mark
an evolution of consciousness:

In Pursuance of this Resolution [to die fighting] 
they applied themselves diligently to the Use of 
Arms, and particularly to the Bow, and, meeting 
probably with Success in some of their first 
Encounters, soon discovered they had no need of 
the Government of Men for the Sake of their 
Protection, and that they had lived hitherto in 
Subordination, for want of examining into their 
own Abilities, and determined therefore to sink 
no more in Dependence, but 'to govern their State 
by their own Wisdom, and defend it by their own 
Valour, (p. 205)

Here again Johnson takes great liberties with Guyon’s text; he ascribes 
desire for heroic virtue to the Amazonian military spirit.21 And he 
adds spatial metaphors of rising and sinking which trace the fortunes of 
the Amazonian heroines and validate their claim for independence in 
terms familiar to readers of epic or tragic narrative

Johnson spends eighteen of his thirty-nine paragraphs on the 
Amazonian wars, using comparisons with Greek heroes to valorize the 
women’s exploits. Even in defeat., the Amazons retain glory because they

^1The Original passage reads, "Redevables a leur seule bravoure 
de ces propserites rapides & flateuses, elles se persuaderent qu’elles 
n’avoient pas besoin du secours de leurs marts pour se soutenir." Guyon, 
Histoire des Amazones Anciennes et Modemes, p. 75.
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move in worlds populated by the greatest heroes of antiquity:
"Penthesilia led a Troop of Amazons to the Assistance of the King of
Troy, and if she was not successful, she had at least the Honour of
falling by no meaner Hand than that of Achilles, the great Achilles, by
whom Hector had been slain" (p. 206). Sometimes their victories come
easy because plunderers "expected an easy Booty from a Republick of
Women" and consequently "bought their Experience by the loss of
Multitudes" (p. 205). Other times the Amazons capitalize on the lethargy
of their enemies. The Eastern Monarchs, for example, "lived in too much
Delicacy and Luxury, to think of hazarding a Battle with the Amazonian
Heroines, and would rather bear the Loss of Part of their Empire, than
leave the Pleasures of their Palace" (p. 205)* Whatever their fate
in battle, however, the Amazons must have acted heroically, Johnson
speculates, because evidence for their existence is of a special kind:

The Force of these Weapons [Amazonian bows and 
battle-axes] in the Hands of an Amazon, were [sic. ] 
well known to the Neighbouring Nations; and 
though their Actions are obscured by Length of 
Time, there are Traces of them still remaining, 
which cannot but raise a very exalted Idea of 
their Couragej especially when we reflect that 
we have no Accounts of them but from their 
Enemies, from those whose Interest it was to 
villify and defame them. (p. 204)

Johnson poses as a revisionist historian here, asking his readers to
admit new evidence of Amazonian courage from ancient claims.of their
ferocity. Even the death of Valasea, the Bohemian queen who is clearly
portrayed as a wicked monster in Guyon’s text, can instruct us.
Valasea’s demand that all males be blinded in one eye and disfigured so



that they could not use weapons is juxtaposed, in Johnson’s text, with
this last observation;

Such was the Power and Authority of the Women, 
and so much were the Men depressed and over-born, 
that this Edict, cruel as it was, never failed 
to be executed, during the Reign of Valaseaj but 
after her Death, no Woman of equal Spirit or
Capacity seizing upon the Throne, the Ladies lost
the pleasure of governing, forgot their military 
Exercises, and fell back into their original 
Subordination, (p. 208)

Here again Johnson radically changes Guyon’s account of the Amazons.
Guyon ends his text with the dissolution of the Amazonian state and the
re-establishment of patriarchy, the '’natural'1 social order; "La mort 
de la Princess [Valasea] retablit les choses dans I'ordre naturel."22 
Johnson, on the other hand, concludes with an ironic image.of power and 
cruelty brought low. Recognition of their "original Subordination" 
fired the Amazonian military spirit and fostered the development of 
heroic virtues. But courage and independence on the battlefield tempt 
women rulers, like-the men before them, to tyrannical ambition. The 
women are defeated not because they have abandoned their "natural" 
sphere, but because they have failed in their new one. Internal corrup
tion, not the ultimate triumph of natural law whereby males rightly 
rule females, destroys the rule of women just as it has destroyed the 
rule of men. Overweening ambition, in Johnson's view, is not gender- 
specific.

22Guyon, p. 189.
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The clearest difference between Johnson * s interpretation of

Amazonian "history" and those of other authors is that Johnson sees
neither the desire for independence nor the abandonment of conventional
"femininity" as monstrous acts per se.2 3 While many Restoration and
eighteenth-century writers portrayed the Amazonian myth as an example
of misguided choice against the proper female vocations of love and
obedience, Johnson makes more positive sense of it. In Adventurer 115,
for instance, he infers the motives of women writers by comparing them
to their Amazonian forebearers;

In former times, the peny like the sword, was 
considered as consigned by nature to the hands 
of men; the ladies contented themselves with 
private virtues and domestic excellence, and a 
female writer, like a female warrior, was considered 
as a kind of eccentric being, that deviated, however 
illustriously, from her due sphere of motion, and 
was therefore, rather to be gazed at with wonder, than 
countenanced by imitation. But as the times past 
are said to have seen a nation of Amazons, who drew 
the bow and wielded the battle-axe, formed 
encampments, and wasted nations; the revolution of 
years has now produced a generation of Amazons of 
the pen, who with the spirit of their predecessors 
have set masculine tyranny at defiance, asserted 
their claims to the regions of science, and seem 
resolved to contest the usurpations of virility.
(II, 457-58)

Characteristically, Johnson presents reaction against male domination 
as a positive concomitant of expanding desires for public recognition 
rather than female immorality. But the productions of women authors 
are by no means necessarily great; Adventurer 115 is a satire on "the

23See Jean Gagen, The New Woman; Her Emergence in English 
Drama 1600-1730 (New York; Twayne, 1954), for a discussion of 
Restoration plays dealing with the Amazon myth.
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universal eagerness of writing" and the "epidemical conspiracy for the 
destruction of paper18 (II, 458). Yet Johnson attributes the same 
vanities to men and women,authors alike. Bather than condemning women 
writers by virtue of their sex, Johnson recognizes their ambitions as 
psychologically, viable, then includes those ambitions in his general 
censure of human arrogance which tempts men and women to produce useless 
texts:

But as it will be long before the cure [for the . 
proliferation of writers] is thus gradually 
effected, and the evil should be stopped, if it 
be possible, before it rises to so great a height,
I could wish that both sexes would fix their 
thoughts upon some salutary considerations, which 
might repress the ardour for that reputation, which 
not one of many thousands is fated to obtain.
(II, 459)

Again, spatial metaphors of rising and falling measure the ironic 
patterns of human aspiration. Johnson therefore uses Amazonian myth 
as a kind of psycho-historical context by which female strivings for 
power are shown to be human, necessary, and doomed.

In Idler 87, Johnson uses the Amazonian myth of female indepen
dence as a normative measure by which English women may be judged. In 
no sense, writes Johnson, have English women of the present age 
cultivated the Amazonian zeal for freedom from male rule. Mutual 
distrust, longing for romance, and weakness for gallantry undermine 
female unity:

The old maids seem nearest to independence, and 
most likely to be animated by revenge against 
masculine authority; they often speak of men with 
acrimonious vehemence, but it is seldom found that 
they have any settled hatred against them, and it
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is yet more rarely observed that they have any 
kindness for each other. They will not easily 
combine in any plot; and if they should ever agree 
to retire and fortify themselves in castles or in 
mountains, the sentinel will betray the passes in 
spite, and the garrison will capitulate upon easy 
terms, if the beseigers have handsome sword-knots, 
and are well supplied with fringe and lace. (II, 272)

This satiric appraisal of what modern feminists would call "male- 
identified women" is especially striking when we remember tht conven
tional literary resolutions of the Amazonian myth called for the defeat 
of female desires for independence by the desire for male. love. Johnson 
inverts this convention’s prescriptive force by presenting it as a sign 
of purposeless triviality, not moral enlightenment. In Johnson’s 
version, Amazonian independence is favorably measured against mindless 
addiction to sword-knots and lace. The desire for a man— any man— -reduces 
human love to a vague response to its fashionable trappings. Yet,
Johnson cautions, the Amazons hardly offer a model for female behavior, 
since, in withdrawing from the human community, they misuse both power 
and courage:

I do not mean to censure the ladies of England 
as defective in knowledge or in spirit, when I 
suppose them unlikely to revive the military 
honours of their sex. The character of the ancient 
Amazons was rather terrible than lovely; the hand, 
could not be very delicate that was only employed 
in drawing the bow and brandishing the battle-axe; 
their power was tained by cruelty, their courage 
was deformed by ferocity, and their example only 
shews that men and women live best together.
(II, 272)

Here is clear evidence of the profound ironies Johnson saw in the 
Amazonian myth. Even as exemplars of courage and independence, the
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Amazons present no new solution to the problem of sexual oppression 
because they substitute one form of tyranny for another. By inverting 
patriarchy they fail to transform it. In a sense, then, they imitate 
the male model of human sexual arrangements whereby one sex, in 
dominating the other, declares itself the measure of reality. Reality, 
for the Amazons, Was war." They shifted the battle from boudoir to open 
plain, and they replaced the female weapons of beauty and softness with 
military force. Only the mode, not the fact.of male-female conflict, 
was changed.

If Johnson’s use of the Amazonian myth "only shews that men and 
women live best together" (II., 272), his other writings on the relation
ship between beauty, power, and virtue suggest how far we are from 
realizing such a goal. Social conventions, especially courtship 
patterns and the encouragement of female vanity, keep the sexes apart. 
Victoria, the defaced beauty who narrates Ramblers 130 and 133, is not 
sure that Mr.. Rambler, "without the help of some female speculatist," 
will "be able to understand" (TV, 326) the devastating effects of small
pox upon her sense of self. Men, she says, have not been subjected to 
the same unrelenting constrictions of personal autonomy as have women 
who have been trained only for display of vacant good looks: "It is,
perhaps, not in the power of a man whose attention has been divided by 
diversity of pursuits, and who has not been accustomed to derive from 
others much of his happiness, to image to himself such helpless 
destitution, and such dismal inanity" (TV, 342.) . As Victoria recalls 
the details of her beauty ritual, her audience acquires a felt
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understanding of how the systematic- equation of physical appearance with 
personal power robs women of moral capacity and separates them from the 
larger sphere of communal activity. Through Victoria’s •narrative,
Johnson demonstrates the destructive power of social custom.

"1 was born a beauty," begins Victoria. "From the dawn of reason
I had my regard turned wholly upon myself, nor can recollect any thing
earlier than praise and admiration" (TV, 326). Victoria's mother teaches
her daughter to define herself entirely in physical terms. She neither
reads nor sews nor eats nor exercises lest she spoil her shape. She
can’t even sleep until she has "passed throughthe cosmetick discipline"
of unguents and lotions for her skin, and hair. Victoria makes her debut,
"dressed and sent out to conquer, with a heart beating like that of an
old knight-errant at his first sally," but she learns that beauty has
no lasting influence upon society: "I felt in myself the want of some
power to diversify amusement, and enliven conversation, and could not
but suspect that my mind failed in performing the promises of my face"
(IV, 329-30). Suitors leave her for less beautiful, more interesting
women; Victoria.begins to suffer: the deficiencies of her education.
When smallpox strikes, her mother abandons her, declaring "that she
thought a young woman divested of her charms had nothing for which those
who loved her .could desire to save her from the grave" (IV,330).
Society no longer applauds Victoria; since her face has changed, so has
her relationship to her audience:

My opinion was now unheard and my proposals were 
unregarded; the narrowness of my knowledge, and 
the meanness of my sentiments, were easily
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discovered, when the eyes were no longer engaged 
against the judgement; and it was observed, by 
those who had been formerly charmed with my 
vivacious loquacity, that nyr understanding was 
impaired as well as. my face, and that 1 was no 
longer qualified to fill a place in any company 
but a party at cards. (IV, 343)

The point Johnson makes here about female vanity is a sympathetic, not 
a satiric one. The illusions young women are trained to make of them
selves keep them helpless and ignorant.. They are victims, not agents, 
of falsehood.

Clearly, Johnson's moral essays don't attack female vanity so 
much as they explore the psychology of dissemblance and willessness 
which its possessors so clearly exhibit. All subordinates learn to 
hide their real feelings? writes Johnson in Rambler 104. They learn,
"by degrees, to number the 'art of pleasing' among the most useful 
studies and most valuable acquisitions" (IV, 191). Too often, this 
"art" demands that women construct facades of unquestioning cooperation: 
"She assumed no character, but accommodated herself to the scene before 
her, without any struggle for distinction or superiority.," writes the 
narrator of Adventurer 84 (II, 410). The other people the narrator 
describes are certainly imposters; they spend a four-day stagecoach 
journey lying to each other about, their wealth and social status. But 
the nameless.women in the coach commits a deeper kind of fraud: she
assumes no character at all. In Johnson's view, we all share the 
obligation of human, converse. The lies created by the nameless woman's 
fellow travellers are more forgivable than her own blank acquiescence. 
Their folly, at least, grows out of a misplaced effort to improve



themselves. But the woman with "no character" is a cheerful, self-less
parasite who shrinks from what Johnson calls, in Adventurer 111, the
task of human life:

To strive with difficulties, and to conquer them, 
is the highest human felicity; the next, is to 
strive, and deserve to conquer: but he whose life
has passed without a contest , and who can boast , . 
neither success nor merit, can survey himself only 
as a useless filler of existence; and if he is 
content with his own character, must own his 
satisfaction to insensibility. (II, 455)

It is perhaps anachronistic to equate this view of moral development
with Christian existentialism; Yet Johnson does insist, with
Kierkegaard and Tillich, that life without struggle is vacuous, and
that human integrity consists of our deliberate efforts to create
rather than respond to meaning in the world. To eschew this struggle
against emptiness is to commit the sin of despair, performing a kind
of psychic suicide whereby personality surrenders to "insensibility,"
i.e., tranquil stasis. Blind.submission to the reason of others is
also a form of self-destruction, an irresponsible relinquishment of
personal power. The real anguish suffered by Milton's Sampson, Johnson
writes in Rambler 162, is "that he shall pass his life under the
direction of others; that he cannot regulate his conduct by his own
knowledge, but must lie at the mercy of those who undertake to guide
him" (V, 95). Virtue, then, depends upon the free use of one's own
reason: since "the excellence of every power appears only in its
operations, not to have reason, and to have it useless and unemployed,
is nearly the same" (V, 95). The power to act and to learn, Johnson
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wrote Mrs* Thrale, is a necessary, precondition1 for the exercise of 
virtue:

To be able to say nothing when every one 
is talking; to have no opinions when every 
one is judging; to hear exclamations of 
rapture without power to depress; to listen 
to falsehoods without right to contradict, is, 
after all, a state of temporary inferiority, 
in which the mind is rather hardened by stubborness, 
than supported by fortitude. . . , Jbc nihilo nihil 
fit, says the moral as well as the natural 
philosopher. By doing nothing and knowing 
nothing no power of doing good can be obtained, 
he must mingle with the world that desires to 
he useful. (Letters, TI, 409)

In this letter Johnson goes on to urge Mrs. Thrale to "mingle with the
world" by attending a regatta. All experience, Johnson writes, gains
moral significance when we assign it meaning, both public and
private:

Every new scene impresses new ideas, enriches 
the imagination, and enlarges the power of 
reason, by new topicks of comparison. You that 
have seen the regatta will have images which we 
who miss it must want, and no intellectual 
images are without uses. . . . Hoc age [get on 
with the task] is the great rule whether you are 
serious or merry, whether you are stating the 
expenses of your family, learning science or duty 
from a folio, or floating on the Thames in a 

. fancied dress. (Letters, II, 409)
Few eighteenth-century moralists held such comprehensive views of
women's moral potential. As Ian Watt has pointed out, prescriptive
literature of the age equated female chastity, modesty, and demureness
with morality..24 Women's power lay in their abilities to use their

24"The New Woman: Samuel Richardson's Pamela," in The Family:
Its Structure and Functions, ed. Rose L. Coser (New York; St. Martin's 
Press, 1964), pp. 218-282.
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weakness; they cultivated gestures of dependence and uncertitude to 
manipulate men. Of course, reformers such as Hannah More and Mary 
Wollstonecraft. attacked these lessons as degrading to women because 
they reduced women to sexual ornaments and encouraged dissemblance.
Like Johnson, More and'Wollstonecraft argued that women were moral 
agents, not biological entities., and they criticized conduct books 
which urged women to affect "libertine notions of beauty" or "weak 
elegance of mind."25 But both Wollstonecraft and More subordinated 
female education to the duties of marriage and motherhood, and they both 
condemned the pleasures of fashion as obstructions to women’s moral 
development. Johnson, on the other hand, parallels "the serious and the 
merry." All action, including "floating down the Thames in a fancied 
dress," can instruct the alert mind. Moral development, in Johnson’s 
Writings, does not preclude wearing fashionable clothes or mingling in 
company. No experience is too trivial for learning. Of course willful 
surrender of one’s reason or unthinking submission to prescribed social 
convention is immoral. If the woman in the pretty dress wishes to be 
seen rather than to see for herself, she is a mere reflector, not a 
moral agent. But women need not abandon pleasure for virtue. Johnson’s 
analysis of the relationship between beauty, power, and virtue is thus 
much more radical and inclusive than those of More and Wollstonecraft.

In Idler 82, for instance, Johnson warns young women who 
anticipate the delights of London that their hopes are futile: "She

5See More, Strictures on Female Education, and Wollstonecraft,
Vindication.of the Rights of Woman, as representative works.
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that fancies nothing but a succession of pleasure,. will find herself
engaged without design in numberless competitions, and mortified without
provocation with numberless afflictions" (11, 251). But he concludes
his cautionary letter with an exhuberant commendation of experience and
a telling definition of virtue:

But I do not mean to extinguish that ardour which 
I wish to moderate, or to discourage those whom I 
am, endeavouring to restrain.. To know the world 
is necessary, since we were born for the help of 
one another; and to know it early is convenient, if 
if be only, that we may learn early to despise it.
She that brings to London a mind well prepared for 
improvement, tho* she misses her hope of uninterrupted 
happiness, will gain in return an opportunity of 
adding knowledge to vivacity, and enlarging innocence 
to virtue. (II, 251-52)

Perhaps Johnson* refuses to separate the delights of fashion and social
intercourse from moral development because he saw very early the
pernicious effects of female isolation and dependence. His own mother,
whom, according to Mrs.. Thrale, he loved but did not respect, was a
bitterly obedient wife. Johnson’s Annals 'describe his mother’s belated
vow to seize control of her own pleasures:

My father considered tea as very expensive, and 
discouraged my mother from keeping company with 
the. neighbors, and from paying visits and receiving 
them. She lived to say, many years after, that,
if the time were to pass again, she would not
comply with such unsocial injunctions. (I, 10)

If, as Donald Greene maintains, Johnson's autobiographical writings give
us a much more valid account of Johnson's inner life than do Boswell's
conjectures,26 then this passage provides a kind of index to Johnson's

26"The Use of Autobiography in the Eighteenth Century," in Essays 
in Eighteenth Century Biography, ed. Philip B. Daghlian (Bloomington, 
Ind.: Indiana Univ. Press, 1968), p. 47.
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attitudes toward the relationship between female'power and female 
virtue. And his moral writings show this same concern with the para
lyzing effects of mistaking compliance with social norms for virtue. 
Victoria, the defaced beauty who looks and gains self-knowledge, learns 
the same lesson which Johnson records in his Annals: "Consider yourself,
my Victoria," says her friend Euphemia, "as a being born to know, to 
reason, and to act; rise at once from our dream of melancholy to wisdom 
and piety; you will find that there are other charms than those of 
beauty, and other joys than the praise of fools" (TV, 345). By 
rejecting false standards of female delicacy for the "heroick virtues" 
of wisdom, courage, and intelligence acquired by experience in the world, 
Johnson affirms the vision of women as human beings who must take risks 
to achieve moral growth.. Few writers of the period, male or female, 
made such a claim. And no writer since has made such moving demonstration 
of the profound ironies this vision embodies.
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